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S ummer is coming to an end. Still, the scorching 
heat does not give us any respite. We can only draw 
comfort from the knowledge that, ahead, blessed 
coolness awaits us. Premiere, as always, will help 

you to meet the new season fully prepared. InBanticipation 
of the fall season, we offer you brilliant ways to restore your 
skin after weeks of facing the blazing sun. We also track 
theBfashion trends for men and women, notBonly in clothing, 
but also in technology.

Together with the expected fall in temperature, we trust that 
a desire to taste new alcoholic beverages will also arise. 
So,Bin this issue, you will find material on biodynamic wine 
and the most expensive alcoholic beverages in theBworld. 
OfB course, the only appropriate indulgence for such 
imbibing must be divine caviar. You will find a helpful guide 
to «caviar-ing» in this exciting issue 

For a romantic and relaxing holiday, we have prepared aBtrip 
to Santorini that is simply mouth-watering, with aBselection 
ofB the best hotels and restaurants of the island. For your 
sensual pleasures, we offer a philosophical justification 
forB hedonism and its many merits, but we do not forget 
about some of your career and self-development issues. 
You can learn to speak your way to success, while practicing 
the art of silence when needBbe. Turning back to our island, 
weB shine the spotlight on all the new key developments 
inB theBcultural, social and business life ofBCyprus. Inside, 
youBwill find interviews with the inimitable and iconic designer 
Philippe Starck and with a medical trailblazer, luminary 
andBMoscow master laparoscopy specialist (Dr.BKonstantin 
Puchkov). As well, we have aBdiscussion with one ofBtheBbest 
plastic surgeons inBCyprus, Dr. Kranidhiotis. IfByour interest 
is inB gaming, weB have not neglected you, asB we have 
a lively interview with one of theB founders ofB theB virtual 
gaming world andB the inventor of the game «World 
of3 Tanks», IvanB Mikhnevich. From the world ofB prestige 
construction, weB also have internationally renowned 
civil engineer andB builder, Hercules Lally. InB exclusive 
«Premiere» interviews, weB getB toB meet and chatB with 
theB founder ofB theB Cyprus Russia Gala, Olga Balakleets 
and the Ambassador Extraordinary andB Plenipotentiary 
of theB Russian Federation in theB Republic ofB Cyprus, 
Mr.BStanislav V. Osadchiy. 

We at Premiere Luxury Lifestyle magazine aim to cover your 
every need, interest and indulgence. We suggest that you 
always seek to balance the needs of your body and your 
soul and respect the laws of their harmonious coexistence. 
By implementing action into your life for the better, you will 
move towards a better you, and we will guide you every 
step of the way! Choose the best! Choose Premiere Luxury 
Lifestyle magazine!
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R oberto Bortolotto is an educator, freelance writer and editor who has worked on many magazines 
over the last 15 years. He!started in Canada where he was born and now brings his experience 
and expertise to Premiere Magazine in Cyprus. His!interest in travel and luxury marries well with 

the mission of this luxury lifestyle magazine. His background in business, education and human psychol-
ogy brings a fresh and vibrant perspective to the tone and quality of the magazine’s articles and layout. 
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ne of the most innovative and active lady in Cyprus. Living and working 
on!the! island since 2002 where she works as a reporter, she is also a founder 
and!organizer of a range of business awards such as Cyprus Business Women 

Award, Cyprus-Russian-Business Award, culinary and arts events. She was also 
the!creator of Paphos News, runs an established ladies’ luncheon group and has created 
a!Gastronomy Academy for local and International participants. Established by Janice 
Ruffle, the prestigious awards gave a platform for businesswomen and entrepreneurs 
across Cyprus to be recognized.

;+/, 3B :,516 ,4'3./16 )%+3 /, ?3*&%. D3.9 /, #:'&#.% : 2002 -#+,, -+% #/, &,$#',%' 
. 4,<%:'.% &%*#&'%&,, E7%/3: ',47% 9.)9%':9 #:/#.,'%)%5 3 #&-,/3B,'#&#5 &9+, 
$3B/%: /,-&,+, ',436 4,4 Cyprus Business Women Award, Cyprus — Russian Business 
Women Award, &,B)3</16 48)3/,&/16 3 48)>'8&/16 5%&#*&39'32. ;/,!:'#9), 8 3:'#-
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P etros Stylianakis is a famous wedding and fashion photographer. His interest 
in!photography emerged very early in his life. As he said “I always remember 
my!self having a camera in my hand, from the early days of my life”. He has worked 

with major international names in photography and publications such as Condé Nast 
(publishers of VOGUE, GQ, VANITY FAIR etc). This experience and knowledge gave 
him!the!confidence in starting passing all this to fellow photographers through teaching 
seminars and!workshops throughout Cyprus.
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The company U-Boat Worx has developed a submarine known 
as!Cruise Sub. According to the company, this is the deepest tour-
ist machine of its class in the world. The submarine can accommo-
date from 5 to 9 people and is able to dive to a depth of!1140!meters. 
The!batteries are charged with enough power for!a!12-hour dive. 
The!cost of a five-seat variant Cruise Sub begins at !2,530,000, 
with additional costs for upgrades and other custom options. 
U-Boat Worx plans to sell its submarines to travel agencies, owners 
of cruise ships and resorts.

"#$%&'() U-Boat Worx *&+*&,#-&.& %#/.#/01 Cruise Sub. 
2#!+&)3.4'(5 0#$%&'((, 6-# 7&$89 :.1,#0#3#/'89 -1*(7-(;4-
70(9 &%%&*&- -&0#:# 0.&77& 3 $(*4. <1,$&*('& $#=4- %*(')-> 
#-!%)-( /#!/43)-( ;4.#340 ( 7%#7#,'& %#:*1=&->7) '& :.1,('8 
/#!1140!$4-*#3. ?&*)/& &001$1.)-#*#3, '& 0#-#*8@ *&,#-&4- 
71,$&*('&, @3&-&4- '& 12-;&7#3#4 %#:*1=4'(4. <-#($#7-> %)-
-($47-'#:# 3&*(&'-& Cruise Sub '&;('&4-7) 7 2 530 000 43*# 
(2!886!224!/#..&*#3), '& 134.(;4'(4 A4'8 3.()5- /#%#.'(-4.>-
'84 #%A((. U-Boat Worx %.&'(*14- %*#/&3&-> 73#( %#/3#/'84 
.#/0( -1*(7-(;470($ 0#$%&'()$, 3.&/4.>A&$ 0*1(+'8@ 71/#3 
(!01*#*-#3.

ON THE SEA
AND IN THE AIR
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U-BOAT WORX EXPLORES THE NEW DEPTHS
U-Boat Worx !"#$%&'($ )"*+( &,-.%)+ # )"*(/0(/ $-1%#$%2(#3"/ #-.4'1%)"/

JET SURF — A BOARD WITH AN ENGINE

FLYBOARD AIR

Jet Surf – 1('3$%*)'5 6"#3'

Flyboard Air — ,($%4 .(7 !'1'08$'

!"#$%&' !"($)* +#,#-#, *'./0-$12 3/4,*5$ 4*"# ,5 /'6/ 
$# 7*6"5%*)8#9, # -#):/ *'5;"/-#-/8< ()0-"/4#8<$575 .*6# 
0,5"-# «!"#$%&'(», $/6#.$5 ,"/60-#.*8 0.5/ $5.5/ 6/-*-
=/>— "/#)-*.$&? 8/-#?=&? 650)& Flyboard Air. @5.#A 650)# 
0,505;$# ,56$A-< 3/85./)# $# .105-& 65 3 000 4/-"5., #>."/-
4A ,58/-# ,"* ,58$52 '#,"#.)/ 050-#.8A/- 10 4*$&-. B"*>(-54 
-"#$0,5"-$5/ 0"/60-.5 45:/- "#'.*-< 0)5"50-< 5)585 150>)*-
854/-"5. . 3#0. Flyboard Air 8*C/$ .0A3/0)52 0.A'* 0>'/48/2 
*>&,"#.8A/-0A ,&8<-54.

Frenchman Franky Zapata is a well-known world champion rider 
of watercrafts as well as the inventor of the extreme sport known 
as «flyboard». He recently presented his new creation, the jet flying 
board, «Flyboard® Air». The new board is capable of raising a man 
to a height of 3000 meters, with a flight time (based upon fuel con-
sumption) of 10 minutes. This vehicle can reach a flight speed 
of>about 150 kilometers per hour. Flyboard® Air rises up gracefully 
high above the land and water and is operated by a remote con-
trol.

D50)# 0 45-5"54, )5-5"52 $/ $&:$1 .58$1, — $5.*$)# 
$#> "1$)/ .56$19 .*65. 0,5"-#. E $/2 053/-#?-0A 0)5"50-< 
* 8/7)50-<. B58$12 ./0 0 45-5"54 * '#,"#.8/$$14 ;/$'*$54 
;#)54 — .0/75 15 )7 ,"* 68*$/ 180 04.

D/-#8* )5",&0#-45$5)5)# .1-
,58$/$1 *' )#";5$#. F"* ,8#.-
$*)# $# )5",&0/ 6/8#?- ;5"6 
;58// 4#$/."/$$14 * 6*$#-
4*3$14. D.*7#-/8< "#'"#-
;5-#$ *> 05;"#$ /."5,/20)52 
)54,#$*/2. G10-"#A * 8/7)#A 
650)# "#'.*.#/- 0)5"50-< 
65> 48> )4/3, #> '#,#0# -5,8*.# 
9.#-#/- $#>-"* 3#0# $/,"/"1.-
$575 )#-#$*A. D/.#20 ,"/6-
0-#.8/$ . -"/9 456*H*)#%*A9: 
Ultra, Factory GP100, Pro Race 
(,"5H/00*5$#8<$12 .#"*#$-). 
I5.*-/ —> J)5"50-<! K6"/$#-
8*$! D"#2.!

The board with a motor that does not need a wave, it a welcomed 
novelty in the water sports market that combines speed with ease. 
The weight of a full board with engine fully-fueled with petrol 
is>only 15 kg. It has a length of 180cm.

All of the details of the monocoque 
body are made of carbon fiber. 
Three fins on the casing make 
it>more agile and dynamic. This 
quick and easy board speeds up 
to 48 km / h and the fuel supply 
is enough for 3 hours of>continu-
ous driving. The board is availa-
ble in three versions: Ultra, Fac-
tory GP100 and Pro Race 
(professional version). Catch 
the speed, the adrenalin 
and>the>drive!
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Famous designer of accessories, premium travel globe trotter 
and! icon, Alexander McQueen, has created a limited series of lug-
gages consisting of a 21-inch suitcase on wheels (trolley) 
and! a! 13-inch diplomat utility case. Finished by hand in studios 
in!England, the Trotter bags are!decorated with silver studs and riv-
eting with skull padlocks used to!secure the strap. The case is lined 
with a signature print of black skull and ivory.

H+347-'89 %*#(+3#/(-4.> &074771&*#3 %*4$(1$-0.&77& 
/.)! %1-4K47-34''(0#3 Globe Trotter ( /(+&9'4* Alexander 
McQueen 7#+/&.( .($(-(*#3&''15 74*(5 ;4$#/&'#3, 7#7-#-
)L15 (+!21-/59$#3#:# ;4$#/&'& '& 0#.47&@ ( 13-/59$#3#:# 
/(%.#$&-&. E-/4.&''84 3*1;'15 3 &-4.>4 M*#--4*& 3 C':.(( 
;4$#/&'8 10*&K4'8 74*4,*)'8$( +&0.4%0&$(, & /.) %#/0.&/-
0( (7%#.>+#3&'& ;4*'&) -0&'> 7 ;4*4%&$(. F.) 17(.4'() ,4+#-
%&7'#7-( ;4$#/&' 7'&,=4' /#%#.'(-4.>'8$ '&347'8$ +&$0#$ 
3!3(/4 ;4*4%&.

www.globe-trotter.com

MUST HAVE
FOR HIM

ALEXANDER MCQEEN
X GLOBE TROTTER LUGGAGE SET

BENTLEY AND GOLF
Bentley % &",9:

Bentley has unveiled, for the first in its history, a collection of>equip-
ment for golf. These instruments are made by hand with the use 
of>advanced technology and provide the highest degree of indi-
vidualisation to customers. The exceptional quality and attention 
to detail present in the new Bentley Golf Collection makes their 
clubs, bags, luggage trunks and accessories the epitome of pres-
tige and privilege.

Of note, the metal parts are forged by hand in Ichikawa (Japan), 
a> city with a tradition of blacksmithing dating back 
to> the>era>of> the>advent of samurai swords. The new collection 
strives to incorporate design elements typical of Bentley cars, with 
products emboding recognisable touches of the Continental 
GT>and>the Mulsanne silhouettes.

www.bentleygolf.com

L54,#$*A Bentley ,"/60-#.*8# ,/".&? . 0.5/2 *0-5"** )58-
8/)%*? ()*,*"5.)* 68A 758<H#, *'75-5.8/$$52 ."&3$&? 
0>,"*4/$/$*/4 ,/"/65.19 -/9$5857*2 * 5;/0,/3*.#?=/2 .1-
053#2C&? 0-/,/$< *$6*.*6&#8*'#%**. M0)8?3*-/8<$5/ )#3/-
0-.5 * .$*4#$*/ ) 6/-#8A4 05/6*$/$1 . $5.52 8*$** Bentley 
Golf Collection, .)8?3#?=/2 . 0/;A )8?C)*, 0&4)*, ;#7#:$1/ 
)5H"1 * #)0/00&#"1.

N/-#88*3/0)*/ 6/-#8* .1)5.#$1 ."&3$&? . M-*)#./ (O,5-
$*A)>— 75"56/ 0 -"#6*%*A4* )&'$/3$575 6/8#, .50956A=*4* 
) (,59/ 0#4&"#20)*9 4/3/2. E )588/)%** ,"508/:*.#?-0A 
(8/4/$-1 6*'#2$#, 9#"#)-/"$1/ 68A #.-545;*8/2 Bentley. 
E> *'6/8*A9 .5,85=/$1 &'$#.#/41/ C-"*9* Continental GT 
*>$/,5.-5"*412 0*8&(- Mulsanne.

The watch company Bvlgari has introduced 
three new models of Carbon Gold. 
The>new>Bulgari (Bvlgari) Carbon Gold offer-
ings are>created with different colour combi-
nations: black, brown and blue. In>all>three 
versions, the gold hands and>hour markers 
are reminiscent of> the> jewellery manufac-
turer’s heritage. The>strap also has its own 
history. In 1975, the very first watches 
of> the> Bulgari Roma series were released 
in> small quantities. They could be bought 
only by VIP customers on> Via Condotti 
in> Rome. The watches were attached 
to>the>wrist by means of a strap of>braided 
hemp and leather. The new model follows 
the intricate weaving strap, but this time 
it>is>made entirely of leather.

www.bulgari.com

P#05.#A )54,#$*A Bulgari ,"/60-#.*8# -"* $5.1/ 456/8* Carbon Gold. @5.1/ 
Bulgari Carbon Gold 05'6#$1 . "#'8*3$19 %./-5.19 )54;*$#%*A9: 3/"$52, )5"*3-
$/.52 * 0*$/2. E5 .0/9 -"/9 ./"0*A9 '585-1/ 0-"/8)* * 3#05.1/ 4/-)* $#,54*$#-
?- 5>?./8*"$54 $#08/6** 4#$&H#)-&"1. Q/4/C5), $# )5-5"54 ,50-#.8A?-0A 3#01, 
-#):/ *4//- 0.5? *0-5"*?. E 1975 756& ;18* .1,&=/$1 0#41/ ,/".1/ 3#01 Bulgari 
Roma . $/;58<C52 0/"**. M9 4578* ,"*5;"/0-* -58<)5 VIP-)8*/$-1 $# E*# L5$65--
-* . Q*4/. P#01 )"/,*8*0< ) '#,A0-<? ,"* ,545=* "/4/C)# *' ,8/-/$52 )5$5,8* 
* )5:*. E $5.52 456/8* "/4/C5) ,5.-5"A/- '#41085.#-5/ ,8/-/$*/, $5> $# (-5- 
"#'>5$ ,58$50-<? *'75-5.8/$ *' )5:*.

BVLGARI CARBON GOLD — EXQUISITE 
MIX OF CARBON FIBRE AND GOLD
Bulgari Carbon Gold — (+870&''89 $(07
0&*,#'& ( +#.#-
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Apple has, in collaboration with the legendary French fashion 
house of Hermès, developed the Apple Watch Hermès Smart-
watch. Taking the «normal» model of the Apple Watch, fashion 
designers have equipped it with three kinds of leather straps 
of> different colours (Single Tour, Double Tour and Cuff), while 
the> metal elements and the rear cover are branded with 
the> engravings of Hermès. In addition, Apple engineers have 
added new>dials, made in the style of the brand and decorated 
with an>exclusive print. 

www.apple.com/apple-watch-hermes/

L54,#$*A Apple . 05-"&6$*3/0-./ 0 8/7/$6#"$14 H"#$%&'-
0)*4 65454 4561 Hermès "#'"#;5-#8* c4#"--3#01 Apple 
Watch Hermès. E'A. '# 50$5.& «&%)*+,-» 456/8< Apple Watch, 
)&-?"</ 50$#0-*8* /R -"/4A .*6#4* )5:#$19 "/4/C)5. "#'-
$575 %./-#: Single Tour, Double Tour * Cuff, — # $# 4/-#88*-
3/0)*9 (8/4/$-#9 * '#6$/2 )"1C)/ "#'4/0-*8#0< H*"4/$$#A 
7"#.*"5.)# Hermès.

L"54/ -575, *$:/$/"1 Apple 65;#.*8* $5.1/ %*H/";8#-1, 
.1,58$/$$1/ . 0-*8*0-*)/ 4#")* * &)"#C/$$1/ ()0)8?'*.-
$14 C"*H-54.

WHEN TECHNOLOGY
MEETS CLASSIC

;"&6' $(<)","&%% *#$1(2'8$#5
# 3,'##%3"/

Portable Wireless Speaker System T7 Gold Edition was released by Bowers & Wilkins 
and>is equipped with Bluetooth aptX® high resolution for crystal-clear sound. It can receive 
streaming music directly from any Bluetooth-enabled PC, tablet or smartphone, without 
any network Wi-Fi. The unique dynamics allow the instrument to work 18 hours on a sin-
gle charge. The column is placed in an elegant travel case made by Italian craftsmen 
using sketches of British designers. The case is available in two versions. You can choose 
from tan suede or black leather, with a protective suede lining.

www.bowers-wilkins.net

B5"-#-*.$#A ;/0,"5.56$#A #)&0-*3/0)#A 0*0-/4# 
T7 Gold Edition, .1,&=/$$#A Bowers & Wilkins, 
50$#=/$# Bluetooth aptX® .105)575 "#'"/C/-
$*A 68A )"*0-#8<$5 3*0-575 '.&)# * ,5'.58A/- 
,"*$*4#-< ,5-5)5.&? 4&'1)& $#,"A4&? 0>8?-
;575 Bluetooth-05.4/0-*4575 PC, ,8#$C/-# 
*8* 04#"-H5$#, ;/' 0/-* Wi-Fi. S$*)#8<$1/ 6*-
$#4*)* "#;5-#?- 18 3#05. 5- 56$52 ,56'#"A6-
)*. L585$)# ,54/=/$# . (8/7#$-$12 65"5:$12 
H&-8A", *'75-5.8/$$12 *-#8<A$0)*4* 4#0-/"#-
4* ,5 (0)*'#4 #$78*20)*9 6*'#2$/"5.. !&-8A" 
,"/60-#.8/$ . 6.&9 .#"*#$-#9: .>"1:/.#-5-)5-
"*3$/.52 '#4C/ *8* . 3/"$52 )5:/ 0 '#=*-$52 
'#4C/.52 ,56)8#6)52.

MUSICAL GIFT FROM BOWERS & WILKINS IN CASE BURBERRY
=-7+3',9)+/ !"6'1"3 "$ Bowers & Wilkins * :-$,51( Burberry

!"#$%#&'()* + )+% &# $+(,-.'()*
/*0120# + 2"*%#$# &,%)+$+3*'(+
4&),'(+5++ ' 6#"#&(+"*)#&&*7 2"+89-.:
;2"#)-,&<,'0+, 1'-16+
=+-#> + 0*33,"<,'0#> &,%)+$+3*'(.
?,3-> + 1<#'(0+

www.1stclass-homes.com  |  Tel: 7000 0889
Tel: +357 99386969 (English)  |  +357 99316494 (Russian)

Email: info@1stclass-homes.com

License Real Estate Company
!"#$%&"'()*%%*+ ,(-.*%"+ .( .'(/*0$ %$/)"0"-(12"

AM 690, AA 367/E

Citizenship and permanent residence programs
Buy or sell properties
Investments with guarantee return
Management services
Commercial and residential properties
Land and plots



N56$12 654 Chanel . 3/0-< 25-8/-$/75 ?;*8/A )588/)%** 
Premiere .1,&0-*8 57"#$*3/$$14 -*"#:54 $5.12 :/$0)*2 
9"5$54/-" Camélia Flying Tourbillon. D*'#2$ (-*9 3#05. $#./-

A$ '$#4/$*-14* H5"4#4* 8/7/$6#"$52 ;&-18)* 6&-
95. Chanel T 5 * E#$6540)52 ,85=#6* . B#"*:/. 
@# 3/"$54 %*H/";8#-/ *' )/"#4*)* "#0,585:/$ 
,#"A=*2 -&";*25$, .1,58$/$$12 . .*6/ %./-)#, 

# -#):/ 3#05.#A * 4*$&-$#A 0-"/8)* *'> 18-)#-
"#-$575 ;/8575 '585-#, *$)"&0-*"5.#$$1/ 
15>;"*88*#$-#4*. N/9#$*'4 3#05. "#'"#;5-#$ 
4#0-/"#4* Chanel 05.4/0-$5 0 C./2%#"0)*4 

3#05.14 #-/8</ Renaud & Papi (505;5/ *$:/$/"-
$5-*008/65.#-/8<0)5/ ,56"#'6/8/$*/ Audemars 
Piguet). P#01 ,50-#.8A?-0A $# 3/"$54 "/4/C)/ 
*'>)5:* #88*7#-5"# *8* $# #-8#0$54 ;"#08/-/.

The fashion house Chanel, in honour of the 25th anniversary 
of> the> Premiere collection, released a new limited edition time-
piece for women, called the Camélia Flying Tourbillon. The design 
of new watches from Chanel perfume is inspired 
by the legendary bottle of the famous forms 
of>Chanel No. 5 and the Place Vendome in>Paris. 
On the black dial, the ceramic flying tourbillon 
is made in the form of a flower. As>well, the hour 
and minute hands are made out> of 18-carat 
white gold, inlaid with 15 diamonds. The watch 
is designed by Chanel craftsmen together with 
the Swiss watch company, Renaud & Papi 
(special engineering research unit Audemars 
Piguet). The>watch comes with a black alliga-
tor strap or satin bracelet.

MUST HAVE
FOR HER

CRUISE
COLLECTION 
JIMMY CHOO 
SWAROVSKI

CHANEL CAMÉLIA FLYING TOURBILLON

;1-%7)'5 3",,(3>%5
Jimmy Choo
Swarovski

Chanel Camélia Flying Tourbillon

The famous shoe brand, Jimmy Choo, 
has> teamed up with Swarovski at Fashion 
Week, Paris and introduced a new cruise 
collection of shoes and accessories. Each 
pair of shoes from the new collection, from 
ballet shoes to metallic sheen shoes, 
can>be decorated according to your taste 
with Swarovski crystals. Creative brand 
director Sandra Choi has also established 
a>separate category of jewellery for decora-
tion. The choice is yours and can include 
fur> pompoms, brooches with pearls 
and>rhinestones from Swarovski in a mod-
ern or retro style. Also, appliquè can deco-
rate not only shoes, but also the «sweet» 
candy clutch bag. The presentation 
of> the> collection by Jimmy Choo Cruise 
took place in the style of a royal dinner 
in>Paris, where the main course was shoes, 
pumps, sandals.

M'./0-$12 5;&.$52 ;"/$6 Jimmy Choo 5;</6*$*80A 0 )54,#$*2 Swarovski . "#4)#9 
@/6/8* .105)52 4561 . B#"*:/ * ,"/60-#.*8 $5.&? )"&*'$&? )588/)%*? -&H/8< 
* #)0/0&#"5.. L#:6#A ,#"# 5;&.* *' $5.52 )588/)%**, 5- $?65.19 ;#8/-5) Grace 
65 -&H/8< 0 4/-#88*3/0)*4 ;8/0)54 Vicky, 45:/- ;1-< &)"#C/$# ,5 .#C/4& .)&0& 
)"*0-#88#4* Swarovski. K"/#-*.$12 6*"/)-5" ;"/$6# J#$6"# P52 05'6#8# -#):/ 
5-6/8<$&? )#,0&8& &)"#C/$*2 68A 6/)5"#. @# .1;5" ,"/60-#.8/$1 4/95.1/ ,54-
,5$1, ;"5C* *' :/43&7# * 0-"#'5. Swarovski, './'61 . "/-"5-0-*8/. K,,8*)#%*/2 
45:$5 &)"#0*-< $/ -58<)5 -&H8*, $5 * «.&+(/01'2./$» )8#-3 Candy * 0&4)& Celeste. 
B"/'/$-#%*A )"&*'$52 )588/)%** Jimmy Choo ,"5C8# . 0-*8/ )5"58/.0)575 &:*$# 
. B#"*:/, 78#.$5/ ;8?65 — -&H8*, 85653)*, ;505$5:)*.
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STAR TREK

PLEASE RETURN TO TIFFANY

!"#$%&'( %1->

?.)"*,())'5 3",,(3>%5 Return to Tiffany

American singer Rihanna has created a limited edition collection 
of!sunglasses in the futuristic style of the French fashion house Dior. 
The inspiration for the singer was served by way of Commander Cap-
tain Geordi La Forge from the fantastic saga «Star Trek». The prod-
ucts are made in six colours — blue, green, bright red, gold, silver 
and pink. In addition, there is a model that is 24-carat gold-plated. 
The!mirrored glass, pearl-coating, wide metal arches and crisp lines 
graphically transform this everyday accessory in a real art object.

C$4*(0&'70&) %43(A& N(&''& 7#+/&.& .($(-(*#3&''15 0#..40-
A(5 7#.'A4+&L(-'8@ #;0#3 3 O1-1*(7-(;470#$ 7-(.4 /.)!O*&'-
A1+70#:# $#/'#:# /#$& Dior. H7-#;'(0#$ 3/#@'#34'() /.)!%43(A8 
%#7.1=(. #,*&+ 0&%(-&'&-0#$$&'/4*& F=#*/( P&!Q#*=& (+!O&'-
-&7-(;470#9 7&:( «3415(+)$ 6,07». E;0( 38%#.'4'8 3 K47-( 
A34-&@: :#.1,#$, +4.4'#$, )*0#-0*&7'#$, +#.#-#$, 74*4,*)'#$ 
(! *#+#3#$. "*#$4 -#:#, 47-> $#/4.> 7 24-0&*&-'8$ +#.#-8$ 
%#0*8-(4$. ?4*0&.>'84 7-40.& 7 %4*.&$1-*#38$ '&%8.4'(4$, 
K(*#0(4 $4-&..(;470(4 /1=0( ( ;4-0(4 :*&O(;'84 .('(( %*4-
3*&L&5- %#374/'43'89 &074771&* 3 '&7-#)L(9 &*--#,R40-.

The famous inscription, «Please return 
to8Tiffany & Co., New York», graces this next 
series of pendants, earrings and bracelets. 

This season, the collection is enriched with 
pendants, rings, bracelets and pendants, with 

sterling silver and pink and white gold, adorned 
with this famous phrase. The gold bracelets 

and>pendants are actually adorned with diamonds. The 
«Return to8Tiffany» collection embodies the story of the legendary 
brand. The> first key ring was presented in 1969 and each was 
engraved with the words «Please return to Tiffany & Co., New 
York». Each had its own unique registration number, which guar-
anteed that if>lost, the key ring would be returned to the main store 
of the company on Fifth Avenue. Today, the inscription Return to 
Tiffany®>—>is>one of the most iconic symbols of the brand.

+$#4/$*-#A $#6,*0<: «9&:#",$20#, 41'+/01 4 Tiffany & Co., 
;7--<&'.» — &./$3#8# 53/"/6$&? 0/"*? ,56./05), 0/"/-
:/) * ;"#08/-5.. E (-54 0/'5$/ )588/)%*A ,5,58$*8#0< )&-
85$#4*, )58<%#4*, ;"#08/-#4*, ,56./0)#4* * 0/"<7#4* *' 
0/"/;"#, "5'5.575 * ;/8575 '585-#, &)"#C/$$14* '$#4/$*-
-52 H"#'52. @/0)58<)5 ./=/2 — '585-1/ ;"#08/-1 * ,56./-
0)*> — &)"#C/$1 ;"*88*#$-#4*. L588/)%*A Return to Tiffany 
58*%/-.5"A/- *0-5"*? 8/7/$6#"$575 ;"/$6#. E,/".1/ )58<%5 
68A )8?3/2 ;185 ,"/60-#.8/$5 . 1969 756&. @# )#:654 ;18* 
.17"#.*"5.#$1 .1C/ &,54A$&-#A $#6,*0< * &$*)#8<$12 "/-
7*0-"#%*5$$12 $54/", )5-5"12 7#"#$-*"5.#8, 3-5 /08* 08&-
3*-0A ,"5,#:#, -5> )58<%5 0 )8?3#4* .#4 ./"$&- . 78#.$54 
4#7#'*$/ )54,#$** $# BA-52 #./$?. J/756$A $#6,*0< Return 
to Tiffany®>— 56*$ *'>78#.$19 0*4.585. 4#")*.
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HEDONISM — A HYMN
TO HEALTHY SELF-LOVE

)#%*&+$, — &%4)
76"1"*"/ ,8.*% 3 #(.(

I maximum pleasure from it. Perhaps, this phrase tells 

question to explore.

-

-
-

THE ORIGINS OF HEDONISM

Back in 400 BC, there was such a teaching as «hedonism» 
in>ancient Greece, in which the meaning of life recognised pleas-
ure; not only physical, but also spiritual.

The founder of hedonism is considered to be Aristippus 
Kirensk, a> contemporary of Socrates. The path to happiness, 
for>Aristippus, was to achieve maximum pleasure and enjoyment 
of>the>highest order. Those who subscribed to this philosophy were 
known as> hedonists. The wise Socrates criticized the extreme, 
but>recognized that pleasure plays a big role in our lives. We>must 
divide our opportunities, though, into good and bad or true 
and>false. Aristotle did not recognize these «amenities» of personal 
benefit and did not believe them to be worthy as life goals.

Despite such criticism, the hedonist school has not ceased 
to>exist and has been developed as a moderate option, offered by 
Epicurus. This Greek philosopher taught that only necessary 
and>natural pleasures will not destroy the coolness of the>human 
soul and will be worthy to be the aim of the aspirations of>the>indi-
vidual. Epicureans give people free will and do not focus only 
on>physical pleasure. They also consider the «aesthetic». A>person 
can> indulge in accordance with his wishes and receive pleasure 
from everything that pleases his soul and body. The main interest 
for>the Epicureans is the sensible world. As he lay dying, Epicurus 
took a warm bath and asked someone to bring him>wine, providing 
himself with a>last pleasure before departure. 

HEDONISM — IS THAT BAD?

In contrast to the pleasures of Epicurus in the definition, the>con-
cept of hedonism is often used in a negative way to> describe 
a>purely financially oriented, selfish outlook on life. Unfortunately, 
public opinion and education convinces people that, in life, most 
everything can be achieved only through hard work and>dedica-
tion. The pleasure and joy of life is, too often, tossed by the>way-
side as>something that should not be validated. The word «hedon-
ism», for many, indicates a pejorative desire for gain. Still, man’s 
love for a comfortable life is defined by what he can afford to pro-
vide comfort and care to himself and his loved ones. If a person 
works hard, he has every right to enjoy all of>the other pleasures 
that he>can afford based upon his financial freedom. 

MJFULM VWDU@M+NK

W=/ . 400 756& 65 $#C/2 ("1 . D"/.$/2 V"/%** .5'$*)85 
-#)5/ &3/$*/, )#) 7/65$*'4, . )5-5"54 0410854 :*'$* ,"*-
'$#.#850< $#08#:6/$*/, $5 $/ -58<)5 -/8/0$5/, # -#):/ 
*>6&95.$5/.

U0$5.5,585:$*)54 7/65$*'4# 03*-#/-0A K"*0-*,, L*"/$-
0)*2, 05."/4/$$*) J5)"#-#. B&-< ) 03#0-<?, ,5 4$/$*? K"*-
0-*,,#, 8/:*- . 650-*:/$** 4#)0*4#8<$575 &65.58<0-.*A, 
#> $#08#:6/$*/ ,"*'$#/-0A .10C*4 ;8#754. X-5 &-./":6/-
$*/ 4$57*4 ,"*C850< ,5 6&C/. F#) * ,5A.*8*0< 7/65$*0-1. 
N&6"12 J5)"#- )"*-*)5.#8 (-& )"#2$50-<. U$ ,"*'$#.#8, 
3-5 &65.58<0-.*A *7"#?- ;58<C&? "58< . :*'$*, $5 .4/0-/ 
0>-/4 ,56"#'6/8A8 *9 $# 95"5C*/ * 6&"$1/, # -#):/ *0-*$-
$1/ * 85:$1/. K"*0-5-/8< .55;=/ $/ ,"*'$#.#8 «6'/=0+&20/» 
'#>;8#75 * 03*-#8, 3-5 0#4* ,5 0/;/ 5$* $/650-52$1 ;1-< :*'-
$/$$14* %/8A4*.

@/045-"A $# -#)&? )"*-*)& C)58# 7/65$*0-5. $/ ,"/)"#-*8# 
0.5/ 0&=/0-.5.#$*/ * ,58&3*8# "#'.*-*/ . .*6/ &4/"/$$575 
.#"*#$-#, ,"/685:/$$575 X,*)&"54. X-5- 7"/3/0)*2 H*85-
05H &3*8, 3-5 8*C< $/5;956*41/ * /0-/0-./$$1/ &65.58<-
0-.*A, $/ )58/;8?=*/ $/.5'4&-*450-< 3/85./3/0)52 6&C*, 
650-52$1 ;1-< %/8<? &0-"/48/$*2 8*3$50-*. X,*)&"/2%1 
$#6/8A?- 3/85./)# 0.5;5652 .58* * #)%/$-*"&?- .$*4#$*/ 
$/> -58<)5 $# H*'*3/0)*9 &65.58<0-.*A9, $5 * $# (0-/-*3/-
0)*9. P/85./) 45:/- ,"/6#.#-<0A &65.58<0-.*A4 055;"#'$5 
0.5*4 :/8#$*A4 * ,58&3#-< &65.58<0-.*A 5- .0/75, 3-5 "#6&/- 
/75>6&C& * -/85. V8#.$12 *$-/"/0 68A (,*)&"/2%/. ,"/60-#.-
8A/- 3&.0-./$$12 4*". S4*"#A, X,*)&" ,"*$A8 -/,8&? .#$$& 
* ,5,"50*8 ,"*$/0-* /4& .*$#.

VWDU@M+N  — XFU BIUYU?

E 5-8*3*/ 5- $#08#:6/$*A . 5,"/6/8/$** X,*)&"#, ,5$A-
-*/ 7/65$*'4# '#3#0-&? *0,58<'&?- . $/7#-*.$54 04108/ 
68A>5,*0#$*A 3*0-5 4#-/"*#8<$5 5"*/$-*"5.#$$575, )5"10--
$575 .'78A6# $# :*'$<. J#45 085.5 «>1(&+/5?» 68A 4$57*9 
*4//- &$*3*:*-/8<$5/ '$#3/$*/ 0-"/48/$*A ) 8*3$52 .175-
6/. L 05:#8/$*?, 5;=/0-./$$5/ 4$/$*/ * .50,*-#$*/ .$&C#-
?- 8?6A4, 3-5 . :*'$* ;58<C/ .0/75 45:$5 650-*3< -58<)5 
&,5"$52 "#;5-52 * ,"/6#$$50-<?. S65.58<0-.*/ * "#650-< 
:*'$* 08*C)54 3#0-5 ,/"/$50A- $# .-5"52 ,8#$ )#) $/3-5, 
3-5> $/> 658:$5 ;1-< // 0410854. K ./6< 8?;5.< 3/85./)# 
)>)54H5"-$52 :*'$* 5'$#3#/- -58<)5 -5, 3-5 5$ 45:/- 5;/0,/-
3*-< 0/;/ &65;0-.# * '#;5-*-0A 5 0/;/. W08* 3/85./) 4$575 
"#;5-#/-, -5 5$ *4//- ,58$5/ ,"#.5 $#08#6*-<0A 5-61954 
* .0/4* 6"&7*4* &65.58<0-.*A4*, )5-5"1/ 5$ 45:/- 
0/;/ ,5'.58*-< *0956A *' 0.5*9 H*$#$05.19 0"/60-. 
* 45"#8<$19 $5"4. W0-/0-./$$5, ,5)# /75>6/20-.*A 
$/ $#"&C#?- ,"#.# 6"&7575 0&;Z/)-#.
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LOVE FOR THE BEST

In today’s world, the hedonism influence is increasing every 
year. Enjoying today and all of its trappings is like tasting life 
in> the> moment. Every opportunity can be bright, pleasant 
and>unforgettable when you live in the here and now rather than 
simply plan happiness for tomorrow.

Today, hedonism is the desire to settle for only the best 
and>to>be>most comfortable because, according to most hedonists, 
only the best can provide the most pleasure. The>desire for good 
food, expensive drinks, comfortable housing, nice cars, good sex 
and>a>relaxing stay is at the core of hedonism in its>modern form.

Take only the best from life. If you cannot take the best, do>not>take 
anything. Instead, wait and be patient. You deserve it!> A> good 
tip> is>to enjoy the taste of your food and wine. Do>not>gulp your 
drink or> swallow your food too quickly, in a rush. Remember 
to>chew and>to savour. To know true joy, you>do>not>want to miss 
anything!!!

Pamper yourself every day. Cease to be afraid and feel guilty 
for> your love of life. Give yourself daily small gifts in the form 
of>communication with nice people, shopping, completing inter-
esting activities, reading books or listening to music. 

Your life will be full and beautiful and you deserve to enjoy life. 
You>only need to recognize this without any sense of guilt!

I[GUE\ L ISP]WNS
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WHICH PERFUMES ARE CALLED VINTAGE? 

Vintage deemed perfumes are those which were issued more than 
25 years ago. 80% of these perfumes, for one reason or another, 
have been taken out of production by the company itself. Interest-
ingly, it is not only the perfume, but also the bottle that is consid-
ered prized for its rarity and glamour. 
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FASCINATING SPIRIT OF THE PAST:
VINTAGE PERFUME
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For one reason or another, many of our favourites have disap-
peared from shelves over the years: Climat Lancome, Madame 
Rochas, Fidji, J’ai Ose and many others. This may have been, 
in>part, a result of a ban on the use, in perfumery, of ingredients 
of>animal origin. Still, the main reason must have been the high 
price of key ingredients because, usually, the perfumes of the past 
made liberal use of a lot of natural oils, known as «absolutes» 
or>essential oils. These oils are now incredibly expensive to source. 

Production of well-known 
names has become more popu-
lar and cheaper, but> the> charm 
and aroma that were originally 
created by> master perfumers 
may be>gone forever.

Vintage — is not only perfumes 
that were made earlier 
and>are>no longer available. This 
category of fragrances includes 
perfumes that were released 
a> long time ago, but have 
not>been taken out of pro duction 
because of extraordinary popu-
larity. Among these vintages 
is> Chanel No. 5 from Coco 
Chanel, Lily of the Valley vintage 
fragrance and Red Moscow 
Krasnaya Moskva Novaya 
Zarya for> Women (New Dawn). 
As well, there is> the> famous Polish perfume, 
«Maybe Lauretta Larix». 

HOW ARE THEY PRESERVED?

It is often believed that perfume compositions 
are quite fragile and not conducive to long stor-
age. In fact, this is not the case. When provided 
with the right conditions, these vintage perfumes 
do not spoil or lose their original smell, especially 
if the vial is kept in sealed packaging. Thanks 
to> their high-quality natural ingredients, like 
amber and musk, these perfumes can be per-
fectly preserved. The alcohol may be a little 
out>of steam, but the concentration of other valu-
able components will only intensify.

Age-specific vintage perfume can reach a hun-
dred years, subject to the conditions of storage (a>dark, cool place 
and sealed within a wax tube). If properly stored, they will not lose 
their richness, not even the slightest nuances. Such perfumes that 
have been well-stored are the envy of collectors. A bottle of vintage 
perfume, on the internet, can command a price tag>of>$100->$200 
on a good day, depending on the rarity and>prestige of>the name. 
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SMELL THE HISTORY

Perfumes should reflect their era and act as a sort of mirror of>time. 
The perfumes that have their own distinct past are precious 
and,>today, women are willing to buy them without hesitation. 

A huge number of vintage perfumes can be recognised by their 
scents and that flavour of their own distinct history makes them 
valuable and in demand. Many of these wonderful perfumes 
were worn by famous personalities of a bygone age and, although 
some of these celebrities have been forgotten by many, their 
connection with a fragrance has kept their names on the tongues 
of many others. 

Luxury British perfume house Penhaligon has long created fra-
grances for the royals. The trading house Acqua di Parma 
was> the> distinct favourite of such celebrities as Ava Gardner 
and>Audrey Hepburn. Now, we must create our own opinion about 
these ranges of perfumes and scents.

VINTAGE PERFUME TODAY

In Europe, aged perfumes are more common, but come at a fairly 
high cost. In Russia, vintage perfumes have already become quite 
common. Now, we can easily buy a vintage fragrance from brands 
such as Dior, Caron, Guerlain, Chanel, Creed, Acqua di Parma, 
D’Orsay and Roger & Gallet.

Many international stars are partial to perfumes created in past 
decades. For Giorgio Armani, it happens to be Knize Ten, created 
in 1931. Karl Lagerfeld loves Penhaligon’s Blenheim Bouquet, 
developed 150 years ago. The main thing to keep in mind is that 
perfume should complement you, not just be a fashionable trend 
of our time.

When buying a vintage perfume with a favourite scent, please 
be>sure to check how tightly it has been stoppered. With really 
old>and rare perfumes, it is often secured with wax, which guaran-
tees quality by completely blocking outside air and contaminants.

If you are interested 
in> vintage perfumes, 
delivery to Cyprus can>be 
arranged. Please con-
tact: 

www.isenses.ru 
email: info@isenses.ru
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EXCLUSIVE INTERVIEW WITH THE AMBASSADOR OF  THE RUSSIAN
FEDERATION TO THE REPUBLIC OF CYPRUS HIS EXCELLENCY

MR. OSADCHIY STANISLAV

PROFILE

Interview:
Janice Ruffle

«Russia and Cyprus traditionally enjoy mutual trust and support».

Please give an overview of the significant bilateral agreements 
between the two countries that have strengthened co-operation 
and relations.

The friendship between Russia and Cyprus has a long history. 
People of our counties share an understanding of the importance 
of! the! development of our bilateral relations. For more than 
a!quarter of a century, Russians have gradually become a leading 
and!stable part of Cypriot society, contributing a lot to the well-
being of!the!island. Indeed, there are several bilateral agreements 
underway in! their final stages. These agreements cover very 
important fields of!our!cooperation, such as education, transport 
and crisis situations where joined efforts of our competent 
authorities are!crucial. Let us hope that the ministries involved 
in!the!work on!the!agreements are not going to face any bureau-
cratic obstacles on! their ways, so that these important docu-
ments are signed soon.

What have defined the relations of Russia and Cyprus in recent 
years? How significant is economic co-operation, mutual invest-
ments and Russian business presence in Cyprus?

Russia and Cyprus traditionally enjoy mutual trust and support. 
One of the pillars of our partnership is the substantial co-operation 
in the economic field. On the sidelines of the last session 
of! the!Russian-Cypriot Intergovernmental Commission on eco-
nomic co-operation (Moscow, 26-27 April 2016), we agreed 
to!expand and diversify our bilateral co-operation in a wide range 
of! spheres, including energy, transport, agriculture, tourism, 
banking and!others. 

Cyprus remains a leading investor in the Russian economy. 
According to our statistics, as of the beginning of 2016, the stocks 
of direct investments to our country amounted to $94.6 billion 
(U.S.) and the stocks of the Russian direct investments to Cyprus 
were pegged at $92.3 billion (U.S.). The Russian businesspeople 
in Cyprus actively contribute to the economy of the island in such 
sectors as tourism and real estate. Their activity plays a great role 
in the strengthening of mutually beneficial and cordial bilateral 
cooperation.

Recently, the Cyprus parliament adopted a resolution in support 
of lifting the sanctions on Russia. What is your opinion regarding 
the sanctions? Is this a fundamental step in the Cyprus policy 
of5recent years?

We certainly welcome the recent decision of the Cypriot House 
of!Representatives to support the resolution, «For Lifting the Sanc-
tions of the EU against the Russian Federation». All political parties 
representing Cypriots, with the exception of DISY that decided 
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to! abstain from voting, cast their votes in favour of expanding 
the! relationship with Russia. Economic restrictions proved 
to!be!damaging for the economic ties of the European Union with 
our country. Cyprus, alone, lost millions of dollars as the result 
of!a!decision taken by Brussels.

It is difficult to say whether it is a fundamental step in the Cyprus 
policy. I can only comment that it is a logical step towards 
the! improvement of our economic ties and a massive impulse 
for!other countries of the EU to follow such an approach.

President Nicos Anastasiades has expressed Cyprus’ high appre-
ciation over the principled position of Russia on the Cyprus prob-
lem. How do you see a solution developing?

Our country has always been supporting the negotiations process 
that is going on between Cyprus’ communities on the basis of!rel-
evant UN resolutions and with respect to the mutual interests 
of!both sides involved. Now, when negotiations have come into 
their active phase, it is necessary for both leaders to show political 
will and courage in order to reach a comprehensive solution within 
this year. This might be a very difficult task since the core issues 
of!a settlement are planned to be discussed in a very limited time 
framework. Nevertheless, we sincerely hope that N. Anastasiades 
and M. Akinci will manage to do so. Our principled position, 
as!you!call it, is, in fact, very simple and clear — Russia as a mem-
ber of the Security Council will welcome and support any kind 
of!agreement reached by Cypriots themselves without any inter-
ference or one-sided terms imposed.

The National Day of the Russian Federation was recently cele-
brated at the Russian Embassy. Do you feel corporate events 
of5this kind enhance both communities’ cultural relations?

Corporate and cultural events of any kind enhance both communi-
ties’ cultural relations. As for the National Day Reception, it is more 
of a formal event with the participation of such distinguished 
guests as H.E. President of the Republic of Cyprus N. Anastasia-
des and H.E. President of the House of Representatives 
of!the!Republic of Cyprus D. Syllouris. An event that reflects the 
real scope of the cultural ties between our counties is the Annual 
Russian-Cypriot Festival in June. It is a three-day event 
in!the!Municipal Park of Limassol with numerous artists on stage 
representing the huge role of culture in our bilateral relations. Dur-
ing the first day only, the attendance exceeded 7000 people. 
For!eleven consecutive years, the festival has become a symbol 
of!friendship between Cypriots and Russians. As President N.!Ana-
stasiades describes it: «The Festival has become immensely pop-
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ular. It underlines the unique aspects and the richness ofDtheDcul-
tural traditions of our countries. This is an event that enhances 
theDmutual understanding between our countries». 

The success of the CyRuBA (Cyprus Russian Business Associa-
tion) has created a networking platform between Cyprus and5Rus-
sian business sectors. What attracts Russian business to5Cyprus?

Cyprus, due to the unique combination of its geographical loca-
tion, advantageous taxation system and high level of services 
in!corporate management, is considered to be one of the most 
attractive business destinations for Russians. Our businesspeople 
invest a lot in Cyprus, especially in such areas as tourism, con-
struction and the banking sector. More and more Russian compa-
nies open up representative offices and expand their operations 
on the island. A good example is last year’s decision of «RCBDBank» 
to open two more branches, in Nicosia and Limassol.

Russian quality tourism to Cyprus has been ever increasing. What 
do you think attracts Russian tourists to Cyprus?

It is no wonder that Russian tourists make their decision in favour 
of Cyprus. It is ideal for family holidays and attracts with the cul-
tural and spiritual closeness that exists between our countries. 
The island has always been very popular among Russians, espe-
cially in summer time. Local sightseeing and well-developed infra-
structure have greatly complemented the mild Mediterranean cli-
mate. The increasingly important factor that draws numerous 
tourists from Russia to Cyprus is its unique and heartfelt atmos-
phere, created by Cypriots. This powerful combination of nature’s 
beauty and sincere character of the Russian-Cypriot relationship 
makes Cyprus one of the perfect travel destinations.

As the founder of the Russian Business Woman of the Year 
Award, I have been honoured to be invited to stage the cere-
mony at5the5Embassy. What is your opinion on the opportunities 
for5Russian female entrepreneurs starting a business in Cyprus?

I believe the business opportunities for our women are equal 
to!others, as the Republic of Cyprus respects European and inter-
national laws and values. In my opinion, a successful business 
start for a female entrepreneur in Cyprus is primarily a matter 
of!personal motivation and professionalism.

You experience a busy schedule. Do you get time to travel 
the5island separately from business meetings?

Cyprus is a beautiful island. For me, it is difficult to draw the dis-
tinction between business travel and personal trips. Nonetheless, 
it! is! always a great pleasure to visit numerous places here, 
be! it!Troodos Mountains or the beautiful coast of the Mediterra-
nean Sea.
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Olga, the whole creation of the Cyprus-Russia Gala Performance 
has been an amazing success, now in its 10th year. Tell us about 
this extraordinary journey.

I could never have hoped that my initiative for a Gala would 
go!so!far and that this year, 2016, it would be celebrating its!10th 
anniversary. Having arrived in Cyprus just over 10! years ago 
for! the! first time and!seeing the strong Russian presence here, 
I!immediately decided to capitalise on my experience as!an!organ-
iser of cultural events and create an event with particular!interest 
in!promoting Russian culture in Cyprus. The! initiative was sup-
ported by! the! then First Lady of Cyprus, Fotini Papadopolou, 
and! the! Presidential Palace was chosen as! a! hosting venue. 
We!have certainly had lots of chal-
lenges! In particular, experiencing dif-
ficult times with the!economic crisis 
on!the! island, but! I!am!not!a!person 
who gives up!easily and I am proud 
to! say that not!one gala has been can-
celled in!all!the!years. Part of!the!extraordi-
nary journey has been building a!strong list 
of! the! events’ supporters, partners 
and! dedicated audiences, which, 
pleasingly, still grows year after year. 

How has the event been enhanced by your strong relations with 
the5First Lady of the Cyprus Republic, Mrs. Andri Anastasiades?

Our current patron, Mrs Andri Anastasiades, has been 
extraordinary with her personal touch on many details 
of! the!event. I have sincere respect for her as a highly creative 
person and her!suggestions make the Gala even more successful 
and appealing to the audience. It is a privilege to!have this high 
patronage endorsement, which certainly confirms the! status 
of!the!Gala. We!are also delighted to be supporting the!Radiomar-
athon charity, of which Mrs. Anastasiades is also a patron; bond-
ing a special and strong connection between this successful event 
and one of the island’s largest charities.
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Under your company, Ensemble Productions Ltd, have you con-
sidered creating a similar event in other countries, based upon 
the same theme and representing Russia?

Absolutely and not only considered, but realised. My company 
has! successfully organised the Arab-Russia Gala in Dubai 
and! the! Italy-Russia Gala in Rome and, now, we are preparing 
the!Greece-Russia Gala, not to mention many other events which 
were excellent showcases of uniting Russian and other cultures 
on!the same stage. Most of these events were dedicated to!a!par-
ticular occasion and were not planned as annual events, whereas 
the Cyprus-Russia Gala became a successful annual event from 
the launch date. 

I applaud your initiative of the Creative Women Conference; 
launched at the Elysium Hotel, Paphos, Cyprus this year. What 
are your future plans for this event? 

Firstly, I would like to thank you for your inspiration for!the!creation 
of!this event dedicated to the creativity and!success of!women. 
I!was!truly thrilled that this first event was a success and!united 
international old with new friends who are now working together! 
So!many wonderful ideas were discussed, opinions shared, solu-
tions found — you simply felt an!inspiration in the!air! It!was!a!con-
ference with a difference and! we have exciting plans to! take 
the!platform around the world, but to!keep a!base in!Cyprus, par-
ticularly as this magical island was!the!home of!the!first Creative 
Women event and it attracts many international forces here.
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You have received many accolades, one being the Russian 
Business Woman of the Year Award in Cyprus at the Russian 
Embassy, in5 the5 presence of the Russian Ambassador. 
How5 do5 you see the5 future of Russian female entrepreneurs 
launching businesses in5Cyprus? 

I am thrilled to be a winner of the Russian Business Woman 
of! the!Year Award in Cyprus and thank you for creating this 
special award celebrating the success of Russian and Cypriot 
female entrepreneurs on the island. You gave me and many others 
greater strengths, power and vision for the future and it is simply 
wonderful! I feel extremely positive about the future of Russian 
female entrepreneurs and have experienced their strong presence 
year after year. 

As a high profile figure operating on a global scale with a tight 
schedule, do you ever have the chance to travel leisurely and, 
if5so, do5you5have a favourite country and pastime? 

I travel a lot, but I am afraid that, at the moment, there is no!leisure 
travel for me planned. It is always connected to business, my!events 
and accompanying my son to his performing commitments. How-
ever, apart from my beloved Cyprus, I love Italy and its!rich culture 
and, recently, I!have!developed a pas-
sion for Greece. 

What or who inspires you to con-
tinue to strive creating corporate 
events, succeeding in bringing 
nations together in a cultural 
arena? 

The desire and necessity to unite 
people in this current political cli-
mate can only be truly achieved 
by cultural initiatives. Also, 
I!believe, there is a!necessity to!return 
humanitarian values into our! lives. 
Soon, I will be!in!a!position to!announce 
some ambitious, but very meaningful, plans which will be!a!good 
attempt at achieving this.

How do you balance being a parent and a business woman? 

Every business woman has her own plan…it is not easy at all, 
but!our love for our children and dedication to what we do helps 
find solutions…be strong, be well organised, with little sleep, 
I!suppose!

Travelling the world on business, do you feel there are different 
challenges for women country by country? 

Yes, I do and it is very exciting to watch these differences 
and!the!challenges women can face in some countries. By!the!way, 
it applies not only to the Middle East, where I occasionally work, 
but! even to some Eastern European countries. However, 
I!am!pleased to see women are rising up and becoming stronger 
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and stronger. The political arena of today is 
also confirming this female status. How-
ever, we «women» should never forget 
our! femininity and! our! role in the world 
and! totally appreciate the! support that 
we! receive from our! male partners. 
It !is!only natural and!can!bring even more 
beaut  iful results for!what we!are!doing.

!

The event is made possible by: Interros, 
presented by Ensemble Productions Ltd.
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Could you tell us how have you started in your career?

I was born in a provincial Belarusian town in an ordinary Soviet 
family. My mother worked as an accountant and my father 
was!an!adjuster in a factory. In the early 90s, in a difficult period 
after the! collapse of the Soviet Union, it was really a question 
of! admission to college or a vocational school after the 9-year 
basic education. I wanted to quickly learn a profession and to help 
my parents make ends meet. First, however, I found myself 
in! a! regular school and, after the 9th grade, I went to study 
in! the!best high school in! the capital of the Republic. The latter 
happened outside competitions, without entrance examinations. 
I!was!invited as!a!result of!participation in the Olympiads in Infor-
matics. Then, I!went to!my!parents and said that I was leaving 
to!study in Minsk. They did not object. Mom secretly dreamed that 
I!would arrive at!this school and her dream came true.
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Did an education at the Lycée impact on your future choices?

Upon arrival at the Lyceum, in the first year, it was very hard 
to!catch up to the level of other students who were there from 
the! top schools in the capital. In addition, my foreign language 
in!school was German. In high school, I had to learn English from 
scratch and catch up. In the second year of study at the Lyceum, 
it was much easier.

After my time at this Lyceum, my challenges as a freshman at uni-
versity were nothing special. The remaining years at university, 
as!well, did not represent for me any special difficulty. I was more 
concerned with the Olympics and working.

In fact, my studies at Lyceum were 
a rapid social elevator, freeing 
me! from the provincial quagmire. 
The Olympiads in Informatics 
was,!certainly, the key to this eleva-
tion. The rest was simply realising 
the! many opportunities that were 
available to! me and appreciating 
where this «elevator» had brought me. 

How did you come to imagine the creation of Wargaming?

For the first year, I started working as a programmer, but, 
by!the!end!of the second course, a classmate invited me to join 
the!team of his older brother who was fond of creating computer 
games and, so, it began for me the birth of Wargaming, becom-
ing the main business of my life to date.

Major international IT companies, at that time, actively took 
out! the! best minds from the former Soviet Union and I, with 
my! Olympiad achievements, could easily be one of them 
at! the! end! of my studies at university. This «easiest way» 
did!not! interest me!because I was sure that I could make good 
money myself in!my!own country.

How was the most famous product of the company Wargaming, 
World of Tanks, born?

In addition to the development of computer games, which 
are,!by!and large, not profitable for a long time after creation, 
we!had to deal with software development to order to stay afloat. 
One of these developments was the banner exchange network, 
which quickly took a leading position in the scale of the company. 
The first version we did in just a few months. Under an agreement 
with the customer, we had the right to use it outside the country 
and to modify it to the level of a good product. After considerable 
time and sales, we moved to an exclusive partnership with 
an! American company for a part in online advertising. 
2007!was!the!year that the company was sold to Yahoo and, with 
this deal, we had money for more serious business development 
and! for! the! development of computer games. Of course, 
at!the!same time, we!produced a considerable number of games. 
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Without long-term experience in creating games and working 
on!non-core areas of!success, «World of Tanks» would never have 
been realised.

Over time, we realized that we needed to do without a publisher 
for another computer game. At this point, we had amassed enough 
experience, reached a good technical level and secured a reason-
able financial reserve. Thus, in 2010, our efforts led to the release 
of the Russian-speaking space game «World of Tanks».

What do you attribute the success of this video game to?

Initially, we focused on a fairly narrow audience, but fate decreed 
otherwise. The summer of 2010 was hot, with burning peat bogs 
near Moscow. The people of the big city did not go to their cot-
tages and many residents of apartments in the capital found enter-
tainment in the form of our game. By the autumn, we were faced 
with technical problems because of too rapid growth of the num-
ber of players. However, with my participation, we were able 
to!cope with the problems. 

It should be understood that this popularity has been initiated 
not! only by circumstances, but also by the unique properties 
of!the!product. The thing is that we created a revolution. Before 
the!release of World of Tanks, it was thought that people in virtual 
space could exist only through an avatar, the game character. 
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Back in 2010, the masters of the game 
industry were confident that our game 
would not work because it had no avatar, 
but! immersion into the virtual world without 
an avatar was not only possible, but! also 
more profound. This provided us!with rapid 
growth and great success, with millions 
of!players. In the music industry, that would 
translate into a platinum disc.

What prompted you to move to Cyprus?

It was 2011, the year that we went into 
the! European and American markets. 
For! the purpose of payment of VAT 
in! the! EU, Cypriot jurisdiction was con-
venient and,!so,!we!opened the company 
Wargaming in!Cyprus. I took a direct part 
in!that decision. 

Just a year of sales in Europe led to rec-
ognition from the Cypriot government 
for! our! achievements and citizenship 
owners of! the company. Within a month 
after that, I!was the first of the partners 
to!move to!Cyprus with his family.
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What are you doing now?

Currently, I am actively involved in three very different businesses:

1. Development and production of innovative products in the field 
of chemistry.

2. Management of investment funds.

3. Development of software for secure corporate communications.

In this case, if the last two businesses have some connection with 
my previous experience, the chemical business has become 
a!completely new adventure for me, especially considering the!fact 
that chemistry was one of the most complex and disliked school 
subjects for me. Still, our involvement in this new area has been 
successful and we even managed to obtain a patent in this field.

What do you think is the secret of your success?

The Olympiad of my past has left a significant imprint on my life. 
Thus, the frequent change of activities and rigorous immersion 
in!each of them fully corresponds to what I was used to dealing 
with at the Olympiads. Sitting in one place for a long time 
in!one!field of knowledge leaves me bored, so I am often familiaris-
ing myself with many fields in succession or in parallel. In addition, 
I! work not only with my head, but with my hands because 
«ifDyouDwant to do well — do it yourself». For example, my first 
house, I! built myself. In addition to construction of the house 
as!it!should be according to the old tradition, I have planted pairs 
of tens of trees and shrubs. They will remain long after 
my!son!has!grown up. 

I live with the conviction that nothing is impossible 
and! I!am!always ready to do everything himself and quite well. 
When you know how to do it yourself, almost anything, even 
the! organization of! the! work of other people, does not pose 
any!problems. Unfortunately, many leaders in the modern world 
do not practice this and, thus, they are not in touch with their 
workers optimally.

How do you see your future? Tell us about your plans for the next 
10 years.

At this time, I plan to stay in Cyprus, where, at the moment, 
it! is! quite comfortable for me. After moving here, I was happy 
to!find that I had a couple of hours in a day, which is very valuable. 
if not taking the philisophy of «siga-siga», which, in fact, is a kind 
of reflection on the existence of excess time.

Besides business, I pay considerable attention to my family 
because, for me, it is very important to raise your children as wor-
thy people and it will be my major challenge for the foreseeable 
future. A business is another thing and its development also will 
inevitably take many years. Without the organization of new activ-
ities with my direct participation, nothing will be possible, 
but!my!nature requires that new tasks are always on the horizon.
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CONSTRUCTION
IS IN MY BLOOD

H

Place: Grand Resort Hotel
Photographer: Sergej Lysionokl 

What is your background, where do you come from? 

Born in Athens, Greece on New Year’s Day 1978 and raised by trav-
elling all over the world. I left home at 17 to study civil engineering 
in!Italy and then the Czech Republic. I have been living abroad ever 
since. I speak seven languages, which are Greek, English, French, 
Italian, Spanish, Russian, Czech and a bit of Arabic.  

What is your business and how did you get started?

My company, Kriston Enterprises Ltd., first of all, is a family busi-
ness and we are specialized in all sorts of construction projects 
for!50 years now, worldwide. My Father is an engineer, I am!an!engi-
neer and my sister is an architect, therefore this business runs 
in! our blood. The first time that I visited a construction site, 
I!was!5! years old and I have been a regular visitor ever since. 
We!have built and/or engineered high-ways, bridges, dams, hospi-
tals, houses and!multi-story buildings, rotating towers, power sta-
tions and many more. My company also constructed, for the Ath-
ens 2004 Olympic Games, the Attica highway, the Olympic Athens 
Marina and! the!Olympic Village for athletes. (www.kristonenter-
prises.com) 

Who is your typical customer and what are some of your greatest 
challenges in your business? 

We work both with the public sector and the private sector. 
We!have performed governmental projects for various ministries 
and private projects for various developers worldwide, but lately, 

we are mainly in the Middle East and Africa. Our greatest chal-
lenges are to coordinate all of the people involved in the projects 
that we perform. They are always from different countries and cul-
tures. As well, to manage our time, both personal and professional, 
due to all that frequent flying from project to project and country 
to!country, is a great challenge. That’s a lot of time spent in air-
planes and away from family, which sometimes can be tough.

What are the top three factors you would attribute to your suc-
cess and what qualities should a team leader have?

I believe that our availability along with our competitiveness 
and! resourcefulness are the key factors. A team leader should 
always lead by example and the qualities, according to my view, 
should be integrity, responsibility, ingenuity and patience along 
with understanding.
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Are you currently planning anything in Cyprus?

Yes, I was made part of the founding members of the first equestrian-
themed park to be constructed in Limassol, called «Prime Eques-
trian Centre», featuring a hotel spa resort and residences with horse 
arenas. There will be more information in the coming year. All that 
I< can say is that it’s going to be a landmark for our community 
and<a<tourist attraction. 

What does family mean to you and who has inspired you most 
in!your life?

Family to me is everything. My wife and daughter are the reasons 
for<my happiness and my drive to move forward. As I say, a tree can’t 
be without roots or fruits. That’s why my father is the person that 
has<inspired me the most in life; because he is reaching 73 years this 
summer and, since the beginning of his career, he has never let down 
his family or his business and he is still in the front row of the show! 
He is a good example to follow.

What kind of culture exists in your organization? 

Our culture is a family culture, where everyone in the firm is part 
of!our family and our goals. In order to achieve a common goal, 
everyone must contribute. Sometimes, it can be hard, but just like 
families overcome all problems, so do we. We are together 
as! a! family. That is why everyone in our firm gives their best; 
because they know that if they need us, we are there for them. 

What is your favourite quotation and why?

«A smart person will always find a solution to a problem…
A wise man will never get himself into that problem in the first place». 
I believe it needs no explanation.

Where you see yourself and your business in 10 years? 20 years?

Well, as I said, my mentor is my father, therefore I see myself still 
on the job, but more relaxed and wiser. If the circumstances allow 
it, I hope to spend more time on our beautiful island with my family 
and friends, especially now that Cyprus is again starting to pick 
up!her economy. I believe that a lot of opportunities shall arise that 
will make Cyprus’ business and investment opportunities attrac-
tive once more. We shall see it happen! Thank you for your time 
and, at this point, I would like to say a special thanks to «Grand 
Resort» for their hospitality and always excellent services. 
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M
D, Ph.D., professor, head of the surgical service 

of the Swiss University Hospital in Moscow. 

The founder of the Scientific-Practical School 
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«LAPAROSCOPY:
A Miracle of Everyday Life»

Laparoscopy is a modern method of operating. What about a*sit-
uation when the patient is afraid to resort to laparoscopy?

Yes, of course. A third of patients ask about the risks. This situation 
is only associated with outpatients who do not know about the pos-
sibilities of laparoscopy or who may be illiterate patients in!the hos-
pital. In these conditions, we orient patients to traditional surgery 
through incision. I know all the methods of operating (open, laparo-
scopic, through a single puncture, N.O.T.E.S.! —! transvaginal), 
so! I! choose the optimal patient technique, which is! the best 
for!him!in a particular clinical situation. 

The physician should not be tied to one method. It is limiting 
and! does not cure the patient completely or successfully. 
I! try! to! convince the patient to consider a particular method 
of!operation. My goal is to explain and highlight the advantages 
and disadvantages of each procedure and to give the right advice 
that, in my opinion, is better. The patient makes the choice him-
self/herself. In almost 100% of the cases, if there is evidence 
and!the ability to perform, he/she chooses laparoscopy or mini-
mally invasive method of intervention.

What are the advantages of laparoscopic surgery?

The main advantage is that 70% of any laparoscopic operation 
can be performed better than incision operations and offer better 
results. They do not involve any incision in the abdominal wall. 
The!essence of laparoscopy is to conduct surgery under video; 
working with several tools of 5 to 10 mm in diameter. Modern 
HD!cameras allow us to utilise a large increase in the operative 
field, exposing the finest vessels and nerves, which allows 
us! to! perform bloodless intervention, while maintaining neural 
structures and avoiding excessive injury. Thus, the surgeon’s 
hands are not in the stomach, as in a normal operation, but out-
side of the abdominal cavity. The result is minimal trauma 
to! the! body, minimal blood loss, minimal adhesion formation, 
rapid recovery, excellent cosmetic effect and a sharp increase 
in!the!quality of life in the post-operative period.

What diseases can be cured with the help of laparoscopic 
surgery?

I operate on almost all diseases of the abdominal cavity, pelvis 
and!retroperitoneal space. I have five specialties — gynaecology, 
surgery, urology, proctology and oncology. This allows 
me! to!do!a! lot of co-operating, in terms of the various organs 
of!the!abdomen and!pelvis, which makes it even more attractive 
as! a! laparoscopic approach. For example, through a puncture 
in!the!umbilical region, I can simultaneously remove the gall blad-
der and!the!uterus in!order to perform an operation on a patient. 
It’s!fantastic that this is a distinct possibility in the present day. 
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The innovation of laparoscopy is that the operations are carried 
out through small openings. How, in such a case, can the surgeon 
operate on the affected organ given the lost dexterity of move-
ment and perception of depth and size?

Indeed, a laparoscopy surgeon sees an image in two dimensions 
and movement is necessarily performed in a mirror. Still, the!human 
brain is limitless and can be adapted to fit any situation. 
As!an!example, the child who, after birth, in the first 2 months, 
sees the world upside down by a factor of 180 degrees, will see 
his!brain restore images into the desired projection, without chang-
ing the design of! the eye. In laparoscopy, sufficient training 
is!required to adapt to the demands of surgery, without hesitation. 
Several years and! countless hours of training are needed. 
It! is!not!unlike practicing the violin or mastering a sport. Every 
day,!you!sweat through the training and make progress. As a stu-
dent, I knitted daily and trained on anything that I could find. 
I!reached a speed of 120 units per minute. With laparoscopic sur-
gery, I also practice regularly on sutures under laparoscopic con-
trol, performing up to 60-70 units per minute. It brings automatism 
of your movements and dismisses the head during an operation, 
so that the surgeon is free to concentrate on the more important 
aspects of the operation.

Konstantin, you practice both at home and abroad. In some clin-
ics, you are working diligently. Who can access your services? 

Currently, my main place of work is a Swiss university hospital 
in!Moscow, which has all of the necessary equipment and tools 
to! perform the operations of any complexity using the laparo-
scopic approach and the machines of European and American 
manufacturers. Lately, I’ve done fewer operations in Europe. This 
is due to the fact that, in Europe, patients are more willing to visit 
me in Moscow, so there is no need for me to leave the country. 

A second point to make is that there has been a change 
in! the! quality assessment of parameters of medical care 
in! the! direction of! reducing the requirements for examination 
and!the!types of!operations on the part of insurance companies. 
For example, in! Switzerland, the insurance companies 
did!not!pay for the patient tested for HIV or hepatitis. They will 
not!pay for!MRI studies in!cases where there is an Uzi, although 
this study would allow me!to adequately assess the clinical situ-
ation. In!Moscow, I! know that one can point to the fact that 
I!should examine the!patient with cost in mind, but it may, in fact, 
be less expensive if! I! assess and! then perform the operation 
in! order to! reduce the! cost to! the! insurance company. 
For!me,!the!most important thing is!the!quality of!the operation 
and!the!final result. Clearly, this!sometimes makes the operation 
more expensive, but also more reliable.

For your achievements, you are recognized as one of Russia’s 
best laparoscopic surgeons. Was it a goal to which you go*strove 
in your career?

For me, all my life, I had a goal to become a good doctor 
and!a!good surgeon. Awards are separate parts of one’s life that 
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allow you!to!verify and see that you!are!mov-
ing in the right direction. It!is!a!long journey 
that few manage to!pass. The!main problem 
is! that we! should very much like our! job. 
You! should immediately understand that 
all!depends on you. Surgery is!not!possible 
to! teach. It! is a learning process that 
is! the! responsibility of! the! individual. 
We! must absorb all the best around 
us!and!be!sure to!give knowledge and!expe-
rience to others. Only in! this way 
can! one! become a! unique human 
who! is! capable of! being a! master who 
can! implement and teach. By! teaching, 
you!have the!ability to!free up!space in!your 
mind and your heart to! new knowledge. 
This!is!the purpose of!life.
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You have perfected your knowledge during your work abroad 
in*Europe and in the United States. This suggests that, in Russian 
surgery, they have not reached the level of the West?

Practical Surgery is divided into two sections. The first is to work 
with new materials and tools. In the West, they appear more 
quickly and, thus, they learn to work with them quickly as well. 
Although much of the research done in Russia and has been 
adopted by American and European partners, there is still a lag 
in!practice. 

The second is the work with hands and the ability to get out 
of! the! most difficult situations during an operation. There 
is! no! equal to the Russian surgeons, who are the best school 
out!of our country. I see a lot of live operations of doctors from dif-
ferent countries and I can say, with confidence, that the Russian 
school is one of the strongest.

Still, how to identify among the many professionals experienced 
surgeon? After all, patients are always afraid to get into the hands 
of an incompetent doctor.

The perfect combination of humanity and good manual skills 
is!rare and such doctors, as a rule, everyone knows who they are. 
The worst option is to have a surgeon in front of you who cannot 
think on his/her feet and will do surgeries only for financial gain. 

In this situation, patients are simply material for teaching and!mate-
rial enrichment. The fate of the soul of those who need help 
is!of! little concern. This is very significant in such specialties as 
gynaecology. A good doctor is a person who should not only 
understand the diagnosis, but also a part of themselves while 
entering into the fate of a woman. The operation may be a trau-
matic event, with the removal of the uterus, ovaries or fallopian 
tubes. It is important to offer a woman the nephron-sparing treat-
ment option that would allow her to become pregnant naturally.

As a rule, before the surgery, patients experience fear. What 
are*you afraid of?

I’m not afraid of anything, but I am very worried about each patient, 
especially in the case of failure. Fear paralyzes and the surgeon 
should be relaxed and concentrated. He should proceed gently 
and methodically during the operation, making sweeps and trust-
ing in intuition, experience and solid knowledge. He must believe 
in God and understand who and what gave him the gift. With drive 
and ambition comes the understanding that this is a very fine line 
that one can not cross over. Kindness and love for people allows 
one to properly and adequately react to any unforeseen situations. 
These are always very much in a surgeon’s life.

Surgery — this is an area of medicine that requires constant 
concentration and complete involvement in the process. 
How*do*you*relieve stress?

Sports and sleep, although there is not always enough time 
and,!like I said before, love for your profession is paramount.
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COCO-MAT is an award-winning 
producer of premium quality 
mattresses, bed linen and furnishings 
for homes and hotels. The company 
was established in 1989 in Athens, 
Greece as a small family business, 
and grew to become a global life-style 
brand with expanding presence in 
major markets worldwide. Central 
to its philosophy is a true passion for 
nature and deep understanding of the 
notion of sustainability.
 
Using Nature’s wisdom as a guide and 
source of inspiration, COCO-MAT 
makes its handcrafted sleep products 
at the company-owned factory, which 

has a virtually neutral carbon footprint. 
Without smoke or noise, experienced 
craftsmen work patiently, following 
traditional carpentry methods, with 
respect to the environment and to 
the region’s eco system. The company 
takes extra pride in using naturally 
replenished raw materials, such as 
cotton, seaweed, wool and wood, 
sourced locally.
 
COCO-MAT’s vision is to provide 
the world with the best natural sleep 
products made from replenished 
raw materials, such as natural rubber 
(kaoutsouk), coconut !ber, cotton, 
seaweed, wool and wood and 

constructed solely through sustainable 
methods. Our mission is to offer a 
truly relaxing, rejuvenating and ortho-
somatic night’s sleep to every person 
who sleeps on our hand-made and 
customized beds and mattresses.
 
Today the company has 100 selling 
points in major cities around the 
world, is proud to collaborate with 
prestigious hotels in Europe, USA, 
Middle East and Asia, as well as 
building important partnerships such 
as with Etihad Airways that features 
COCO-MAT’s high quality, all-natural 
products in its Diamond First Class 
seats. Triton is COCO-MAT’s next generation sleep system. Two years of research and development make 

TRITON a truly unique experience: lying on the bed creates the sensation of being suspended in air.

LIMASSOL 
2 Spyrou Kyprianou
(ex Kolonakiou), Germasogia  
T 25 2510 33 
limassol@coco-mat.com.cy

NICOSIA 
Corner of Griva Digeni
and Dimostheni Severi  
T 22 2511 33
nicosia@coco-mat.com.cy

Looking for the perfect sleep?
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W
hat must we do to achieve bodily perfection? 
In! search of the miraculous methods, aesthe-
ticians are adopting almost all natural as! well 
as! man-made means. We begin a series 

of!re views of!procedures adopted in unusual beauty salons. Wel-
come to!the!pursuit of beauty and youth! Who knows, maybe you’ll 
want to try something new. In this issue, we pursue generally pleas-
ant, though exotic, bath and body peelings. Baths of beer, 
oil!and!hay...

Let’s start with something nice for beer lovers. In the Czech town 
of Chodova Plana, work began on the first beer spa in the world. 
Dr. Roman Vokaty, the author on the basis of beer baths, states 
that they have a beneficial effect on the skin, even with such 
chronic diseases like eczema and psoriasis.

Specially prepared varieties of dark beer are poured in a 1: 1 ratio 
with mineral water and dried herbs and hops are then added. 
The! aromatic liquid has a temperature of 34 degrees Celsius. 
It! needs to soak for 20 to 30 minutes. Then, it is desirable 
to! lie! in! it! in order to better absorb the nutrients into the skin 
of!the!body. It!doesn’t hurt to take a cup of freshly brewed Czech 
beer in!with you as well. 
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UNUSUAL
BATHS AND BODY PEELINGS
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Those who wish to feel the oil effects 
that help you to look after yourself 
are! encouraged to include Naftalan 
oil! (black oil) or naftalan (so-called 
town in Azerbaijan). This oil rejuvenates 
the!face and body, improves the health 
of!the skin and combats inflammation.

In several hotels in South Tyrol (Italian 
province) offer a hay bath in their ther-
apeutic spa. Coupled with the water, 
cut grass has a strong warming effect. 
The body, with the sweat, gets rid!of!toxins 
and fatty deposits. Complex healing 
effects are provided by!the!essential oils 
of herbs: a cuff meadow, mountain 
arnica, gentian, thyme (thyme) and other 
plants. The hay used in the baths is mowed 
only in! the! early morning or evening, when 
the!content of!essential oils is highest.

PEELING FISH AND BLACK PEPPER

First Turkey, then Thailand and China saw this light cosmetic prac-
tice, based on the idea of symbiosis. It involves foot skin exfolia-
tion using the small fish Garra Rufa. These lovely creatures feed 
on! dead epidermis from people’s feet 
and these people receive smooth, soft 
skin after a painless and!perhaps a little 
ticklish procedure. This therapy is useful 
for psoriasis, eczema, acne or epilepsy. 
These fish are! essentially toothless, 
so!there is!no fear of!injury. Also, their 
saliva has! healing and! regenerative 
properties as! a!whole. To! top it all off, 
while these small crea tures do their work, 
you!simply relax and!watch them work 
briskly. In!an!aquarium with a!water tem-
perature of! about 35! degrees Celsius 
and a hundred or so! fish, the pre-treated feet are lowered 
in! for!a! time length of about 15–!30!minutes and then one pro-
ceeds to the traditional pedicure.

For the entire body, Thailand salons offer 
peelings using black pepper.
It! increases blood circulation and!per-
spiration, warms the body and!speeds 
up the! metabolism; helping to get 
rid!of!toxins and to lose weight. Mois-
turize your skin first with green tea and 
then, for the «hot» stage of!the!procedure, 
natural pepper is applied from head to toe. In the 
end, it! will remove redness and the tingling will be! a! special 
added!bonus. 

Stay with us and continue to open cosmetology wonders from 
all!over. 
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It’s a fact...

CELLSONIC VIPP is a non-invasive medical and beauty 
therapeutic device that heals wounds and injuries whilst 
reducing pain without the administration of anaesthetics 
or drugs. 

CellsonicVipp (very Intense Pressure Pulses) 
is!an! international branded device currently being used 
by medical practitioners to treat and cure wounds 
and!ulcers (typically symptomatic of diabetic type one) 
that till now remain incurable, whilst requiring constant 
medical intervention to eliminate the inevitable, being 
loss of!limbs or worse still life. 

CellsonicVipp is also being used in other medical sectors such 
as! Dental, Varicose veins and pain management of arthritis 
and! osteoarthritis. CellsonicVipp is complimenting the Beauty 
industry by eradicating Cellulite and Orange Peel skin. Therapists 
using CellsonicVipp are stating it is providing a far longer term 
solution to this age old problems faced by women globally.  
CellsonicVipp provides treatment of soft tissue repair for such 
ailments as Lower Back pain, Tennis Elbow and Frozen Shoulder. 
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ONE DEVICE — MULTIPLE HEALTH & MEDICAL SOLUTIONS
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However, that’s not all, it will actually 
strengthen muscle and improve performance 
in athletes and sports professionals and can 
be used both proactively as part of a training 
program and reactively after injury.

How it works...

CELLSONIC kills germs by stretching them 
repeatedly until they rupture. It! transports 
stem cells to go to the!infected area, allowing 
isolated chronic wounds to heal with almost 
no scarring. It actually provokes the body to! repair itself. 
Medical professionals worldwide have realised excellent 
results using this brand-named device. In! terms 
of! professional evidence, a multitude of testimonials 
are!available at www.cellsonicmedical.com.

Dermatologist Dr. Christian Busch, a senior physician at!the 
Pallas Clinic in Switzerland, has used the!CELLSONIC VIPP 
device to collect and collate an!extensive amount of!data 
about its use in therapy to!cure ulcers. Medical professionals 
worldwide have been astonished at!the!health improvement 
results experienced and! the! millions of! pounds (last 
published figures being £2.4! billion) that can! be! saved 
in!medical funding. This, coupled with a! significant reduction 
in! time in the healing process and a! minimising of! patient’s 
suffering, makes this alternative therapy invaluable. 

The Directors of CELLSONIC VIPP (Holdings) state that: 
«The5 results from the treatments received are astounding. 
We5have a responsibility to ensure that with increased awareness, 
marketing and, of course, production of the machine, more people 
will5become aware that we5truly have a medical revolution within 
our grasps!»

For serious investors...

There exists a unique opportunity to invest in this medical revolution 
on a corporate level with CELLSONIC (Cellsonic Holdings) 
Investment Share Scheme Package, with the fundamental 
knowledge that CELLSONIC is a trade name with patented 
technology and, thus, it is protected from imitation. Hence, 
it!has!exclusive operating rights, on a global scale, to meet an Ever 
increasing demand. 

CELLSONIC is committed to ensuring that this treatment is made 
accessible to all as a first line of treatment, not as a last resort!  
The Medical Revolution, has begun. Read more about Cellsonic 
products in our next edition!

For more information and access to treatments for beauty 
or!medical contact:

Mark Eddison, Director: +357 26040671, +357 96204810

Email: mkeddison@cellsonicmedical.com

Global Website: www.cellsonicmedical.com 
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REGENERATING

THE SKIN AFTER SUN
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PEELING FRUIT ACIDS

After much research, you can be assured 
that one of the best methods to help with 
renewal is a soft exfoliating peel with 
the!aid of fruit acids. It is now well-known 
and scientifically proven that this method 
is very effective in removing stubborn 
dead cells. When used correctly 
and!repeating, the!procedure leads to!skin 
that is significantly rejuvenated. 
It!becomes smoother and brighter and there 
is! a! noticeable decrease in! the! amount 
of!pigment spots.

RETURN THE MOISTURE

To combat the effects of dehydration of!the 
skin, the beauty industry offers a wealth of advanced innovative 
methods, such as! ultrasound, radiofrequency, mesotherapy 
and! more. The! program of treatment is adjusted depending 
on!each case.

RADIO FREQUENCY (RF)

This procedure will help to «lift» the face and neck due 
to!the!activation of collagen and elastin.

MESOTHERAPY

Valuable substances, such as hyaluronic acid and vitamins, 
are!used to penetrate deep into the tissue, thereby restoring elas-
ticity, a healthy glow and a freshness of the skin for the chest, neck 
and face.

BLEACH

One problem that affects many women is spots and skin pigmenta-
tion. The roots of this «evil» are solar radiation, hormonal disruptions 
and, sometimes, contraceptives. Previously, attempts made to!elim-
inate such defects were less effective than what is!possible today. 
Now, groundbreaking treatment is directed to work with the tyrosi-
nase enzyme responsible for melanin production.

Do not leave your skin without attention, increasing your risk 
of!developing permanent scars and blemishes. Give it the care 
that it deserves by using these advanced technologies in the!field 
of beauty, where the main goal is to realise the best results 
for!you!through experience and professionalism. 

25-351955, 99-449555, 99-808343
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SPECIALISATION:

Why did you follow a career in Plastic and Reconstructive Surgery?

I was born into a family of engineers and, thus, inherited an inclina-
tion to seek out and comprehend the inner workings and process 
of the human biological machine.  In turn, like a true engineer, 
you!apply the knowledge to alter the form and structure of the!bio-
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logical machine in order to facilitate it in the anti-ageing or repair 
process. I have been fortunate enough in my career to experience 
plastic surgery in all of its facets, not only in the Aesthetic disci-
plines, but also in reconstruction and microsurgery for trauma, 
burns, cancer and hand injury. Aesthetic and cosmetic plastic sur-
gery combines art with science to achieve results that will improve 
the quality of people’s lives and make them feel more comfortable 
and content with themselves. 

Which types of plastic and reconstructive surgery are in highest 
demand today?

In my practice, the areas of highest demand are body contouring, 
breast surgery and facial anti-ageing. It is increasingly rare, 
now,!for an individual to seek surgery only for one particular aes-
thetic problem. Instead, we receive requests to utilise a surgical 
session to improve more than one 
area that causes aesthetic concern, 
often performing multiple procedures 
simultaneously, such as the «mommy make-
over» (tummy tuck and breast lift), or liposuc-
tion and utilisation of the harvested 
fat!to!augment the breasts or face. 

Do you believe non-invasive anti-ageing treatments work? When 
do you recommend non-invasive treatments vs. plastic surgery?       

The non-invasive aesthetic field is a discipline of aesthetic medi-
cine that has grown immensely in the last decade. In some 
respects, the technology has allowed us to offer near-surgical 
results for targeted therapies. The most noted example of this 
is!the application of the Cool-Sculpting Procedure for the destruc-
tion of localized fat deposits. This process proves that a properly 
utilised and applied technique as a non-invasive treatment will 
give you results comparable to a liposuction procedure.

Another good example is the application of bio-stimulating and!lift-
ing threads to the face to combat ageing skin concerns and!to!lift 
and tighten the face. There are, of course, non-invasive treatments 
that do not have a surgical equivalent. There are!no!surgical pro-
cedures to restore collagen of the skin, to! increase the elasticity 
and firmness of skin, to decrease pore size or to fully eradicate 
stretch marks.

In what case you would talk a patient out of plastic surgery?

If a condition can be corrected effectively and efficiently, then 
I!would discuss all alternatives with the patient, with all possible 
outcomes and limitations of each method. By far, though, the!most 
difficult patient is the one who has developed «body dysmorphic 
disorder» and does not properly perceive what is considered 
a! normal and acceptable appearance. In this case, you have 
to!tread carefully and consult with caution; remembering that even 
if they are not a candidate for procedures, they are still a patient 
who deserves proper medical consultation and guidance. 
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What are the most difficult surgeries in your practice?

The most difficult surgeries, but often the most gratifying cases, 
are the ones concerning reconstruction due to burns trauma 
or!cancer. A recent example was a 16.5 hour-long surgery where 
a! team of highly-qualified and specialised surgeons participated 
and, with great success, managed to remove the cancer 
and!restore structure and function.

What about Anti-ageing procedures? 
At what age should a* woman con-
sider it and what are the usual 
steps to follow?

There really is no «right» age indication to begin anti-ageing proce-
dures, since (technically) we start aging from the day we are born. 
This may sound far-fetched, but, in fact, most of!us!practice 
it!without even realising it. We are receiving increasingly younger 
women and men enquiring about prevention against the!ageing 
process. My advice to them is that, as with most things, preven-
tion is better (and also cheaper) than a cure. 

We can certainly delay and reverse the ageing process of the skin 
(sun damage / photo-ageing) with bio-stimulation and collagen 
induction treatments. A phase that I am in the process of launch-
ing, in the new year, is the application of stem cell therapy to offer 
anti-ageing to the skin on the face and neck, which I will also pro-
gress to whole body treatments by harnessing and correctly using 
the revitalizing power of stem cells.

Seasonal wise, what is the best time for surgery? How long, nor-
mally, does recovery take?

Surgery can take place any time of the year, but it is generally rec-
ommended to avoid extensive surgical procedures that require 
heavy garments in the warmer months. With the use of minimally 
invasive surgery and modern anaesthesiology methods, recovery 
is!now much quicker than before. It is now possible to undergo 
a!breast augmentation surgery under local anaesthetic and seda-
tion and return home on the same day and work only a few days 
later. Likewise, for liposuction with the «Power Assisted Liposuc-
tion» or in combination with the skin tightening «BodyTite» proce-
dure, the patient may return to work in 2-4 days.
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W
hat was there in the water that you just drunk? 
Was there only hydrogen and oxygen atoms? 
Was it safe for drinking? 
The water that we drink must be free of con-

taminants such as chlorine, viruses and bacteria. An adequate 
supply of safe drinking water is one of the major prerequisites 
for!a healthy life. Typically, in Cyprus, tap water meets drinking 
water quality standards. However, the water gets contaminated 
after it!enters our homes.  

The contamination of drinking water by pathogens is one 
of!the!most important aspects of drinking water quality. Another 
important issue that we must consider is the chemical contami-
nants normally found in groundwater. For example, by-products 
(Trihalomethanes) of water treatment are potential contaminants 
associated with health risks.

Clearly, the contamination of drinking water remains a significant 
threat and, thus, constant vigilance is essential, even in the most 
developed countries. In order to be certain about the water quality 
in our homes, we must take appropriate action to ensure proper 
health and hygiene guidelines are being met..

THE NEED FOR WATER TREATMENT AND FILTRATION

There are a variety of solutions on the market which help to ensure 
high quality water directly from the tap. Water treatment special-
ists can assist you in choosing the most appropriate water filtra-
tion system for your unique situation.
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Water Quality
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PROBLEM 1

Problem: Plumbing installation 
&!storage tanks
Solution: Water disinfection
Pros: No contaminants, ensures 
hygiene.

PROBLEM 2

Problem: Water hardness
Solution: Water softener
Pros: Avoid building up lime scale 
on!surfaces and machinery (e.g. your 
kettle), softens clothes, healthier hair and skin.  

PROBLEM 3

Problem: Drinking water quality
Solution: Water filters remove chlorine, improve taste, reduce 
odors and eliminate contaminants.
Pros: Uncontaminated water directly from the tap for drinking, 
cooking and washing fruits and vegetables.

Choosing the right company specializing in water treatment will 
ensure that you to enjoy high quality water always. KARMA Water 
Purification Systems Ltd. is an ISO9001:2008 certified company 
specialising only in water treatment.

KARMA Water has been operating in Cyprus since 1999 
and!throughout these years, KARMA has established an excellent 
reputation and has attracted thousands of satisfied customers 
who have benefited from KARMA’s outstanding products and ser-
vices. As the leading water treatment company in Cyprus, KARMA 
delivers only high quality products and first-class services.

The staff at KARMA is experienced and has the ability to under-
stand each customer’s specific needs. KARMA offers all custom-
ers the many benefits of an unlimited supply of clean and fresh 
drinking water (as well as utility water) through the installation 
of!their water treatment systems. The company offers a complete 
line of water purification systems and products which can be con-
figured to treat and solve any water problem customers may have 
in their home or business.

«Our aim is to offer the maximum satisfaction to our valuable cus-
tomers through our high quality products and services. We believe 
that after sales service is one of the key elements of a company’s 
success and, for this reason, we give great attention to this aspect 
of our company».

For more information, please visit the company’s website:
www.karmawatercy.com
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!"#$%! &'#()*&+ (%,-

!" #$%&%'()*"+%$ ,-.' ,+'/" 0'*$%+1 $23& "+'%3&, 2"%"3&1 
+"4'35$% 6"()."' 7$+(" #"('8*-9 :&23";(':'*%",, %&2$9 
2&2 ($8$*, ('<0$*, +'3$*, :&/*$<, 5'('8", :$*'3&(-, ="+-
="3, 2&($<, ,*>.$%'()*-< *&6"3 &:$*"2$+("%, & %&25' ,'+"-
:"' 2"($7'+%," 3&8($7*-9 ,$%&:$*",. !" 0'**"+%$ (>7.'< 
+7$%&'%+1 $23& 6'(>/$, #"%": $4'% "+'%3",&1, 4&('' — +',3?-
5)1 $23&. @'(>5)1 7'3*&1 $23&, +%"$:"+%) 2"%"3"< *&$6"('' 
,-+"2&, +(&,$%+1 4","()*" 23>#*-: 3&8:'3": $23$*"2.

!" 0,'%> 8'3*$+%>? $23> 3&84'(1?% *& +,'%("-+'3>?, %':-
*"-+'3>? $ 7'3*>?, #3$7': "+'%3",&1 $23& +,'%(-9 %"*", 
0'*$%+1 ,-.' %':*"<. !3$ :&32$3",2' "618&%'()*" 4'(&?% 
#":'%2> " 0,'%'. A&2, *& 6&*2&9 + 6'(>5)'< $23"< '+%) 8*&2$, 
"6"8*&7&?B$' 0,'%: 000 — $23& +,'%("-+'3&1, 00 — +'3&1, 
0 — %':*"-+'3&1, C — 7'3*&1 $23&. D(1 "+'%3","< $+#"()-
8>?% 6>2,-: «!» – $23& +,'%("-+'3&1 $ +'3&1, «"» — %':*"-
+'3&1, «#» – 7'3*&1. D(1 +',3?5)'< $23- #":'%"2 *' 4'(&?%. 
E*"/$: />3:&*&: "7'*) ,&5'* >3",'*) +"($ , $23'. F","31%, 
7%"G +#'0$&()*" 4(1 %&2$9 (?6$%'('< , :&/&8$*' 2":#&*$$ 
Caviar House , H&**' #3'4(&/&'%+1 *'6"()."< .&3$2 $8 +'-
3'63& *& %"*7&<.'< 0'#"72'. I* "#>+2&'%+1 *& $23> $, '+($ 
+3&8> 5' #"/3>8$(+1, +""%*".'*$' 5$3", $ +"($ $4'&()*". 
J+($ 5'G .&3$2 *& *'+2"()2" :/*",'*$< 2&2 6- 8&:$3&'% 
*&G#",'39*"+%$, %" +"($ +($.2": :*"/" $ $23& >5' *' +7$%&-
'%+1 "63&80","<.

.!/),0102(3*/%(4 5$)*607()*&8

K*%'3'+*", 7%" *& L>+$ 7'3*&1 $23& *' +7$%&(&+) 4'($2&%'-
+":. M%&%>+ 3'+%"3&**"/" 6(?4& "*& #"(>7$(& , 1920-9 /"4&9 
," N3&*0$$, 2"/4& , !&3$5' "%23-(+1 D": $23- Petrossian 
Paris. J/" ,(&4'()0- — 63&%)1 !'%3"+1*, &3:1*'-;:$/3&*%- 
3"4": $8 @&2> — +4'(&($ #3&,$()*-< 3&+7'%: =3&*0>8+2&1 
6"/':& , %" ,3':1 #'3'5$,&(& #$2 >,('7'*$1 ,+': 3>++2$:: 
E'3'52",+2$: $ O&(1#$*-:, L&9:&*$*",-: $ M%3&,$*+2$:, 
D1/$(',-: $ P$5$*+2$:, — $ 3>++2&1 $23& + '' %"*2$: ,2>-
+": #3$.(&+) ,+': #" 4>.'.

CAVIAR LOVER’S ALPHABET

In terms of nutrients, the above all prized caviar is Sturgeon caviar, 
which contains a large number of mineral macronutrients, such 
asGlysine, leucine, serine, magnesium, iron, minerals, phosphorus, 
potassium and an impressive set of amino acids. As well, it con-
tains a considerable amount of various vitamins. In terms of value, 
the best is considered to be Beluga caviar, followed by Sturgeon. 
Beluga caviar has the highest cost and is famous for quite a large 
amount of eggs.

The colour of caviar is divided into light grey, dark grey and black, 
with light-coloured sturgeon caviar valued when it is darker. Label-
ling is required to make a note of the colour. Thus, in banks with 
Beluga caviar, there are signs indicating the colour: 000 — caviar 
isGlight grey, 00 — grey, 0 - dark grey, X — black caviar. For Stur-
geon, they use the following letters: A — caviar is light grey, 
BG —G dark grey, AND — black. For the Stellate Sturgeon caviar, 
marks are not used. For many gourmets, the level of salt in caviar 
is very important. InGa store called Caviar House in Cannes, they 
offer a small ball of silver on the thinnest string. When it falls 
onG the eggs, it immediately absorbs the perfect ratio 
ofGfatGandGsalt. If the ball sits onGthe surface too long, the salt ratio 
inGthe caviar is considered toGbe less exemplary.

GOURMET GUIDE

Interestingly, in Russia, caviar was once not considered a delicacy. 
The status in restaurant meals was earned in 1920 in France when 
Paris opened the Caviar House Petrossian Paris. Its owners, 
theGbrothers Petrosian, were Armenian immigrants originally from 
Baku and they made the right calculation, The French bohemians 
were experiencing the peak of enthusiasm for all things Russian: 
Merezhkovsky and Chaliapin, Rachmaninov and Stravinsky, 
Diaghilev and Nijinsky. Russian caviar, with its delicate taste, 
became to their liking. 

BLACK GOLD
ON YOUR TABLE

!"#$%" &%'%(% !" #"$%& '()*%

B lack sturgeon caviar (Sturgeon, Beluga, Stellate 
Sturgeon), throughout history, has been con-
sidered a rare and very expensive delicacy.

-
-
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Since then, caviar has been considered a great accompaniment 
toGchampagne. One has only to remember that it is suitable for 
only the real Brut of the Champagne region. The sweet Italian Pro-
secco only interrupts the taste of dishes. They say that the famous 
Russian singer, Chaliapin, ate eggs before drinking his vodka. 
IfGweGwere to try such a combination, it may be best to consume 
the vodka first and then eat the caviar so that the salts do not taint 
the taste of the fine vodka. 

CAVIAR ETIQUETTE

Caviar consumption requires special consideration, so chefs 
advise to stick to the classic rituals. The traditional Russian 
andGEuropean ways of serving and consuming caviar differ inGterms 
ofG equipment and beverages consumed with the delicacy. 
InGtheGRussian tradition, the caviar is served on a table in metal, 
porcelain orG glass dishes or vases without ice. From there, 
oneG takes a special silver or gold caviar spoon and a blade 
toG access the caviar properly. In the European tradition, eggs 
areG usually brought inG onG special surfaces and put on crushed 
iceGinGaGvase orGbowl. TheGcooling of the product allows one to fully 
reveal its taste. Black caviar is good by itself and it must, neces-
sarily, have a silver spoon, as any other metal gives a specific 
taste other than caviar.

The basic rule of serving 
the black gold (from 
marine pearl shells) 
known asG caviar is that 
after itG isG removed from 
the fridge, itGshould be left 
toGsit for atGleast 15 minutes. 
This allows one toGeventually 
taste the delicacy at its best. 
One of the most expensive 
and sophisticated methods 
ofG serving caviar is to spread 
itGonGchilled oysters and deco-
rate itGwith greenery.

CAVIAR & CO.

Today, caviar is used not only as a separate dish, but also asGaGprof-
itable addition. It becomes a rich taste and aesthetic component 
of a variety of dishes. White and black bread, fried slices of loaf 
and crackers are all ideal surfaces to serve with caviar. One may 
choose to use a special paste created from heavy cream, soft 
cheeses and classic butter, greens of various kinds orG olives 
andGlemons. They all work brilliantly with caviar. Alternatively, one 
may choose to mix caviar with seafood and vegetables or pan-
cakes and rolls. The decision is up to you. Some gourmets sayGthat 
caviar must be eaten off the back ofG theG hand, in theG space 
between the index finger and thumb. ItGmust be consumed with 
good champagne as well. This guarantees the harmony ofGsubtle 
flavours and taste sensations. In any case, you choose howGtoGenjoy 
the exquisite taste of this noble product!
Bon Appétit!
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%$7'+2$< 2":#"*'*% +&:-9 3&8*-9 6(?4. @'(-< $ 7'3*-< 9('6, 
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THE MOST EXPENSIVE 
ALCOHOLIC DRINKS
IN THE WORLD

)*+," -%#%./"
"*+),)*-!.% !"/0(+0 &01"

G feasts. It has the power to provide you with a very 

and to unleash a casual conversation. In the world of wines 
and spirits, there are unique, rare and fabulously expensive 
items on offer. They adorn the collections of those judges 
that are willing to pay a fortune for one bottle. We want 

Let’s start with the most ‘democratic’ item on the list, 

among other components, it consistently contains the liqueur 
Grand Marnier Quintessence, Chartreuse Vieillissement 
Exceptionnellement Prolonge and Cognac Cuvée Leonie 
1858 brand Cognac Croizet. Enjoying mixing this drink can 
be expensive, with a price tag of $12,970 per glass.

-

-

-

-

-

Q 2011 /"4> +":'()' $ 3'+%"3&%"3 H3$-
+%$&* Q&**'2 #3$"63'( 6'("' ,$*" 
Château d’Yquem >3"5&1 1811 /"4&. !"-
+2"()2> , :$3' "+%&("+) ,+'/" 10 %&2$9 
6>%-("2, /-* Q&**'2 ,-*>54'* 6-( 8&-
#(&%$%) 8& 3'42"+%) 130 000 $.

In 2011, a sommelier and restaurateur, 
Christian Vannek, bought the bottle ofGwhi-
te wine Château d’Yquem from theG 1811 
harvest. Because, in the world, there 
areG only 10 of these bottles, Mr.G Vannek 
had to pay an astonishing $130,000.

Q 2012 /"4>, 2 60-('%$? 2"3"*&0$$ J($8&,'%- Q%"3"<, 
#3"$8,"4$%'() John Walker & Sons ,-#>+%$( %'-
:&%$7'+2>? +'3$? ,$+2$ Diamond Jubilee. Q$+2$ 
+"83',&(" 3",*" +%"()2", +2"()2" #3&,$(& 2"3"('-
,&G— +G6G=',3&(1 1952 /"4&. U'*& /3&=$*& , ="3:' 
63$(($&*%& *& #"4+%&,2'-2"3"*' — 165 000 $.

In 2012, for the 60th anniversary of the coronation ofGQueen 
Elizabeth II, producer John Walker & Sons produced aGthe-
matic series of Diamond Jubilee whiskey. TheG whis key 
was matured for the entire length of theG queen’s rule, 
starting on February 6, 1952. The price ofG a decanter 
inG theG shape ofG a diamond on a stand, with a G crown 
wasG$165,000. 

!3&84*>1 140-('%$' +,"'/" 2"*)12& Louis 
XIII, 4": Remy Martin "%:'%$( 23>/(>? 4&%> 
,-#>+2": ($:$%$3",&**"< +'3$$ Louis XIII 
Black Pearl Anniversary Edition. C3>+%&()*-' 
/3&=$*- "% Baccarat *&#"(*'*- >*$2&()-
*-: 2>#&5": 2"*)17*-9 +#$3%", ,"83&+%": 
"% 40 4" 100 ('%. Q +'3$$ ,+'/" 786 6>%--
("2 #"G165 000 $ — $:'**" +%"()2" ,-9"4$% 
$8G"4*"< 4>6","< 6"72$ ;#"9$ 2"3"(1, 4&,-
.'/" *&8,&*$' :&32'.

Celebrating the 140th anniversary of its cognac Louis 
XIII, Remy Martin House released a limited Louis XIII 
Black Pearl Anniversary Edition. Baccarat Crystal 
decanters filled with a unique blend of cognac spirits 
aged 40 to 100 years numbered only 786G bottles 
andG sold for $165,000 apiece. The oak barrels 
used for fermentation were the same oak 
barrels used during the reign of King Louis XIII, 
who gave his name to the brand.

The wine Penfolds Ampoule (2004 Block 42 
Cabernet Sauvignon) is estimated 
atG$170,000. Each ampoule is a piece ofGart 
because it is an investment of theGtalent and 
strength of the designer, Hendrik Forster, 
asG well as glass artist Nick Mount, glass-
blower Ray Leake and furniture master 
Andrew Bartlett.

Q$*" Penfolds Ampoule (2004 Block 42 
Cabernet Sauvignon) "0'*'*" ,G170G000G$. 
H&54&1 %&2&1 &:#>(& —G#3'4:'% $+2>+-
+%,&, ,'4) , *'' ,("5$($ %&(&*% $ +$(- 
4$8&<*'3 C'*43$2 N"3+%'3, 9>4"5*$2 
#"G+%'2(> P$2 E&>*%, +%'2("4>, L;< V$2, 
:'6'()*-< :&+%'3 S*43? @&3%('%%.

The limited Edition of gin Bombay Sapphire 
Revelation was created in 2008. Each 
crystal bottle (Baccarat) of the strong drink 
is decorated with sapphires and diamonds, 
in accordance with the design of Garrard. 
ItGis worth about $200,000.

V$:$%$3",&**&1 +'3$1 45$*& Bom-
bay Sapphire Revelation >,$4'(& +,'% 
,G 2008G /"4>. H&54&1 93>+%&()*&1 6>-
%-(2& (Baccarat) 23'#2"/" *&#$%2& 
>23&.'*& +&#=$3&:$ $ 63$(($&*%&:$ 
, +""%,'%+%,$$ + 4$8&<*": "% Garrard. 
M%"$% %&2"' >4","()+%,$' 200 000 $.



Another super-elite comes from the:Joh nnie 
Walker scotch whiskey Royal Salute Tribute 
to Honour, worth between 200 and:215thou-
sand dollars. It is a blend of: the: best 
whiskey under 45 years of age, placed 
in: a: decanter adorned with black crystal, 
gold and 413 diamonds.

*;< =>?@ A=BC< Johnnie Walker BDA<EFC?G-
@HI J=GCK@>BL?I M?BL? Tribute to Honour 
=G Royal Salute — =G 200 >=:215!"#$. %&'-
'()&*. %DAKN ?O CDPJ<Q= M?BL? @<:RCK>-
J< 45 C<G LEKBD<GBS M QEKT?@< ?O P<E@=Q= 
UEDBGKCS B O=C=G=R ? 413 VE?CC?K@GKR?.

Third, but not last in this article, is the:whis-
key proud to be from Scotland, made 
by:blending Dalmore 62 Single Hiland Malt 
Scotch and worth between $200,000 
and: $215,000. The single malt drink was 
created in: 1942: and: includes four alcohol 
harvests: 1868, 1876 and 1926 and:1939. 
Only 12:bottles were ever released. 

)E<G?I, @= @< A=BC<>@?I M FG=I BGKGW< M?BL? 
Q=E>=I X=GCK@>??, BKRHI BGKEJ?I A= LD-
AKND Dalmore 62 — 200 000!— 215!000!$. 
0>@=B=C=>=MHI @KA?G=L, EKOC?GHI 
M: 1942: Q=>D, MLCYPK<G M B<VS P<GHE< 
BA?EGK DE=NKS 1868, 1876, 1926 ?:1939 
Q=>=M. #DGHC=L MHADBG?C? MB<Q= 12 JGDL.

Midas champagne series of Armand 
de: Brignac pleases fans of luxury with 
a: 30-litre bottle worth $215,000. Each 
is:made by hand and the content is:a:deli-
cious, sparkling drink made from fruits from 
the family vineyard in: Chigny-les-Roses 
(France). The plantation has a history dating 
back to 1763.

/<E?S JKRAK@BL=Q= Midas =G Armand 
de: Brignac EK>D<G A=LC=@@?L=M >=RK 
E=BL=J@HR? 30-C?GE=MHR? VDGHCSR? 
A=:215 000 $. %KN>KS ?O @?U ?OQ=G=MC<@K 
MEDP@DY, K B=><ENK@?< — M=BU?G?G<CW-
@HI ?QE?BGHI @KA?G=L ?O SQ=> B B<R<I@=Q= 
M?@=QEK>@?LK Chigny-les-Roses (ZEK@[?S). 
5CK@GK[?S M<><G ?BG=E?Y KN B 1763 Q=>K.

A block of exclusive 64-year-old Scotch 
whiskey named The Macallan, in 2010, left 
Sotheby’s auction in New York for a price 
of:$460,000. They were the world’s only four 
bottles of this single malt beverage, or:rather, 
four crystal decanters from Lalique. Each 
of:the crystal decanters took 17 artists over 
50 hours to create.

9LBLCYO?M@HI 64-C<G@?I J=GCK@>BL?I 
M?BL? The Macallan 64 Years Old in Lalique 
M 2010 Q=>D DJ<C B KDL[?=@K Sotheby’s 
M:1WY-4=EL< OK 460 000 $. 6 R?E< MB<-
Q= P<GHE< VDGHCL? FG=Q= =>@=B=C=>=M=Q= 
@KA?GLK, G=P@<<, P<GHE< UEDBGKCW@HU ><-
LK@G<EK =G Lalique. 1K> LKN>HR QEKT?@=R 
?O:LE?BGKCC=M 17 RKBG<E=M L=EA<C? BMH-
J< 50 PKB=M.

In an act of cooperation, Macallan and Lalique 
dedicated the work of art to: the: 150th 
anniversary of the birth of René Lalique, 
the: founder of the dynasty. The artist 
of: the:glass and jewellery was a prominent 
representative of art nouveau. One of:the:four 
six-litre Imperiale decanters, in 2014, was 
sold at: Sotheby’s auction for $628,000. 
Funds were directed to the provision of clean 
drinking water in third world countries.

*;< =>?@ AC=> B=GED>@?P<BGMK Macallan 
?:Lalique A=BMS;<@ 150-C<G?Y B= >@S E=N-
><@?S ,<@< &KC?LK, =B@=MKG<CS >?@KBG??, 
UD>=N@?LK =G BG<LCK ? >EKQ=[<@@=BG<I, 
M?>@=Q= AE<>BGKM?G<CS KE @DM=. 0>?@ 
?O P<GHE<U J<BG?C?GE=MHU QEKT?@=M 
imperiale M 2014 Q=>D VHC AE=>K@ @K:G=EQKU 
Sotheby’s OK 628 000 $. /E<>BGMK @KAEKM?-
C? @K B@KVN<@?< P?BG=I A?GW<M=I M=>=I 
M:BGEK@KU GE<GW<Q= R?EK.



!'3'7$+('**-' , ;%": "68"3' >*$2&()*-' +#$3%*-' *&#$%2$ 
#3&2%$7'+2$ ,+'/4& 1,(1?%+1 #3'4:'%": 2"(('20$"*$3",&*$1, 
& *' *&+(&54'*$1 $9 ,2>+":. M"6$3&%'() ,- $($ *'%, :- 5'(&-
': ,&: #3$1%*"/" ,'7'3& + 6"2&(": "7'*) 9"3".'/" &(2"/"(1 
,G2":#&*$$ /"3&84" 6"('' 4"3"/$9, *'%, 6'+0'**-9 (?4'<.

Listed in this article are unique spirits that are always collectible, 
even if you do not enjoy their taste. Collector or not, we wish 
youG aG pleasant evening with a glass of alcohol and very good 
company. Live life with the joy of a millionaire no matter what 
youGare drinking.

House Mendis produced the world’s first 
coconut liqueur. Mendis Coconut Brandy 
has a value of $1 million and is made with 
only natural ingredients. The distillate 
coconut milk stands for two years in spe-
cial barrels made of the tropical wood hal-
milla. Each bottle is elite and has a serial 
number, date of filling and the personal sig-
nature ofGthe company’s founder.

D": Mendis ,#'3,-' , :$3' $8/"%",$( 
2"2"+",-< ($2'3. H"2"+",-< 5'G 63'*-
4$ Mendis Coconut Brandy +%"$:"+%)? 
1! +', %&''()&* $8/"%&,($,&?% %"()2" 
$8 *&%>3&()*-9 $*/3'4$'*%",. D$+-
%$((1% $8 2"2"+","/" :"("2& 4,& /"4& 
,-4'35$,&?% , +#'0$&()*-9 6"72&9 
$8G %3"#$7'+2"/" 4'3',& 9&(:$((&. 
P&G2&54"< ;($%*"< 6>%-(2' — #"3142"-
,-< *":'3, 4&%& 3"8($,& $ ($7*&1 #"4-
#$+) "+*",&%'(1 2":#&*$$.

A cognac with 100 years of aging, 
theG Henri IV Dudognon Heritage Cognac 
Grande Champagne goes for $2 million. 
ItGisGhoused in a picturesque bottle ofGplati-
num and gold, inlaid with several thousand 
diamonds.

H"*)12 100-('%*'< ,-4'352$ The Henri 
IV Dudognon Heritage Cognac Grande 
Champagne #" 2 +', $ 8&2(?7'* , >4$-
,$%'()*"/" ,$4& 6>%-(2> $8 #(&%$*- 
$G8"("%&, $*23>+%$3",&**>? *'+2"()2$-
:$ %-+17&:$ 63$(($&*%",.

Completing our gallery of super-expen-
sive alcohol is the 4-year-old Tequila 
Pasión Azteca, Platinum Liquor Bottle 
ofG Tequila Ley (Mexico), with a price tag 
ofG $3.5 million per bottle. The designer 
isGFernando Altamirano, who made a luxury 
shell for the tequila that is decorated with 
gold, platinum and over 6,400 diamonds.

K 8&,'3.&'% *&.> /&('3'? +>#'3#3'-
+%$5*"/" &(2"/"(1 4-('%*11 %'2$(& 
Pasión Azteca, Platinum Liquor Bottle 
"%GTequila Ley (E'2+$2&) — 3 500 000!$ 
8&G 6>%-(2>. D$8&<*'3 N'3*&*4" W()%&-
:$3&*" +"%,"3$( %'2$(' 3"+2".*>? "6"-
("72>, >23&.&?% 2"%"3>? %' 5' 8"("%", 
#(&%$*& $ 6"('' 7': 6400 63$(($&*%",.

Diva Vodka has a feminine silhouette 
andG design (using Swarovski crystals) 
andGdecorates the bars of only millionaires 
willing to spend $1 million a bottle. 
TheGstrong drink is purified first with ice, 
then with birch charcoal and, finally, 
inGtheGsand of crushed diamonds.

Q"42& Diva c 5'*+%,'**-: +$(>;%": 
$G 4$8&<*": (*' "6".("+) 6'8 23$+%&(-
(", Swarovski) %"5' >23&+$% 6&3- ($.) 
4"((&3",-9 :$(($"*'3",: 6>%-(2& +%"-
$% 1 000 000 $. H3'#2$< *&#$%"2 "7$B&-
?% +*&7&(& ()4":, #"%": — 6'3'8",-: 
>/(': $ *&#"+('4"2 — $8:'()7'**-:$ 
,G#'+"2 &(:&8&:$.
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BIO-DYNAMIC
WINE

– WINE OF THE FUTURE

0/%-/$*+/!")1%"
2/$% — #0!) 23435%,)

B io (bios), meaning life and Dynamis (dynamis), 
meaning motion and strength in the Greek 
language. This is what lies at the heart of this 
unique term that has the conspicuous meaning 

of «life force» (The force of life). 

The term «biodynamics» was first proposed by the Austrian 
philosopher-mystic and founder of anthroposophy, 
Rudolf Steiner, in 1924. The philosophy of «biodynamic» 

by using the forces of nature. Despite the fact that 
Steiner’s ideas spread to all types of agriculture, their real 

-

-
-

-

-
-

-

#(07(1!2(%! 6 6(10.,!7!,/)6* ( 6(107*&((

@$"4$*&:$2& — ;%" #3'54' ,+'/" =$("+"=$1, "+"6'**"+%)? 
2"%"3"< 1,(1'%+1 "%*".'*$' 2 T':(' 2&2 2 5$,":> "3/&*$8-
:>. M"/(&+*" ;%":> >7'*$?, ,$*"4'( 5$,X% , #"(*"< /&3:"*$$ 
+G#3$3"4"< $ 2"+:"+":. !"7,&, 3&+%'*$1, *&+'2":-', 5$,"%-
*-', +"(*0', ,"4&, (>*&, 8,'84- — ,+X ;%" "4$*&2"," ,($1'% 
*& +"83',&*$' ,$*"/3&4& $ ,#"+('4+%,$$ *& 2&7'+%," ,$*&.

!3$ +%3"$%'()+%,' 6$"4$*&:$7'+2"< ,$*"4'()*$ +"6(?4&?%-
+1 2(&++$7'+2$' &39$%'2%>3*-' 8&2"*-, 2"%"3-' >7$%-,&?% 
>/"( #&4'*$1 +"(*'7*-9 (>7'<. Q+' 3&6"%- , ,$*"/3&4*$2' 
$($ , #"/3'6&9 6$"4$*&:$+%- #3","41%, "#$3&1+) $+2(?7$-
%'()*" *& (>**-< 2&('*4&3) (& 2%"-%" 4&5' #" *"7&: +"6$3&'% 
, #>+%-' #(&+%$2",-' 6>%-(2$ (>**-< +,'%).

!" #3$*0$#> 6$"4$*&:$2$, ,$*"/3&4*$2 4"(5'* "3/&*$7'+2$ 
,#$+-,&%)+1 , "23>5&?B>? #3$3"4>, 6-%) '' 7&+%)?, #"-
;%":> :'54>314)1 ("8 *' #3"#&(-,&?%+1 $ +&: ,$*"/3&4*$2 
7&+%" #"9"5 *& 8&3"+.$< 3&8($7*-:$ +"3*12&:$ "/"3"4. 
P&G+&:": 4'(' ;%" ,",+' *' +"3*12$, & %3&,-, 2"%"3-' :*"/$' 
+"%*$ ('%G3&+%>% *& 8':(19, 8&*1%-9 ,$*"/3&4":, $($ 5' $+-
2>++%,'**" ,-+&5'**-' 3&+%'*$1: (?#$*, 6'(-< 2(','3, (?-
0'3*&, /"37$0& $ 4&5' 3"8-. Q+' ;%$ 3&+%'*$1 "7'*) ,&5*- 
4(1 ,$*"/3&4&: "*$ +*$5&?% 7$+('**"+%) #"#>(10$< 6&2%'3$< 
$ /3$62",, +#"+"6+%,>?% $8('7'*$? 3&8($7*-9 6"('8*'< ,$-
*"/3&4&, 3&8,$,&?% 6$"3&8*""63&8$' $ %': +&:-: "84"3&,-
($,&?% #"7,>.

BIODYNAMICS IN VITICULTURE AND WINEMAKING

Biodynamics — is, first and foremost, a philosophy that features 
a belief that the earth is a living organism. According toGthisGphi-
losophy, the winemaker is living in harmony with nature 
andGtheGcosmos. Soil, plants, insects, animals, sun, water, moon 
andG theG stars — all equally affect the maturation of the grapes 
and,Gsubsequently, the quality of the wine.

During the construction of biodynamic wineries, respected 
classical architectural laws are adhered to that take into account 
the angle of sunlight. All the work in the vineyard or in the cellars 
isGcarried out based solely on the lunar calendar (and some work 
isGeven done at night to collect moonlight in empty plastic bottles).

By the principle of biodynamic, vineyards should organically fitGinto 
the natural environment; to be a part of it. The vineyards often look 
overgrown by various weeds or as a vegetable garden, but (in fact) 
these are not considered weeds, but aGvariety ofGherbs that have 
grown for hundreds of years on the land that is occupied byGgrapes. 
Sometimes, other plants are planted, like lupine, white clover, 
alfalfa, mustard or even roses. All these plants areGvery important 
for grapes because they reduce theG population ofG bacteria 
andGfungi that contribute to theGinterruption ofGtheGvarious diseases 
ofGgrapes and they develop biodiversity, which heals the soil.

For fertilizer, only compost can be used, which is produced 
inG theG same household. It includes added special preparations 
ofG quartz, oak bark, chamomile flowers and yarrow, nettle, 
andGvalerian. The winemakers fill a cow horn with it (fertilizer #G500) 
and then it is buried until spring. During a term of six months, 
theG impact of cosmic forces becomes a «spiritualized» influence 
and ifG it is diluted properly with water and the spray theG land, 
theGvineyards will give excellent yields. This composition is also 
used for theGtreatment and prevention of diseases ofGtheGgrape-
vines. 

The vineyard is always processed manually or with the help ofGani-
mals (horses and cows) and the mechanical effect isGminimised. 

D(1 >4"63'*$1 $+#"()8>'%+1 %"()2" 2":#"+%, #3"$8,'4'**-< 
, ;%": 5' 9"81<+%,'. Q *'/" 4"6&,(1?% +#'0$&()*-' #3'#&3&-
%- $8 2,&30&, 2"3- 4>6&, 0,'%2", 3":&.2$ $ %-+17'($+%*$2&, 
23&#$,- $ ,&('3$&*-. A&2"' 8'()' #":'B&?% , 2"3",$< 3"/ 
(>4"63'*$' Y 500), #"+(' 7'/" 8&2&#-,&?% 4" ,'+*-. P&,"8 
, 3"/' 8& #"(/"4& ,"84'<+%,$1 2"+:$7'+2$9 +$( +%&*",$%+1 
«$%&'$()$*+,,-.», $, '+($ #"%": 3&8,'+%$ '/" ,"4"< $ "#3--
+2&%) >/"4)1, ,$*"/3&4*$2$ 4&4>% "%:'**-< >3"5&<. S%"% 
+"+%&, %&25' $+#"()8>'%+1 4(1 ('7'*$1 $ #3"=$(&2%$2$ 8&-
6"(',&*$< ,$*"/3&4*"< ("8-.

Q$*"/3&4*$2 ,+'/4& "63&6&%-,&'%+1 ,3>7*>? $($ #3$ #":"B$ 
5$,"%*-9 ((".&4'< $ 2"3",), :'9&*$7'+2"' ,"84'<+%,$' +,'-
4'*" 2 :$*$:>:>. 

Gourmet 
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P'2"%"3-' ;*%>8$&+%- 3&8/",&3$,&?% + ,$*"/3&4*-:$ 2>+%&-
:$, & +&:-' #3"/3'++$,*-' 6$"4$*&:$+%- 4&?% 2&54"< 6"7-
2' *&8,&*$1, *&#3$:'3 «/,+*012» $($ «314,5», $ ,2(?7&?% 
2(&++$7'+2>? :>8-2> , #"/3'6&9 ," ,3':1 ,-4'352$ ,$*&. 
!3$ ='3:'*%&0$$ +>+(" #'3':'.$,&?% #"(7&+& #" 7&+","< 
+%3'(2' $ #"(7&+& #3"%$, *'X, +"6(?4&1 %&2$: "63&8": 6&(&*+ 
$ /&3:"*$?. @3"5'*$' ,$*& #3"9"4$% %"()2" *& *&%>3&()*-9 
43"55&9 :'+%*"/" #3"$+9"54'*$1. M"83',&?% 6$",$*& $+-
2(?7$%'()*" , *",-9 6"72&9 $8 "6"55'**"/" $8*>%3$ 4>6&, 
7%"6- "/3&*$7$%) ,($1*$' %'2+%>3- 4>6& $ 4>6$()*-9 %&*$*", 
*& 2&7'+%," 6>4>B'/" ,$*&. L&8($,&?% ,$*" $8 6"7'2 , 6>%-(2$ 
%"()2" ," ,3':1 #3$6-,&?B'< (>*-.

/604/)6! #(06(1!

M7$%&'%+1, 7%" "%23-%"' 6$"4$*&:$7'+2"' ,$*" +"93&*1-
'% +,"$ &3":&%$7'+2$' $ ,2>+",-' 9&3&2%'3$+%$2$ /"3&84" 
4"().'. U'*- *& 6$",$*& ,-.', 7': *& "6-7*-', #3$:'3*" 
*& 20%. S%" '+%'+%,'**", %&2 2&2 #3$ +"84&*$$ 6$"4$*&:$-
7'+2"/" ,$*& $+#"()8>'%+1 ($.) 3>7*"< %3>4. S3,' Z'+%'* 
$8 O&:#&*$, 2"%"3":> «!6*7&-89*:$» ," :*"/": "618&*" 
7>4'+*-: #3',3&B'*$': $8 8&#>B'**"/" +",'%+2"/" #3"$8-
,"4+%,& , +23"'**-< #" .&:#&*+2$: ('2&(&: #"(*"0'**-< 
63'*4 $/3$+%-9 ,$*, — ,$*"4'(-6$"4$*&:$+%. L&6"7$' 8&,"-
4&, /4' "* 6-,&'% *&'84&:$, #"6&$,&?%+1 '/", "+"6'**" #"-
+(' %"/", 2&2 8&+%&($ "4*&54- *"7)? , W63&> +"6$3&?B$: 
(>**-< +,'% ,G#>+%-' #(&+%$2",-' 6>%-(2$, 2"%"3-' "* 8&-
%': #"42(&4-,&( #"4 ,$**-' 6"72$. Q$*&, 2"%"3-' S3,' 4'-
(&'% ,G O&:#&*$, #'3$"4$7'+2$ #"(>7&?% ,-+.$' 3'<%$*/$ 
> Bettane & Desseauve, +&:"/" #3"/3'++$,*"/" ,$**"/" /$4& 
N3&*0$$. Q 6"2&(' 6$"4$*&:$7'+2$' ,$*& 4'<+%,$%'()*" ,--
/(141% #"-43>/":>. S%" ,+'/4& 6"('' 5$,-' $ *'#3$/(&5'*-
*-', 7$+%-' $ $*%'*+$,*-' 8&#&9$. K*"/4& "*$ :"/>% 6-%) 
4","()*" +%3&**-:$: 4$2$:$, .'3.&,-:$, ;*'3/$7*-:$. @>-
2'% , 0'(": 137' $ $*%'*+$,*'', 7': > "6-7*-9 ,$*.

Some enthusiasts will talk with the vines and the most advanced 
methods of «bio-dynamistry» give each barrel special names, such 
as «Energy» or «Life». The proponents will include classical music 
inG the cellars during the aging of the wine. When fermented, 
theG mash is stirred for half-an-hour in a clockwise direction 
andGhalf-an-hour in an anti-clockwise direction, thus keeping bal-
ance and harmony. The fermentation of wine is achieved through 
only natural yeast from a local origin. Maturation takes place 
forGthese «only organic» wines in new oak barrels, fired from inside 
to limit the influence ofGthe texture of oak tannins and tannic qual-
ity on theGfuture wine. Wine is poured from barrels into bottles only 
during aG«waxing moon».

THE PROPERTIES OF BIO-WINE

It is believed that once opened, bio-wines keep their aromatic 
and flavour characteristics much longer than other wines. Prices 
forGbiodynamic wines are higher than the usual wines byGabout 
20%. This is reasonable, since the manual labour used inGtheGcre-
ation of biodynamic wines is much more intense. Hervé Jestin 
from Champagne, who owes much to «Abrau-Durso» inGRussia, 
has guided the miraculous transformation of production of full 
champagne brands of sparkling wine. HeGisGtheGwinemaker/bio-
dynamist. The workers of the plant, where heGmakes short visits 
onG occasion, are afraid of him, especially after seeing him 
(oneGnight in Abrau) gathering moonlight into the empty plastic 
bottles, which he then placed under the wine barrels. TheGwines, 
which are made by Hervé in Champagne, periodically receive 
theGhighest ratings from Bettane & Desseauve, the most progres-
sive wine guide inGFrance. Biodynamic wine in the glass really 
does look different. It is always more vivid and clean, with intense 
smells, although sometimes they can be pretty strange. They 
claim toG beG wild, rough and energetic and they are, overall, 
brighter andGmore intense than conventional wines. 

#(07(1!2(%! ( 0,.!1(%!

Q$*&, #3'%'*4>?B$' *& +%&%>+ "3/&*$7'+2$9 $($ 6$"4$*&:$-
7'+2$9, #3"$8,"41%+1 *& :&('*)2$9 ,$*"4'()*19, — ;%"G3>7-
*"< %3>4 $ #3&2%$7'+2$ '4$*$7*-' ;28':#(13-. P" ,+'-%&2$ 
+>B'+%,>'% *'6"().&1 3&8*$0& :'54> "3/&*$7'+2$:$ $G6$"-
4$*&:$7'+2$:$ ,$*&:$. M:-+( "3/&*$2$ — #"(>7$%) "%G8':-
($ ,+X #" :&2+$:>:>, *' *&+$(>1 'X *'3&8(&/&?B$:$+1 
$G#("9" 3&8(&/&?B$:$+1 *'"3/&*$7'+2$:$ >4"63'*$1:$. I3-
/&*$2&G—G*' %&2&1 3&4$2&()*&1 :'%"4$2& #" +3&,*'*$? +G6$"-
4$*&:$2"<: %>% *$2%" *' 9"4$% 8& (".&4)? + #(>/": $G,$*"4'( 
+('4$% *' 8& (>**-: 0$2(":, & 8& #"2&8&%'(1:$ 9$:$7'+2$9 
#3"6 8':($, ,$*"/3&4& $ ,$*&. J+($ , 6$"4$*&:$2', +2&5':, 
"618&%'()*" #&9&%) *& (".&419 $ +"6$3&%) ,$*"/3&4 ,3>7-
*>?, %" ,G"3/&*$2' :"5*" #&9&%) *& %3&2%"3' $ +"6$3&%) >3"-
5&< +#'0$&()*-: 2":6&<*":.

«;*07,1:(-» "+*",*"' ,*$:&*$' >4'(1?% 9$:$7'+2"< 7$+%"%' 
8':($ $ ,$*"/3&4&. Q+' >4"63'*$1, 3&8>:''%+1, *&%>3&()*-', 
*" , 3"/& $9 #3'++",&%) *' "618&%'()*". P'+:"%31 *& ;%" #3"-
='++$"*&(- ,+X 5' +7$%&?%, 7%" ,2>+ > 6$"4$*&:$7'+2$9 ,$* 
137', & &3":&% 6"('' 7$+%-< $ $*%'*+$,*-<, 4& $ , 6"2&(' %&-
2"' ,$*" ,-/(14$% 6"('' «<1)-.». P" ;%" ,+X, 2"*'7*", "7'*) 
+>6['2%$,*". 

!&3&4"2+, *" ;2+#'3$:'*%-, #3",'4'**-', , 7&+%*"+%$, 
,G .,'4+2": K*+%$%>%' "3/&*$7'+2"/" +'()+2"/" 9"81<+%,&, 
#"4%,'354&?% ;=='2%$,*"+%) 6$"4$*&:$7'+2$9 #3&2%$2. 
Q" ,+12": +(>7&', , 4'(' "84"3",('*$1 8':'(). O,'4- ,--
1+*$($, 7%" ,*'+'*$' 6$"#3'#&3&%", +#"+"6+%,>'% &2%$,*"-
:> 8&+'('*$? #"7,- #"('8*-:$ :$23""3/&*$8:&:$ $ 4'(&'% 
''G#("4"3"4*''.

BIODYNAMICS AND ORGANICS

Wines, claiming the status of organic or biodynamic, are pro-
duced in small wineries using manual labour. In fact, there is little 
difference between organic and biodynamic wines. The meaning 
ofGorganic signifies everything from the ground at a maximum, 
without doing violence with non-degradable or poorly degrada-
ble inorganic fertilizers. Organics is not such a radical method, 
compared toGbiodynamics. Organics does not concern itself with 
lunar cycles andG isG less intimate with the chemical samples 
ofG theGearth. TheGwine grapes are far different than those born 
ofG biodynamics, where grapes are tenderly collected by hand 
andGnature is allowed to feed the soil naturally and beautifully. 
ItG focuses on the chemical purity ofG the land and the grapes. 
AllGfertilizers, ofGcourse, areGnatural. 

Many professionals believe that the taste of biodynamic wines 
isGbrighter, with an aroma that is pure and intense. In the glass, this 
wine is more «alive»…but, of course, this is all very subjective.

Experiments carried out, in particular at the Swedish Institute 
ofGOrganic Agriculture, confirm the effectiveness of biodynamic 
practices. In the case of land recovery, this is very true. 
TheGSwedes have found that the introduction of biologics pro-
motes active movement in the soil that is beneficial to micro-
organisms and this makes it more fertile.

BIODYNAMIC WINE TODAY

In recent years, the popularity of biodynamic wines all over 
theGworld has greatly increased. Now, there are more than 450Grel-
atively large biodynamic wineries, many of which produce truly 
offbeat products. Among them, we have: Clos de la Coulee deGSer-
rant (Loire Valley), Domaine Zind Humbrecht (Alsace), Domaine 
des Comtes Lafon and Domaine Leflaive (Alsace), Domaine Leroy 

#(07(1!2(3*/%0* 6(10 /*.071+

T& #"+('4*$' /"4- #"#>(13*"+%) 6$"4$*&:$7'+2$9 ,$* 
,"G ,+X: :$3' +$()*" ,"83"+(&. H 6$"4$*&:$7'+2$: "%*"-
+$%+1 +&:"' 4"3"/"' ,$*" , :$3' — Domaine de la Romanée 
Conti (N3&*0$1, @>3/>*4$1). M'<7&+ , :$3' *&+7$%-,&'%+1 6"-
('' 450 "%*"+$%'()*" 23>#*-9 6$"4$*&:$7'+2$9 ,$*"4'('*, 
:*"/$' $8 2"%"3-9 #3"$8,"41% 4'<+%,$%'()*" *'"34$*&3*>? 
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#3"4>20$?. M3'4$ *$9: Clos de la Coulee de Serrant (4"($*& V>-
&3-); Domaine Zind Humbrecht (S()8&+), Domaine des Comtes 
Lafon $ Domaine Leflaive (S()8&+); Domaine Leroy (@>3/>*4$1); 
Hermitage (4"($*& L"*-); Alvaro Palacios $ Dominio de Pingus 

(K+#&*$1), Dominio Basconcillos (K+#&*$1, L$6'3" 4'() D>-
;3"); Araujo $ Benziger (H&($="3*$1); Cullen Wines (W,+%3&-
($1); Fattoria La Massa (K%&($1, A"+2&*&), Vietti (K%&($1, 
!)':"*%); Sepp Moser (W,+%3$1); 9"81<+%," Z&*&-E&32& 
@3"2&3& (Jean-Marc Brocard) — ,$*"4'(& $8GO&6($, 13"+%-
*" "%+%&$,&?B'/" $4'? :&2+$:&()*"< ,-3&8$%'()*"+%$ 
%'33>&3&. V>7.$' $8 ;%$9 ,$*"4'('* ,9"41% ,G"6['4$-
*'*$' La Renaissance Appellation. Q L"++$$ %"5' '+%) 
6$"4$*&:$7'+2$< ,$*"/3&4*$2 — , H3-:>.

D(1 6$",$* +>B'+%,>?% +#'0$&()*-' +'3%$=$0$3>?-
B$' &/'*%+%,&, *&#3$:'3 +%&3'<.'' , :$3' Demeter 
International, Biodynamic Farming and Gardening 
Association (W++"0$&0$1 6$"4$*&:$7'+2"/" 8':('-
4'($1 $ +&4","4+%,&) , MOW $ Biodivin ," N3&*0$$. 
!3'54' 7': #3"<%$ +'3%$=$2&0$?, #3"$8,"4$%'($ 
4"(5*- , %'7'*$' %3'9 ('% #3$:'*1%) :'%"4- 6$"-
4$*&:$7'+2"/" 8':('4'($1 *& +,"$9 ,$*"/3&4*$2&9. 

H"/4& , +('4>?B$< 3&8 ,&: 8&9"7'%+1 #"6&(",&%) 
+'61 6"2&(": ,$*&, "618&%'()*" #"4>:&<%' " 6$"4$*&:$7'-
+2$9 ,$*&9. @>%-(2& %&2"/" *&#$%2& *& ,&.': +%"(' #"4&3$% 
,&: >*$2&()*-<, :"B*-< $ "3$/$*&()*-< ,2>+ — 3'8>()%&% 
23"#"%($,"/" $ %$%&*$7'+2"/" %3>4& 7'(",'2& , '4$*+%,' 
+G'+%'+%,'**-:$ +$(&:$ #3$3"4-.

(Burgundy), Hermitage (Rhone Valley), Alvaro Palacios 
andGDominio de Pingus (Spain), Araujo and Benziger (California), 
Cullen Wines (Australia), Dominio Basconcillos (Spain, Ribera 
delGDuero); Fattoria La Massa (Italy, Tuscany); Vietti (Italy, Pied-
mont); Sepp Moser (Austria) and the farm of Jean-Marc Bro-
card (Jean-Marc Brocard).

The winemaker of Chablis fiercely defended the idea 
ofG theG maximum expression of the terroir and, of course, 
theG most expensive wine in the world: Domaine 
deGlaGRomanée Conti (France, Burgundy). Most of these win-
eries are included in the union of La Renaissance Appella-
tion. In Russia, also, there is a biodynamic vine-
yardG—GinGtheGCrimea. 

There are also special certification agencies forG\Gbio-
dynamic wines, such as the oldest in the world, Demeter 
International. As well, there is the Biodynamic Farming 
and Gardening Association (Association ofG biodynamic 
farming and gardening) in the U.S.A. andG Biodivin 
inGFrance. Before getting certified, producers must, within 
three years, apply the methods of biodynamic farming 
inGtheir vineyards.The next time youGwant toGtreat yourself 
to a glass of wine, be sure to think about biodynamic wines. 
This wine on your table ensures youG an unforgettable taste 
because the wine is produced in this painstaking and difficult 
titanic wayGforGyour pleasure. ItGisGpowerful, strong and original.
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A s a society of expressive individuals, we enjoy talk-
ing a great deal. In order to get in as much as!pos-
sible, we! often speak in a hurry or hurry others 
who!are! speaking to us. Interestingly, after ending 

such a!conversation, we soon forget about it.

THE BENEFITS OF SILENCE

Instead of pausing and trying to understand the other person bet-
ter, we are often wrapped up in thoughts about how that person 
could have expressed himself better. When we speak, our brains 
are fully-occupied with how to make sure our words are very clear 
and understandable because we know that the way a! person 
speaks tells you a lot about how he was brought up. 

Still, the fact is that it is far easier to distinguish 
between a well-educated man and!another 
person by the way that he listens. This 
is! the! basis of the «art of conversation 
and!the art of silence». We know that effec-
tive leaders spend 70% of their time listen-
ing to!others and!only 30% talking. 

With a companion who really listens, it is much nicer to have 
a!conversation. Our silence is proof that we are very interested 
in!what the other person is saying.

" #$%&' '()*) *)+),&-.. /" 012-) -),)3&'24 +"-
25161-.24 & -),)3&' 2)%7278(&51, 72#& )( +8,9* 
+":)8&- &6 )%;7*) ,&-'1 ,16*)+),1. <), 615)(0&+ 
-159$ %72789, '" +25),7 61%"+17' ) (7=.

>?@ABC /?@DC<EF

G'72-) -)*) 0-)%" 21'&' 287#1-. 31969 & +(&5(9-. + 25161(-
()7 2)%7278(&5)', '" (10&(17' 89'1-. ) -)', 515 %987- #90-
H7 )6+90&-. 2+)& '"2#& 3)2#7 -)*), 515 )( 615)(0&- *)+),&-..

I)*81 '" *)+),&', (1H ')6* 3)#()2-.$ 61(4- -7', 515 287-
#1-. (1H& 2#)+1 3,787#.() 42("'& & 3)(4-("'&.

>) -)'9, 515 07#)+75 *)+),&-, ')J() 298&-., 
(125)#.5) )( +)23&-1(. <) 7;7 #7*07 )--
#&0&-. :),)H) +)23&-1(()*) 07#)+7-
51 3) -)'9, 515 )( 2#9H17-. «"#$%##&'( 

)*+,('()* — -&( .#$%##&'( /(01*2.3». 
E6+72-(), 0-) KLL75-&+("7 ,95)+)8&-7#& 
-,1-4- 70% 2+)7*) +,7'7(& (1 +"2#9H&+1-
(&7 8,9*&: & #&H. 30% (1 ,16*)+),".

B(&'1-7#.() 2#9H1-. -15 J7 -4J7#), 515 & 61(&'1-7#.() 
,122516"+1-.. M 2)%7278(&5)', 5)-),"= 3)-(12-)4;7'9 2#9-
H17-, (1'()*) 3,&4-(77 +72-& ,16*)+),. <1H7 %76')#+&7 
2#9J&- 3)8-+7,J87(&7' -)*), 0-) '" 2&#.() 61&(-7,72)+1(" 
+!-)',!0-) *)+),&- 8,9*)= 07#)+75.

SILENCE AS THE SUPREME 
ART OF COMMUNICATION

!"#$%&'( !"! #$%&''
')*+)),-" "./(&'0

«Who knows, he is silent.»

Lao Tzu (

Word - is communication. 

Silence – is communion.

FEATURES OF SILENCE IN DIALOGUE

Have you ever used silence to express your point of view? If yes, 
then you can understand how powerful this communicative tool 
can be. Silence creates a great context of meanings. It may shed 
light on the essence of the conversation or cover it with a veil 
of!darkness. Proper use of silence is one of the greatest abilities 
in!spoken art.

Benjamin Franklin, on one occasion, said: 

«It is important not only to be able to say the right thing 
at!the!right!time, but also to be able to say nothing when you really 
want to!speak.» 

Silence helps us to understand the deeper 
meaning of what is at stake. We can use 
silence to strengthen our understanding 
and learn more about the people around 
us.!Silence can say that we take good care 
of! a loved one, carefully listening to him and absorbing 
his! thoughts. One look into the eyes of a person can tell 
you!more than all!of!the!words in the world. Thus, silence could 
have a!greater impact on!a!person than the words that are spoken. 

On the other hand, silence can become a weapon if our intention 
is to hurt someone or to show our discontent.

OPENNESS OF SILENCE

Silence is hard, to say the least. Try to spend a good amount 
of! time looking at another person without speaking. In so many 
ways, it!must be said that words and oral language have less 
to!do!with communication and more to do with avoiding real com-
munication. The truth is that when you do not want to say any-
thing, language is very useful. You can surround yourself with 
a!cloud of words and!hide behind them. Alternatively, when there 
is silence, you! cannot hide anywhere. You are undisguised 
and!naked. In!silence, you!are!vulnerable and left wide open. That 
is!why people never want to be silent; it is simply too dangerous! 
Anyone can hurt you!when you do not have words as your protec-
tion.

Silence — is always true. Silence — is sincerity.

«When the heart begins to speak, the language is silent ...»

When a young person begins to explore the world, he asks 
a! lot! of! questions. When he gets older, he begins to talk 
a!lot.!Only!when a person perceives the eloquence of silence does 
he!become an!adult. 

Silence is an art form that is not easily accessible to everyone. 
Before we can learn how to be eloquent in silence, it is necessary 
to live a life. Those who discover the wonders of silence come 
to!a!grand realisation that «For that which cannot be expressed 
in!words, it is possible to transmit it in silence.» 

G?B/?N<?MOE /?@DC<EF G PEC@?QR
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E very day, we have to deal with a multitude of different 
people. We make contact with friends, colleagues, 
neighbours, acquaintances and strangers. Still, 
the!vast majority of the population does not possess 

the skills to! communicate effectively! Studies show that about 
70% of personal communication occurs through nonverbal chan-
nels. That is, with the help of movements, postures, gestures, 
facial expressions and touch, people make firm impressions 
on! others. Of the remaining 30% that is verbal, only one-third 
is!made up by!words, with other two-thirds involving tone of!voice 
and! intonation. In other words, no matter what you say, 
it!is!in!the!non-verbal realm that true communication occurs.  

Your body begins to speak even before you say the first word! 
The!way you walk, smile or reach out will tell others about the!per-
son that you are and how sincere are your intentions. Every move-
ment is a script from your unconscious that tells others all!about 
you and about what you really think. These movements 
can!be!invisible and elude consciousness, but they have a strong 
attracting or repelling effect.

1J8"= 87(. (1' 3,&:)8&-24 )%;1-.24 2 )*,)'("' 
5)#&072-+)' #$87=. M" +2-,7017'24 2 8)'1H(&-
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#$87= ) (12 & 2+461(("7 2 (&' ,7H7(&4. E -)#.5) 30% (!) &(-
L),'1W&& 3,& 5)(-15-7 3,):)8&- 07,76 +7,%1#.("7 51(1#", 
3,&07' &6 K-&: 30% +27*) #&H. 10% 2)2-1+#47- 2'"2# 2#)+, 
1 20% )2-1$-24 (1 -)( *)#)21 & &(-)(1W&$. P,9*&'& 2#)+1'&, 
(7 +1J(), 0-) +" *)+),&-7, +1J(), 515 +" K-) *)+),&-7 & 515&7 
J72-" 3,& K-)' &23)#.697-7. 
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HOW TO BECOME THE FOCUS
OF ATTENTION IN 2 MINUTES

*%* ($%)*+ 1%)2"#"3',4 ! %'(' )".()(5&'*%

The comprehension of the art of communication begins with 
the! study of facial expressions, gestures and postures. 
This! is!the! foundation of any effective communication or! inter-
action with others. 

THE STRENGTH OF SMILES!

Let us recall one of the basic rules of Dale Carnegie: «Smile». 
If!your smile is sincere and you skilfully use it, you are many steps 
ahead. Successful people know that a smile is one of the!most 
powerful tools of influence. They contend that your smile 
is!so!powerful that it will charm others and make the whole world 
smile with you. However, there is one important rule: the power 
of!a!smile is!in!a!measure of self-restraint. 

The suppression of a smile is especially important for women 
in!business. Women are often in a hurry to smile, thus giving a!sig-
nal that it is a «pleasure to meet me», but in order to win over your 
partner’s smile, you should be signalling what a «pleasure 
it!is!to!meet you». 

When meeting with a stranger, do not rush to smile. First, look into 
the other person’s eyes and at that person’s face. Only then should 
you feel free to reveal a! smile. 
The! span of time between your 
«scan» look and the smile should 
be! no! more than 2 seconds. 
The! restrained smile adds greatly 
to!your subsequent words and transmits sincerity.

Women who know how to smile discreetly, in the corporate world, 
are perceived as more reliable partners.

SIGHT

Your eyes are a weapon of great power! At a glance, you!can ignite 
feelings or cool the ardour. You can caress or you!can!alienate. 
The!eyes can tell a lot about a person. For example, the!pupils 
expand and contract depending on changing attitudes 
and!moods. After all, our brain is designed so that (unbeknownst 
to!our consciousness) we react strongly to the slightest change, 
interpreting the received signals with expertise. 

When you talk to people, learn to look in their pupils. It will tell 
you!the whole truth about the true feelings and moods of a!person. 
Professional poker players know very well how important this 
is,!as!they can determine what cards their opponent has by!what 
they see in their opponent’s eyes. If you have a good hand, your 
pupils will tend to expand rapidly. Knowing this, players will often 
either wear dark glasses or not look into the eyes of their oppo-
nents. In order to win, you must find a way to read such non-verbal 
cues consistently and accurately. 

If a person is hiding something from you, his eyes will meet yours 
less than one third of your total communication time. If this person 
meets your eyes more than two-thirds of the total communication 
time, it means one of two things:
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of his eyes will be slightly expanded).

There are several methods by which you will be able to engage 
in!dialogue in a proper and most lucrative way. During business 
negotiations, visually draw on the forehead of your interlocutor, 
at! the level of his eyebrows and in the middle of them. Imagine 
a!T-shaped intersection of the eyebrows and the nose. This will 
be!the required point. Looking at this point during the conversa-
tion, you give the other party a way of understanding the serious-
ness and sincerity of your attitude. Keeping your eyes focused 
on!the!centre of this spot is an effective way of keeping the other 
person engaged and convinced of your integrity. 

SPEECH

If your goal is to capture the attention of another person, what 
you!say and how you speak in the first few minutes will also dictate 
your success. Knowing someone’s first name offers real value 
to! your reception. You can say something to the other party, 
but!he!may not hear you, but if you are able to use his first name, 
you capture his attention immediately. If your goal is to win trust, 
repeat his name three times during your conversation and you will 
see that it works in the most fantastic way.

Another powerful tool involves the willingness to offer up!a!com-
pliment. The main thing is to be as sincere as!possible. The!perfect 
compliment is a compliment that has the!potential to!raise the self-
esteem of another. What is important is! to! compliment about 
something that is important or significant to this other person. 

When conversing, start some of your sentences with «Tell me». 
This shows respect for the other person’s knowledge or opinions. 
Also, try to speak to the other person in a similar language style. 
Listen to the content and level of his speech because everyone 
uses a different set of keywords. When you find the voice «high-
light», you can use it over time in your own speech designs. When 
conversing, try to talk less about yourself. Instead, be interested 
in! the other person, as this will provide him with an emotional 
charge and he will be more inclined to communicate with 
you.!Remember, there is a firm rule that new acquaintances talk 
only about pleasant things, so shy away from politics or religion.

Dilute a conversation with jokes at the second stage of the dia-
logue, as, at the beginning of the conversation, the interlocutor 
may not appreciate your sense of humour. Inserting a nifty place 
or! mentioning a fun event can help the other person to relax 
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and!make contact. Another belief to consider is that the man that 
sincerely laughs cannot be unpleasant.

LANGUAGE OF THE BODY

What else can help you create the image of a confident and suc-
cessful person? Of course, the way you move and, especially, your 
posture is of great value. Inner self-confidence is manifested 
in!a!confident posture. There are some basic rules of how best 
to!keep the attention of a stranger with your body language.

First of all, try to silently repeat the gestures of the other person, 
such as folding your arms or making eye contact. He will feel that 
you are with him and that you feel some invisible bond. Secondly, 
do not expose your insecurities by adjusting your cufflinks on your 
shirt or swirling your wristwatch. To look more confident, lower 
your arms, do not make unnecessary movements and safely start 
a conversation.

If, before an important meeting, you do not believe in yourself, 
use! the force posture by stretching your hands high above your 
head. According to research, when you stand in that position, 
you!have increased testosterone, you feel confident and you «feel» 
your leadership skills.
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During a meeting, do not put your foot on your leg, as you will 
appear closed and impervious. This is an ideal position if you want 
to show detachment, but if you are negotiating, it is better to sit 
in! a more open position and, thus, demonstrate a willingness 
to!hear the other party. As well, crossed hands also suggest that 
you seek to protect yourself from the interlocutor and that 
you!are!sceptical. Crossing your arms, you insulate yourself from 
others. During a!meeting, hold your head up. This will demonstrate 
that you have pride, self-confidence and authoritativeness.

When you use hand gestures, make sure that your hands 
are!palm up. This will encourage the listener’s trust. He sees that 
you! are! open and with nothing to hide. This method will help 
those who want to convince others of something. In general, this 
gesture is useful in any situation where your integrity may be!called 
into question. 

If you want to establish a firm relationship, when a person tells you 
something, nod occasionally. This way you express your attention 
to what is being said. 

Above all, what has been outlined here is not difficult 
at!all.!It!is!with the help of these techniques that you will be able 
to make a good impression in the first few seconds of any meet-
ing. You!are!positioning yourself with other people «at a glance». 
Now, it!is!up to you to make full use of what you now know. 
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GREEK
ISLANDS — A NECKLACE OF PEARLS

!"#$#%&'# (%)"(*+ — !"#$#%&# "#'()"*+

G
reece — the birthplace of the great kings 

-
-

-

-

Corfu — the most northerly of the Ionian Islands, it attracts tourists 
with its lush vegetation and picturesque villages bragging a peace-
ful atmosphere. In the Old Town of Corfu, there is the largest medi-
eval complex of Greece, where one can find the preserved archi-
tectural monuments of different European cultures. Here, 
you!can!see houses with arcades in the Empire style, the old Vene-
tian fort and the royal palace. 

&,-./ — c"#$% &'(')*$% +, -.*+/'&0+1 .&2).(.(, 3)+-
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Rodos — the pearl of the Mediterranean. 
The! Island of the Knights, as Rhodes was 
once called, is famous for its medieval city, 
surrounded by high walls with imposing 
towers and ancient gates. In addition, 
the! Castle of Monolithos, The Palace 
of!the!Grand master of the Knights of Rho-
des (Kastello), the ruins of the ancient city 
of! Kamiros and Archangelos Castle 
all! deserve attention. The surroundings 
of! these places are very picturesque, with 
conifers, luxurious valleys with countless 
vineyards, citrus plantations and olive groves. 
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/#"+, >',--)+/+"+ ?-"+*!"+ /! *&!@ :&+(;?,+1#< )*!,. A?')3 
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1)@ 90; *&!)-0;, "-./- +):-,32-1!03 :!&-" +,+ :-?1')/;@ ?--
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:-?!&40 "!)); 1:'(!0,'/+$. D')"-0&4 /! /'<1!0*; :&')/-$ 
1-?#, /! 8!/0-&+/+ &!)0'0 "/-%- -1-E'$ + F&;*0-1, ! 12-& &!-
?;@0 :&'*&!)/#' 91*!,+:0-1#' &-E+. GE' 2?')3 1#&!E+1!@0 
1+/-%&!?, :,!/0!7++ *-0-&-%- :-&!.!@0 )1-+"+ &!2"'&!"+.

Santorini — The most Greek and the most romantic island in Greece. 
Santorini is what remains of an enormous volcanic eruption, with 
steep rocky shores and tall, white and blue houses on the edge 
of5bizarre rocks. There are many monuments of architecture to see. 
One of the oldest in the world comes from the remnants of5the5Cycladic 
civilization. To view this beauty, you can take a ferry or a monorail, 
although walking or riding on a donkey are also options. Despite 
the5 lack of fresh water in Santorini, they do grow a lot of fruits 
and5vegetables. There are also beautiful eucalyptus groves to enjoy 
and luscious grapes waiting to be harvested. 
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*.# (+:'. H)1+2'02@)*$% &2+48 3.:/+*'* 
0"*.*"# 0+04":&0.% ")1+2'02@)$: .0)@-
>4$' <.)#$, F'4.->.4@F$' + .1).($' 
B('2", @,'*80+' @4./0+, ($#.6'**$' 
0"#*;#+, 4'&2*+B$, (':@6+' (! :(.)+0+ 
3')': :.#"#+, ($&'/'**$#+ ( &0"4"1.

=/+2"'2&;, /2. ,:'&8 4@/7+' + :.).>+' 
)'&2.)"*$, #">",+*$, " 2"09' &"#$% 
(3'/"24;56+% (+: *" ,"0"2, 3.:.F*.>. 
0.2.).#@, 0"9'2&;, *'2 (. (&'# #+)'… 
K"F45:"28 I2.2 :") 3)+).:$ #.9*. 
2.480. & ,"3":*.% /"&2+ 0@).)2", 0@:" 
0"9:$% ('/') &L',9"52&; 2$&;/+ 45-
:'%. D2c5:" .20)$("'2&; *'(').;2*$% 
(+: *" ,"4+( H##@:+, >:' *"1.:+2&; 
&2")$% )$F"B0+% 3.)2 + 0@:" #.9*. 
&3@&2+28&; 3. 235 &2@3'*;#. H##@:+ 
&)",@ 3.0"9'2&; ("# ./'*8 ,*"0.#$#, 
+ I2. *'@:+(+2'48*.: '>. #.9*. @(+:'28 
(.!#*.>+1 <+48#"1.

M.&2./*"; /"&28 2.9' ./'*8 9+(.3+&-
*": & *'' .20)$("'2&; (+: *" 3)'0)"&-
*$% ,"4+( H)#'*+, *. 2"0+1 ,"0"2.(, 
0"0 *"!,"3":', 2"# *'2. M -' ,"3)'6'*. 
"(2.#.F+48*.' :(+9'*+', /2. :")+2 *'-
,"F$("'#$' 2+7+*@ + 3.0.% 3. ('/')"# 
+ 3.,(.4;'2 *"&4"9:"28&; 3).>@40.% 
3.!@4./0"#, *"F')'9*.%, #">",+*/+0"#, 
0"<' + )'&2.)"*"#. 

Oia — The most beautiful and the most 
romantic town in Santorini. The white-
washed town literally hangs over the cal-
dera. The city was partially destroyed 
by!an!earthquake in 1956, but it was quickly 
restored to its original form. The architec-
tural style is defined by the many traditional 
Cycladic houses, with their rounded shapes 
and blue and white and ochre colours. 
The!narrow streets are paved with stones, 
with many stairs leading to courtyards 
in!front of houses carved into the rocks.

Some of the best and most expensive res-
taurants and shops are situated in Oia. 
As!well, you will enjoy some of the most 
impressive views of the sunset anywhere 
in!the world if you are staying on the western 
part of Oia. In fact, this is an attraction that 
gathers thousands of people every evening. 
Come to also discover the incredible views 
of Ammoudi Bay, with its old fishing port. 
You can try to descend the!235 steps to cir-
cle around the bottom part of!Oia village. 
Ammoudi may immediately seem very 
familiar, which is not surprising, since 
it!has!made appearances in many movies.

The eastern part is also very picturesque, 
with its beautiful views of the Gulf of Arme-
nia, but the sunsets in the west will 
not!be!found here! Oia is a place that offers 
unforgettable peace and quiet in the eve-
nings and allows you to enjoy a stroll through 
the streets, the promenade or! the! shops. 
If! you are inclined, there is! no! shortage 
of!cafes and restaurants to!serve your every 
culinary need. 

C"0+*<, +4+ C"0+*2.& — c!"#$ @./#$ +2 )'"+ H-/+(')*+< 
-)0&-1-1, 2/!"'/+0#$ )1-+"+ /'1'&-40/- *&!)+1#"+ >;<0!"+, 
*-0-&#"+ %;)0- +2&'2!/# '%- 2!:!?/#' >'&'%!. 6-&/#' <&'>-
0# A!*+/F! :-*&#0# 1#)-*+"+ )-)/!"+, ! ?-,+/# ;0-:!@0 
15-,+1*-1#< &-E!< + F&;*0-1#< )!?!<. I,4.+ -0?',4@0)4 -?+/ 
-05 ?&;%-%- :&+(;?,+1#"+ )*!,!"+, ->&!2;@E+"+ 0!+/)01'/-
/#' :'E'&# + %&-0#. B- "/-%+" +2 /+< ?->&!03)4 "-./- ,+=3 
)-5)0-&-/# "-&4, *-0-&-' /! A!*+/F' +"''0 /'->#*/-1'//#$ 
,!2;&/#$ 71'0.

J @./-$ + @%--1-)0-(/-$ (!)0+ -)0&-1! /!<-?+0)4 "-&)*-$ 2!-
:-1'?/+*, 1 *-0-&-" 1-?40)4 0!*+' &'?*+' 1+?# .+1-0/#<, *!* 
0@,'/3 monachus + ('&':!<! caretta. J )'1'&/-$ (!)0+ A!*+/-
F! &!):-,-.'/# 2/!"'/+0#' «!"#$%&' (')'*&», *&!)+1'$=!4 
>;<0! D!1!$- + 2--,-%+(')*+$ :!&* «+,-",», %?' :&'?)0!1,'/# 
.+1-0/#' + &!)0'/+4 ) &!2/#< ;%-,*-1 :,!/'0#.

Zante or Zakynthos — the most southernmost of the seven Ionian 
islands, famous for its incredibly beautiful bays, which are densely 
dissected by its western shore. Zakynthos’ mountain ranges are5cov-
ered with tall pine trees and their valleys are surrounded by5 olive 
groves and orchards. The beaches are separated from one another 
by bizarre rocks, which form mysterious caves and5grottos. Many 
of5them can be reached only by sea, which, in5Zakynthos, is an unu-
sual azure colour. 

On the southern and south-eastern part of the island, there is5a5marine 
reserve. Here, one can find such rare species as5the5Monachus Seal 
and the Caretta Turtle. In the northern part of5 Zakynthos, there 
is5the5famous «Blue Cave», the beautiful bay5Navajo and Askos Zoo-
logical Park. The zoological park has on5display a multitude of plants 
and animals from around the world.

?)+2 — &"#$% 0)@3*$% >)'/'&0+% .&2).(. C:'&8 &"#$% :4+-
2'48*$% ( &2)"*' 0@3"48*$% &',.*, 3.&0.480@ 2'34. &5:" 
3)+1.:+2 )"*87', /'# *" 3.F')'98'. N@/7+' 0@).)2$ )"&-
3.4.9'*$ *" &'(')*.# F')'>@ .&2).(", >:' F4">.:"); 2'/'-
*+5 (.:" *"#*.>. 2'34''. O'*2).# 0@482@)*.% 9+,*+ ?)+2" 
&/+2"'2&; >.).: -)"04+.*. C:'&8 #.9*. 3.&'2+28 ")1'.4.-
>+/'&0+% #@,'%, ?*.&&0+% :(.)'B + ('*'B+"*&0@5 0)'3.&28 
?@4'&. M >.).:' #*.>. #+4$1 @,0+1 @4./'0, 34.6":'%, <.*-
2"*.( + 3)"(.&4"(*$1 &.F.).(.

Crete — the largest Greek island, Crete has the longest swimming 
season in the country, running from April to November. Most 
resorts are located on the northern coast of the island, where 
the!flow through the water is much warmer. The centre of cultural 
life is the city of Heraklion. You can visit the Archaeological 
Museum, the Palace of Knossos and Koules Fortress, built by the 
Republic of Venice. The city has many lovely narrow streets, 
squares, fountains and an Orthodox cathedral.
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Many magazines have called Astra Suites the best hotel in!Greece.  
It is located on the cliffs of Imerovigli and offers breathtaking pan-
oramic views of the mysterious caldera, a sleeping volcano 
and!the!endless blue Aegean Sea. 

All of the suites are huge and have their own private terrace, where 
breakfast is brought to you every morning. Astra Suites is now listed 
in the Top 25 Hotels of the World, as chosen by TripAdvisor mem-
bers. It was also chosen by Condé Nast Johansens as!the!Most 
Romantic Hotel for 2015 and as «Best Service» for!2016.

G*.>+' 9@)*"4$ *",$("52 Astra Suites 4@/7+# .2'4'# ( A)'-
B++. D* )"&3.4.9'* *" &0"4"1 -#').(+>4+ + 3)':4">"'2 ,"-
1("2$("56+% 3"*.)"#*$% (+: *" 0"48:')@, 2"+*&2('**$% 
&3;6+% (@40"*, + *" F'&0.*'/*.' &+*'' P>'%&0.' #.)'.

?"9:$% 450& ( .2'4' +#''2 &(.5 &.F&2('**@5 2'))"&@, 0@:" 
0"9:.' @2). 3.:"'2&; ,"(2)"0. Astra Suites (1.:+2 ( QDR-25 
4@/7+1 .2'4'% #+)" (3. ($F.)@ TripAdvisor), " Condé Nast 
Johansens )'0.#'*:.("4 '>. 0"0 &"#$% ).#"*2+/*$% .2'48 
(!2015-# + .2'48 & 4@/7+# &')(+&.# ( 2016 >.:@.

ASTRA SUITES (IMEROVIGLI) 5*
+30 2286 024763, www.astrasuites.com

«./0-+01"02"» — I2. 7+0")*$% 3;2+,(',:./*$% .2'48 & *'-
3)'(,.%:'**$# (+:.# *" 4",@)*.' P>'%&0.' #.)' + (@40"-
*+/'&0+' 0"48:')$. E"&3.4.9'**$% ( 3.3@4;)*.# 3.&'40' 
-#').(+>4+, I2.2 F@2+0-.2'48 .0)@9+2 ("& (.,($7'**.% ).-
&0.785 F', 3.2')+ '&2'&2('**.&2+.

M I2.# #'&2' ($ *"%:'2' @:+(+2'48*$% F"&&'%* + (3'/"24;5-
6+% Spa. K.#')" 3).&2.)*$', ./'*8 @':+*'**$', .2'48 &. (&'1 
&2.).* .0)@9"52 ('4+0.4'3*$' (+:$, )@0.2(.)*$' + :"**$' 
3)+).:.%. D3)':'4'**., ./'*8 )'&3'02"F'48*$% (")+"*2!

San Antonio is a distinctively impressive luxury 5-star hotel, with 
an unrivalled sea view of the azure Aegean Sea and the volcanic 
Caldera. Nestled in Santorini’s delicate neck in the popular vil-
lage of! Imerovigli, this inimitable 5-star boutique hotel in San-
torini, Greece offers sublime luxury in the most intense natural 
surroundings.

This hotel will offer you an amazing infinity pool and an impressive 
spa. The rooms are spacious with lots of privacy and there is defi-
nitely a luxury feeling everywhere you look around in the hotel. 
Definitely a very posh option! 

D2'48 Katikies ( >. -' — F'&&3.)*., .:+* +, 4@/7+1 .2'4'% 
(! ="*2.)+*+. M:.1*.(4;56+' >4@F.0+' I#.B++ ./").("*+; 
+!.F";*+;, *'3)'(,.%:'**$% &')(+&, 2'34$% *"&2).% + /@(-
&2(. ).#"*2+0+ &4+("52&; ( "2#.&<')' /+&2.% ).&0.7+ 
+!3)+).:$. K'(').;2*$% .20)$2$% )'&2.)"* *" 0)$7' )":@-
'2 >.&2'% .F':"#+ & ('4+0.4'3*$#+ (+:"#+. M *'0.2.)$1 *.-
#')"1 '&28 &.F&2('**"; (')"*:", >:' ("# F@:@2 &')(+).("28 
3.2);&"56+% ,"(2)"0.

Katikies Hotel in Oia is the best hotel in Santorini. Inspiring deep 
emotions of enchantment and fascination, it is renowned 
for! its!unparallel services, warm atmosphere and sense of! ro -
mance; uniquely combined in an exceptional setting and natural 
environment, inviting its guests to experience moments of pure 
luxury. The incredible rooftop terrace restaurant will definitely offer 
some memorable dinners. Some of the rooms have their own pri-
vate veranda where you can have an amazing breakfast, offered 
by!the!hotel, served to you without compromise.

KATIKIES HOTEL (OIA)

HOTEL SAN ANTONIO (IMEROVIGLI) 5*

+30 2286 071401
www.katikieshotelsantorini.com

+30 2286 024388
www.sanantonio-santorini.com
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Mystique — .:+* +, &"#$1 2+1+1 .2'4'% ( -' (D%'), .2 *'>. 
3'70.# #.9*. 3).>@4;28&; :. B'*2)" >.).:". D2'48 )"&&/+-
2"* *" &"#$1 (,$&0"2'48*$1 3@2'7'&2('**+0.(. «32,12-»!— 
I2.! *+/'>., 0).#' *"&4"9:'*+; 3)+).:.% + ).&0.785. 
Q)+:B"28 3;28 450&.( + (+44 *" 2'))+2.)++ F.4'' /'# 2000 
0(":)"2*$1 #'2).( .F'&3'/+("52 /@(&2('**.' (.&3)+;-
2+' ="*2.)+*+ (! @&4.(+;1 @2.*/'**.% I4'>"*2*.&2+. D2'48 
.<.)#4'* +,('&2*$# :'0.)"2.).# S)"*0.# N'<'().#, + I2. 
&)",@ F).&"'2&; ( >4",": ,:'&8 2"0 #*.>. (*+#"*+; @:'4'*. 
:'2"4;# 0"9:.>. @>.40". C3"-B'*2) .2'4; ;(4;'2&; .:*+# 
+,!4@/7+1 *" .&2).('. K'(').;2*$' (+:$, 3.2);&"56"; ':", 
/"&2*$' 2'))"&$!—!.2:$1 luxury ( /+&2.# (+:'.

Mystique is one of the quieter hotels in Oia, yet still walking distance 
to the centre of town. Mystique is reserved for only the most dis-
cerning of travellers and is nothing but a pure, natural and!exclusive 
retreat. Thirty-five suites and villas in a landscape of!more than 
2000!square meters, it provides a sensorial experience of!Santorini 
in surroundings of understated elegance. The hotel is!decorated 
by!a!famous interior decorator, Frank Lefebvre, and!you can imme-
diately tell that there is so much focus on detail in!every corner 
of!this amazing hotel. Rumours have it that the!hotel’s spa is one 
of!the best in Santorini. With incredible views, great food and private 
terraces, there is nothing more to!say.

Grace is one of the most talked about hotels on Santorini, given 
that it possesses one of the most amazing swimming pools in the 
world! It obviously offers the amazing views of the caldera and the 
volcano and looks out on the iconic Skaros Rock. You probably 
have to book veeeeery well in advance; probably more than a year 
before your arrival. We are talking about the ultimate luxury hotel 
on the island and one of the best in the world.

«4*'5,» ;(4;'2&; .:*+# +, &"#$1 .F&@9:"'#$1 .2'4'% 
*"!="*2.)+*+. D* +#''2 .:+* +, &"#$1 3.2);&"56+1 F"&&'%-
*.( (!#+)'! M"# >")"*2+).("* *'(').;2*$% (+: *" 0"48:')@, 
(@40"* + *" &0"4@ Scaros Rock. M').;2*., ("# 3)+:'2&; F).*+-
).("28 I2.2 .2'48 ,":.4>. ,")"*'', (.,#.9*., :"9' F.487', 
/'# ," >.: :. ("7'>. 3)+',:". E'/8 +:'2 .F .:*.# +, &"#$1 
).&0.7*$1 .2'4'% *" .&2).(' + .:*.# +, 4@/7+1 ( #+)'.

GRACE SANTORINI (IMEROVIGLI)

MYSTIQUE (OIA)

+30 2286 021300, www.gracehotels.com

+30 2286 071114, www.mystique.gr
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First opened in 1991 in a restored mansion, the Sphinx Restaurant 
in Fira has quickly established itself as the pinnacle of fine dining 
in the capital city. 

The unique view over the Santorini Caldera is even more breathtak-
ing during the exquisite sunsets that appear in front of you. Chef 
and owner George Psychas creates a cavalcade of Mediterranean 
cuisine, showcasing the best of Santorini’s produce and!the fresh-
est seafood in the Aegean. The restaurant is decorated with 
the!original paintings by Santorini artist Christopher Asimis.

E'&2.)"* ( 1991 >.:@ .20)$4 &(.+ :(')+ ( .2)'&2"()+).("*-
*.# .&.F*;0' + F$&2). ,")'0.#'*:.("4 &'F; 0"0 .:*@ +, (')-
7+* 0@4+*")*.% &B'*$ &2.4+B$ ="*2.)+*+.

T*+0"48*$% (+: *" 0"48:')@ ;(4;'2&; '6' F.4'' ,"1("2$("-
56+# (. ()'#; +,$&0"**$1 ,"0"2.(. U'<-3.(") + (4":'4'B 
V9.):9 R&+1"& &.,:"'2 7':'()$ &)':+,'#*.#.)&0.% 0@1*+, 
+&3.48,@; 4@/7+' .&2).(*$' 3).:@02$ + &('9+' #.)'3).-
:@02$ 3);#. +, P>'%&0.>. #.);. E'&2.)"* @0)"7'* 0")2+*"-
#+ +,('&2*.>. *" ="*2.)+*+ 1@:.9*+0" ?)+&2.<')" H&+#+&".

Star chef Andreas Evangelatos had quite a task coming up with 
dishes to match the breathtaking vistas from the Canaves Luxury 
Hotel. One bite will tell you that he succeeded. A poetic fusion of5tra-
ditional Santorini cuisine with the bold, modern flavours of the Medi-
terranean and the freshest ingredients creates dishes that equal 
the5magic and romance of the spectacular setting above the Caldera. 

A1'2?/#$ ='F-:-1!& K/?&'!) L1!/%',!0-) ?-1-,3/- >#)0&- 
&'=+, 2!?!(; )-2?!03 "'/@, *-0-&-' ># )--01'0)01-1!,- 2!-
<1!0#1!@E+" 1+?!" ) 0'&&!)# 90-%- &')0-&!/!. I-:&->-1!1 
='?'1&# %-/! L1!/%',!0-)!, 1# ;>'?+0')3 1 '%- :->'?'. I-90+-
(')*-' ),+4/+' 0&!?+7+-//-$ *;</+ 8!/0-&+/+ )- )"',#"+, 
)-1&'"'//#"+ !&-"!0!"+ 8&'?+2'"/-"-&34 + )1'.+"+ +/%&'-
?+'/0!"+ &-.?!'0 >,@?!, &!1/#' 1-,='>)01; + &-"!/0+*' !0-
"-)F'&# ?&'1/'$ *!,3?'&#.

SPHINX

CANAVES

Fira (,-./), Ipapantis,+30 2286 023823

Oia (*0, -1- !2/), Thera, +30 2286 071453

Established in 1968, Selene is a stylish res-
taurant in the village of Pyrgos that 
has!always remained faithful to its mission 
of!using local ingredients. The spectacular 
cuisine serves to help visitors understand 
the culture of Santorini. Selene operates 
a! small meze and wine tavern, providing 
the complete Greek tasting experience. 
Its! menu features delicacies like squid 
in!seaweed, rabbit marinated in red wine, 
dorada with wild greens and caper cream 
or grilled lamb with eggplant purèe.

D&*.("**$% ( 1968 >.:@ ( :')'(*' 
R+)>.&, &2+48*$% )'&2.)"* Selene 
(&'>:" .&2"("4&; + .&2"'2&; (')'* &(.-
'% #+&&++!— :"28 3.&'2+2'4;# 3).*+0-
*@28&; 0@482@).% .&2).(", +&3.48,@; 
#'&2*$' +*>)':+'*2$ + )'B'32$. «.'#'-
0/» 3)':4">"'2 ("# 3.4*.' 3.>)@9'*+' 
(!>)'/'&0@5 0@1*5, )"F.2"; + 0"0 #','-
)'&2.)"*, + 0"0 *'F.487.% (+**$% 3.-
>)'F.0. G'*5: 0"48#")$ ( (.:.).&4;1, 
0).4+0, #")+*.("**$% ( 0)"&*.# (+*', 
:.)":" & :+0.% ,'4'*85 + 0)'#.# +, 0"-
3')&.( +4+ 9")'*$% ;>*'*.0 & F"04"9"-
*.($# 35)'.

Feredini is a restaurant for those special occasions. The exquisite 
terrace of this restaurant in Santorini offers breathtaking views 
of! the caldera. You can have an extraordinary romantic evening 
by! candlelight. The kitchen of Feredini restaurant is defined 
as!«Mediterranean with an Italian accent». The chefs create mas-
terpieces of gastronomic art from fresh ingredients grown 
in!the!fertile soils of the Greek Territory. The menu: pasta, risotto, 
ravioli, gnocchi, steak, fish and seafood. We advise you to book 
a!table for lunch or!dinner in advance.

Feredini — )'&2.)"* :4; .&.F$1 &4@/"'(. = +,$&0"**.% 2'))"-
&$ I2.>. )'&2.)"*" .20)$("'2&; (.&1+2+2'48*$% (+: *" 0"48-
:')@. C:'&8 #.9*. 3).('&2+ *'.F$0*.('**$% ).#"*2+/'&0+% 
('/') 3)+ &('/"1. ?@1*; )'&2.)"*" Feredini — &)':+,'#*.-
#.)&0"; &! +2"48;*&0+# "0B'*2.#. R.(")" &.,:"52 7':'()$ 
>"&2).*.#+/'&0.>. +&0@&&2(" +, &('9+1 3).:@02.(, 3).+,)"&-
2"56+1 *" 34.:.).:*$1 3./("1 >)'/'&0.>. 0)";. G'*5: 3"&2", 
)+,.22., )"(+.4+, *8.00+, &2'%0+, )$F" + #.)'3).:@02$. =.-
('2@'# ,"F).*+).("28 &2.4+0 :4; .F':" +4+ @9+*" ,")"*''.

Restaurant «Pyrgos», built in a very idyllic 
location over 25 years ago, is renowned 
for! its refined cuisine, which combines 
all!the!best that can be had from the local 
land and the sea. The restaurant is located 
on!several levels and huge windows make 
it a unique observation platform for San-
torini. The restaurant is located on a hill 
at! the entrance to the village of Pyrgos 
in! the heart of the island. From any spot, 
the! restaurant offers enchanting views 
of!the entire island.

E'&2.)"* «62*!",», 3.&2).'**$% ( &.(')7'**. +:+44+/'&0.# #'&2'/0', 
(.2! @9'! 25! 4'2 &4"(+2&; &(.'% +,$&0"**.% 0@1*'%, &./'2"56'% (&W 4@/7'', 
/2.!2.480. #.>@2 3.:")+28 ,:'7*;; ,'#4; + #.)'. C"(':'*+' )"&3.4">"'2&; *"!*'-
&0.480+1 @).(*;1, " .>).#*$' .0*" 3)'()"6"52 '>. ( &(.'.F)",*@5 .F,.)*@5 
34.6":0@ ="*2.)+*+, 2"0 0"0 Pirgos *"1.:+2&; *" (.,($7'**.&2+ 3)+ (L',:' ( :'-
)'(@70@ R+)>.&, ( &"#.# B'*2)' .&2).(". -, 45F.>. ,"4" )'&2.)"*" .20)$("52&; 
/")@56+' (+:$ *" ('&8 ="*2.)+*+.

SELENE

PYRGOS

FEREDINI

Fira (,-./),
+30 22860 22249

Profiti Ilia, Pirgos Kallistis, 
+30 2286 031346

Oia (*0, !2/), +30 2286071825
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«! "#$%&$'( )*(+, -'./0 /& $#, 1$#23
('4'$0 5'.&6/ !"#$%&'()$#»

«I spent a lifetime on depriving
design ELITISM»

PHILIPPE STARCK:

7'('"" 8$&%9: 

A 
living legend in the world 

of design, it is still too 

early for him to take his 

rightful place on the shel-

ves of the archives. A prominent 

figure in post-modern «new design», 

he never considered himself a part 

of any existing schools. The creator 

of countless unique concepts, 

everything from toothbrushes 

afraid to reinvent the wheel. He is a winner of dozens 

island (although he has access to just enough electricity 

and social events, gives interviews and is an image-maker 

himself. He has carefully created and cultivated a very 

eyed. All of this contributes to making Philippe Starck 

!"#$%#"

&'(')) *+,'(-. 18 ./01*. 1949 2+,1 0 -3453 10'16+/-7*867+-
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CAREER

Philippe was born on January 18, 1949 into the family of aircraft 
designer Andre Stark and housewife Jacqueline Lanuriss. Even 
asAa child, watching his father work on his drawings, theAboy tried 
to clothe stringent schemes into interesting art forms, enthusiasti-
cally creating something carved, assembled and glued.

After graduating from the Paris School of Camondo (a private high 
school of design objects and interior habitat), in 1968, he launched 
his first venture for the production of inflatable advertising struc-
tures. The following year, the young talent was attracted to work 
with Pierre Cardin. In just a few years of cooperation, Starck man-
aged to work closely and successfully on the design of furniture. 
InA 1977, Philippe Starck was sent on a two-year trip around 
theAworld. He came back to open Starck Products. TheAcompany 
has, from the outset, not specialised in any one area of design, 
doing aAlittle of everything.

In 1982, Starck, due to his fame, 
received an order to re-design 
theA apartment of Francois Mitter-
rand in the Élysèe Palace. Since 
then, the number of projects cred-
ited toAthis man is difficult to count, 
with anAestimate of 10,000. 

Most of the innovations are related 
toA the industrial design of mass-pro-
duced items, architecture andAde sign 
of com mercial interiors. AA notable 
item worth mentioning is the torch 
forAtheA1992 Olympic Games. InAParis, 
there is even aA street named after 
Philippe Starck that heA himself 
designed.

Kitchen Library, Warendorf 2009

Richard Mille by Philip Starck, 2008
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The «crowns» in his career are the projects involving motor yachts, 
which have strongly taken a leading position in the list of the most 
extraordinary superyachts in the world.

In particular, Starck tailored the avant-garde design of the! yacht 
«A» for EuroChem beneficiary, industrialist and billionaire Alexander 
Melnichenko (" 11 in the ranking of the richest Russian businessmen) 
with a helipad, a garage and three swimming pools. It was built in!2008 
and is estimated to be worth upwards of!$400!million. 

The shape of the ship resembles a snow-white submarine 
and! its!unusual body does not conform to the static forms of classic 
yachts. Thus, it benefits from reduced water resistance. This allows 
the boat to not leave the surface of the waves, even at high speeds.

The next experience that Stark had with yacht design 
was!his!collaboration with Steve Jobs. The design and construction 
of! the yacht took five years, but Jobs was not destined to enjoy 
the! completed project. It was a year after the death of Jobs 
that! the! mega yacht Venus was finally lowered into the water. 
Many recognise this masterpiece as the prime example of absolute 
minimalism.
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«Venus»

«A»

In addition to a list of numerous thematic awards and regalia 
inAtheAbank, Starck holds the honorary titles of Chevalier des Arts 
and Literature Order (1998) and the Chevalier of the Legion ofAHon-
our (2000) in his native country. In 2008, Philippe Starck was 
appointed the official representative of France to the EU asAanAartis-
tic director.

THE PHILOSOPHY AND AESTHETICS OF STARK

A key feature of Starck is his distinctive handwriting, which 
isAalways characteristic of this creator. His designs emphasise wit, 
originality of constructive solutions, irony and manufacturability, 
combined with elegance. None of his projects could ever 
beA labelled monotonous, as there are too many styles, beats 
andAmixes that are combined into unexpected cocktails.

The designer, himself, emphasizes functionality over aes thetics 
(«I*like things done with mindfulness»), at least most ofAtheAtime. 
TheAJuicy Salif was a citrus squeezer that seemed toAbeAaesthet-
ically pleasing more than truly functional, according to critics. 
HisA response was that the «obvious function of* things does 
not*always reveal their true destiny». By the way, inAhisAopinion, 
ifAaAproject isAaccepted the first time without criticism, itAisAworth 
nothing.
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Starck plays with shapes 
and bodies, whether 
itAis AaAchair or a huge hotel 
building. In this game, 
anA important part of art 
(he does not consider itAart 
design), the maestro does 
not forget the social 
andAethical norms. Hence, 
hisA hatred for the MMA 
andA fabulously expensive 
design products of all kinds 
of limited series isA clear: 
«...* today, true beauty 
is*revealed in an*object just 
when its launch is*into mass 
production. If you create 
a* good idea, it* is* your 
duty* — to share the good 
fortune with the largest number of*people.»

Starck is proud that his chair for the legendary Café Costes, which 
was worth a thousand dollars. He is also proud of another chair, 
created years later for a major US retailer, Target. Even plastic 
chairs, meant for the masses, can retain an element ofAbeauty 
andAfunctionality. It is interesting that Philippe Starck is notAinter-
ested in turning his hands to residential interiors. HeA prefers 
toA keep hisA attention focused on restaurants, nightclubs 
andA theAcommon areas of residential complexes. It would seem 
that dabbling inA residential interiors would bring him closer 
toA theAmass consumer, but the great Frenchman believes that 
theAspace ofAaAperson’s house must be completed alone and that 
professional design isAbad in this case. 

In addition to the democratisation of design and its efficiency, this 
artist turns his concerns to the common responsibility of taking 
care of the planet. He believes in eco-biodegradable plastics 
andAnatural materials. Generally, Starck is worried about the future, 
knowing full well that what we do today will impact our collective 
tomorrow. 

He is not interested in making beauty ephemeral and he looks 
forA the form that will be relevant and just as strong in decades 
toAcome (so, it is not necessary to solve the problem with recy-
cling). Thus, many of his creations are colourful, futuristic andAmin-
imalistic. 

Philippe Starck is deeply interested in science, collaborating 
with scientists to work on high-tech projects. Recognizing that 
theAworld around us and all of us are simply certain combinations 
of the same atoms, the designer concludes: «The only thing that 
is*real is the relationship between people: the tenderness and love. 
And there it is, the only reason to live, no matter what else we do».
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O n the 25th of June, Cyprus’ first DOTY (Fashion) 
Designer of the Year Award was hosted at the!Moon 
Dance Studio in Limassol, where contestants 
ANTREA ANASTASIOU, ANNA SIDEROVA, KSENYA 

KHALANSKAYA, LANA IVANOVA (Fashion) and GABI BOEHM 
(Fabric), LIUDMILA EGOROVA, NATALIA KOTLIAROVA, NICO-
LETTA DIMITRIOU, POLYXENI PAZAROU, TRYFONAS 
MODESTOU, VIKA TSANTEKIDOU and YULIA SUNTSEVA, 
competed for 1st and 2nd runner-up places. 

DOTY creators, Janice Ruffle, CB Awards Ltd. and Britta Simon 
Best Event Avenue, organised a gorgeous ceremony showcasing 
the most talented designers in Cyprus. The prestigious award, 
«Designer of the Year», was launched to provide a chance 
for!designers to go global and to get mentoring from internation-
ally acclaimed «SEMPLE».

Serving on the judging panel was award ambassador 
and!head judge; International VIP visitor Maggie Semple OBE, 
Semple (sponsored by CELLSONIC VIPP), Ramona Filip, 
Top!International Designer, Tassos Mitropoulos, Top International 
Greek Designer, Anna Dorothea Maison, Aigaia School 
of!Art!&!Design (2!serving), Anastasia van Rijn, Interior Designer, 
Stavri and!Louis Agathangelou, Dominate (2 serving), Kalia Dra-
gataki, ANT!1!Presenter, Mila Levinskaya Image, By Mila and!Lol-
ita Papacosta and Moi Ostrov Ltd. The Judges underwent 
a!3-part procedure with an on-line appraisal of the contestants’ 
biographies and photographic profiles, personal interviews 
and!a catwalk presentation. The!joint decision was announced 
on! the evening, with TRYFONOS MODESTOU receiving first 
place and KSENYA KHALANSKAYA and YULIA SUNTSEVA hon-
oured as runner-ups.

«I want to say a big thank you to all of the Judges for their love 
and! support: and to the amazing DOTY creators, Janice Ruffle, 
CB!Awards Ltd and Britta Simon Best Event Avenue. Heart warm-
ing thanks goes to my great model, Jara Ramírez, my talented 
make-up artist, Ntora Mattheou and Despo Elia for the!beautiful 
hair. Not least, my supportive family and friends», said Tryfonas, 
overwhelmed at the finale ceremony.

All contestants and winners were awarded a DOTY certificate, 
a! Fashion Concept photo shoot with sponsored photographer 
and!hair and make-up artists, future promotion and sale of items 
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Micro-Rock Brewery, & 30;+9+L /0*, 045+$"90&+$$<L Best 

BEST DESIGNER
of the year Award 2016

!"#$%&  '%()&*+,  !"#$%  – 2016

via DOTY on-line shop instigated by Best Event Avenue as well 
as!fine jewellery prizes by Neophytou Jewellery. The two runner-
ups of equal placing received an opportunity for participation 
in!a!beverage label branding design team with Ekfraseis Winery 
and Aphrodite Micro-Rock Brewery, participation in Best Event 
Avenue fashion shows and co-operation with a local fashion store. 
The winner’s prizes included the CB Awards Ltd /DOTY designed 
prized Bronze Sculpture by Karen Betts, a 6-hour mentorship pro-
gramme by Internationally renowned designer Maggie Semple, 
a!bottle of Moët & Chandon Champagne presented by Moet Hen-
nessy’s Natalia Karpova and an exclusive profile interview 
in!Apollon Magazine, with the same opportunities for participation 
in the beverage label branding design team with Ekfraseis Winery, 
Best Event Avenue fashion shows and co-operation with a local 
fashion store.

DOTY has a concept with an objective to support fashion design-
ers and will expand rapidly. Brand name creator, Janice Ruffle, 
has agreed to launch an on-line DOTY magazine with a!major Rus-
sian publishing group, launching in autumn, and a DOTY fashion 
design label. DOTY is a trademark of CB Awards Ltd. and all IPR 
(intellectual property rights) are reserved. 

Event Avenue, "!'0(4)*$"N+(2 ' /-'($</ Fashion Store. F0-
8-*"(-1# ;0$;)4'+ G4"H0$+') I0*-'() &4)N"1": 840$90&)# 
'(+()O(;) DOTY, "950(0&1-$$)# *"9+7$-40/ :+4-$ B-(('; 
34"51+Q-$"% $+ Q-'("N+'0&07 (4-$"$5 "9&-'($050 *"9+7$--
4+ IO55" >-/31, O;';1#9"&$0- "$(-4&2# 6)4$+1) Apollon 
Magazine, )N+'("-/ & 30;+9+L 045+$"9)-/<L Best Event 
Avenye; 8)(<1;) Q+/3+$';050 Moët & Chandon, 34-*'(+&-
1-$$050 Moët!Hennessy; &09/06$0'(2 )N+'("% & 4+94+80(;- 
*"9+7$+ 84-$*+ Ekfraseis Winery " '0(4)*$"N-'(&+ ' /-'($</ 
Fashion Store.

C09*+(-12 34-/"" E6-$"' M+HH1 '051+'"1+'2 9+3)'("(2 
0$1+7$-6)4$+1 1-781+ DOTY '0&/-'($0 c ;4)3$07 40''"7-
';07 "9*+(-12';07 54)3307.

*DOTY %&1%-('% (0450&07 /+4;07 CB!Awards Ltd " 9+S"S-$+ 
&'-/" 34+&+/" "$(-11-;()+12$07 '08'(&-$$0'(".

For further information:

FB Page:
https://www.facebook.com/Fashion-Designer-of-the-Year-
Award-Cyprus-815309568602175/?pnref=story

DOTY Designers’ Administration Director:
BEST EVENT AVENUE Britta Simon
99 483 773 best.event.avenue@gmail.com

DOTY Marketing Director:
CYPRUS BUSINESS AWARDS LTD Janice Ruffle 99 987 
672 janiceruffle@gmail.com

E1% *0301$"(-12$07 "$H04/+,"":

Photographer: George Christodoulou
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R egus inaugurated its new business centre in Limassol 
at Victory House, which is located at 205 Archbishop 
Makarios Avenue, on the 8th of July. The ribbon cut-
ting ceremony was conducted by the President 

of! the! Cypriot Republic, Mr. Nikos Anastasiadis. The event 
was!also honoured with the participation of other important repre-
sentatives of the political and business community of Cyprus. 

Mrs. Katerina Manou, Regional General Manager for the Balkan 
region, emphasised in her speech the company’s trust with 
the! prospects and dynamic nature of the Cypriot economy 
and!mentioned plans for the company’s further growth in Cyprus.

Mrs. Yianna Palazi, Director General for Cyprus, stressed 
the! multiple advantages that the new business centre offers 
to!professionals, such as the comfortable and fully equipped 
workspaces and the dedicated teams that offer administrative 
support and allow businesses to work flexibly and effectively, 
according to!their needs.

During the event, the guests had the opportunity to tour Regus’ 
facilities and enjoy a beautiful evening with music, drinks 
and!a!positive mood.

Regus’ facilities at Victory House offer a wide variety of services 
to!modern and dynamic businesses that wish to operate in!a!work-
place which is fully adjustable to their needs. There will be 24-hour 
access to the building, as well as the provision of!the!most advanced 
internet and technological tools within its!facilities, making Victory 
House the most suitable selection for!both work and meetings.

8 "#1% Regus 0(;4<1 '&07 $0&<7 8"9$-'-,-$(4 & ."/+''01- 
& 9*+$"" Victory House, ;0(040- $+L0*"('% $+ I+;+4"0'-+&--
$#, 205. T-4-/0$"# 3-4-4-9+$"% 1-$(0N;" 340&-1 F4-9"*-$( 
:"34+ 5-$ D";0' =$+'(+'"+*"'. J c08<("" 34"$%1" )N+'("- 
&+6$<- 34-*'(+&"(-1" 301"("N-';07 " 8"9$-'-O1"(< :"34+.

A-6+ :+(-4"$+ I+$), 4-5"0$+12$<7 5-$-4+12$<7 /-$-*6-4 
Regus & B+1;+$';0/ 4-5"0$-, 30*N-4;$)1+ & '&0-7 4-N" *0-
&-4"- ;0/3+$"" ; 3-4'3-;("&+/ " *"$+/";- ;"34';07 O;0-
$0/";" " )30/%$)1+ 0 31+$+L *+12$-7Q-50 4+9&"("% H"4/< 
$+!:"34-.

A-6+ U$$+ F+1+,", 5-$-4+12$<7 *"4-;(04 Regus $+ :"34-, 
30*N-4;$)1+ /$050N"'1-$$<- 34-"/)S-'(&+, ;0(04<- $0&<7 
8"9$-'-,-$(4 34-*1+5+-( 340H-''"0$+1+/, (+;"- ;+; )*08-
$<- " 301$0'(2# 0804)*0&+$$<- 4+80N"- /-'(+, &<*-1-$$<- 
;0/+$*<, ;0(04<- 34-*1+5+#( +*/"$"'(4+("&$)# 30**-46;) 
" 309&01%#( ;0/3+$"%/ 4+80(+(2 5"8;0 " OHH-;("&$0 & '00(-
&-('(&"" ' "L 30(4-8$0'(%/".

J0 &4-/% /-4034"%("% 50'(" "/-1" &09/06$0'(2 '0&-4Q"(2 
09$+;0/"(-12$<7 ()4 30 &'-/) 9*+$"# " $+'1+*"(2'% 34--
;4+'$</ &-N-40/ ' /)9<;07 " $+3"(;+/".

Regus 34-*1+5+-( Q"40;"7 '3-;(4 )'1)5 *1% '0&4-/-$$<L 
"! *"$+/"N$<L 34-*34"%("7. J09/06$0'(2 24-N+'0&050 *0-
'()3+ ; 9*+$"#, + (+;6- 34-*0'(+&1-$"- '+/<L 3-4-*0&<L 
"$(-4$-(- " (-L$0105"N-';"L "$'(4)/-$(0& $+ '&0"L 08V-;(+L 
*-1+#( Victory House $+"801-- 30*L0*%S"/ &<8040/ *1% 4+-
80(< " *-10&<L &'(4-N.

VICTORY HOUSE:
The New BUSINESS CENTRE

of Regus at the Heart of Limassol

VICTORY HOUSE:
!"#$% &'(!)*-+)!,- REGUS

. /01230 4567889:7

ABOUT REGUS

Regus is the world’s largest provider of flexible workspace solu-
tions, with a network of 2,800 locations across 106 countries 
and! 977 cities, serving 2.3 million members. Our customers 
include some of the most successful entrepreneurs, individuals 
and multi-billion dollar corporations. 

Through our range of office formats, as well as our growing mobile, 
virtual office and workplace recovery businesses, we enable 
people and businesses to work where they want, when they want, 
how they want and at a range of price points. 

In Cyprus, Regus operates in Nicosia (Jacovides Tower 1st, 5th 
Floors, 81-83 Grivas Digenis Ave), Limassol (Victory House, 205, 
Archbishop Makarios Avenue) and, quite soon, in Larnaca. 

Founded in Brussels, Belgium, in 1989, Regus is based 
in!Luxembourg and listed on the London Stock Exchange. 

In Greece, Regus has operated since 1998 and its network includes 
3 points, in Maroussi, Athens Towers and Kallithea, next to Panteion 
University. For more information please visit the!website:

www.regus.gr or www.regus.com 

W :WIF=D@@ REGUS

U&1%-('% ;4)3$-7Q"/ & /"4- 30'(+&S";0/ 5"8;"L 4-Q--
$"7 4+80N-50 340'(4+$'(&+, ' 2 800 (0N;+/" & 106 '(4+$+L 
"!977!5040*+L, 08'1)6"&+#S"/" 2,3 /"11"0$+ ;1"-$(0&. :1"-
-$(< ;0/3+$"" — 0*$" "9 '+/<L )'3-Q$<L 34-*34"$"/+(--
1-7, N+'($<- 1",+ " /$050/"11"+4*$<- ;04304+,"".

M+94+80(+$$<7 0H"'$<7 H04/+( 309&01%-( ;1"-$(+/ 4+80-
(+(2 (+/, 5*- 0$" L0(%(, ;05*+ 0$" L0(%( " ;+; 0$" L0(%(. 

Regus (D";0'"%): Jacovides Tower 1st, 5th Floors, 81-83 Grivas 
Digenis Ave

Regus (."/+''01): Victory House, 205, Archbishop Makarios 
Avenue. >;040 06"*+-('% 0(;4<("- $0&050 ,-$(4+ & .+4$+;-.

W'$0&+$$+% & B4#''-1- (B-125"%) & 1989 50*), Regus 8+9"4)-
-('% & .#;'-/8)45- " ;0("4)-('% $+ .0$*0$';07 H0$*0&07 
8"46-.

J A4-,"" ;0/3+$"% 4+80(+-( ' 1998 50*+. E1% 301)N-$"% *0-
301$"(-12$07 "$H04/+,"" 30'-("(- &-8-'+7(:

Mrs. Katerina Manou, Regional General Manager of Regus 
for the Balkans, Mr. Nikos Anastasiadis, President of the Cypriot 

Democracy, Mrs. Yianna Palazi, General Manager of Regus
in Cyprus and Mr. Ioannidis, landlord of Victory House.

The President of Cyprus Mr. 
Nikos Anastasiadis during his 
speech at the Grand Opening
of Regus offices in Limassol

Mrs. Katerina Manou, Regional 
General Manager of Regus 

for the Balkans during her speech 
at the Grand Opening of Regus 

offices in Limassol

Ribbon cutting ceremony
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n June 14th, the Hilton Hotel hosted a press confer-
ence dedicated to the 10th Cyprus-Russia Gala, 
which will be held on the 10th of! September 
at! the! Presidential Palace, under the auspices 

of! the!First Lady of!Cyprus, Ms. Andri Anastasiades. The!event 
has!become one of! the!most visited cultural and social events 
in!Cyprus. The!Cyprus-Russia Gala is a symbol of a long and lasting 
friendship between Cyprus and Russia, which is!based on!a!shared 
trust and!mutual understanding between the!two!countries. Tra-
ditionally, the Gala!supports one of!the!leading charitable founda-
tions of!the!island, «Radiomarathon».

As always, the Gala evening will be attended by well-known artists 
from Cyprus, Greece and Russia. This year’s performers are: 

Competition (2015).

«Birch», with their rich and unique rep-
ertoire, based on Russian folk tunes.

repertoire variety of genres, from the neo-flamenco to rock and!folk 
music, are renowned. 

Nikolaidou, a winner of many interna-
tional competitions.

of! Cyprus, which plays an important 
role in the cultural life of Cyprus.

-
cessful Greek singer of the last decade 
and the winner of numerous music 
awards.

For years, this event has been made pos-
sible thanks to the!support of the!gen-
eral sponsorship of! the! Interros Group. 
Interros Group is actively involved in cul-
tural and!humanitarian projects abroad 
and is widely presented as a cultural 
and! charitable sponsor in Cyprus. 
Cyprus-Russia Gala is organized 
by!Ensemble Productions Ltd.

14 "#$% & 0(-1- ?"1(0$ 340Q1+ 34-''-;0$H-4-$,"%, 30-
'&%S-$$+% 10-/) «.&/- — >2::&H I*6*», ;0(04<7 '0'(0"('% 
10!'-$(%84% & 34-9"*-$(';0/ *&04,- :"34+ 30* 3+(40$+6-/ 
3-4&07 1-*" :"34+ 5-6" =$*4" =$+'(+'"+*-'. R(0 *+&$0 0*$0 
"9 '+/<L 30'-S+-/<L ;)12()4$0-'&-(';"L '08<("7 $+ :"34-. 
A+1+-&-N-4 «.&/- — >2::&H» — '"/&01 *1"(-12$07 " 340N-
$07 *4)68< /-6*) *&)/% 50')*+4'(&+/", ;0(04+% 0'$0&+$+ 
$+!&9+"/$0/ *0&-4"" " 30$"/+$"". G4+*","0$$0 /-4034"%-
("- 30**-46"&+-( 0*"$ "9 &-*)S"L 81+50(&04"(-12$<L H0$-
*0& 0'(40&+ — «>*(&2B*-*?2+».

:+; &'-5*+, & 34054+//- 5+1+-&-N-4+ 34"/)( )N+'("- "9&-'(-
$<- "'301$"(-1" :"34+, M0''"" " A4-,"". J O(0/ 50*) )N+'(-
$";+/" '(+$)(:

 E/"(4"7 I+'1--&, 308-*"(-12 XV I-6*)$+40*$050 ;0$;)4-
'+ "/-$" F. @. X+7;0&';050 (2015);

.-5-$*+4$<7 +$'+/812 «@,-,)=*» ' "L 805+(</ " )$";+12$</ 
4-3-4()+40/, 0'$0&+$$</ $+ 4)'';"L H012;104$<L /-10*"%L;

E"E#.%, 5"(+4"'(-&"4()09 " 1"*-4 40;-54)33<, & 4-3-4-
()+4- ;0(0407 — 4+9$0084+9$<- 6+$4<, 0( $-0-H1+/-$;0 
*0!40;+ " H012;104$07 /)9<;";

@9&-'($0- ;"34';0- '034+$0 Y0"!D";0-
1+"*0), 308-*"(-12 /$05"L /-6*)$+40*-
$<L ;0$;)4'0&;

D+,"0$+12$<7 '"/H0$"N-';"7 04;-'(4 
:"34+, ;0(04<7 "54+-( &+6$)# 4012 
&!;)12()4$07 6"9$" 0'(40&+;

I"L+1"' ?+(6"+$"', '+/<7 )'3-Q$<7 
54-N-';"7 3-&-, 30'1-*$-50 *-'%("1--
("%, 1+)4-+( /$050N"'1-$$<L /)9<;+12-
$<L $+54+*.

Z6- $- 3-4&<7 50* O(0 '08<("- '(+$0-
&"('% &09/06$</ 81+50*+4% 30**-46-
;- 5-$-4+12$050 '30$'04+ Interros 
Group. ?01*"$5 +;("&$0 )N+'(&)-( &!;)12-
()4$<L " 5)/+$"(+4$<L 340-;(+L 9+!4)-
8-60/, & (0/ N"'1- &!;+N-'(&- /-,-$+(+ 
" 81+50(&04"(-1% $+ :"34-. «.&/-!— >2:-
:&H I*6*» "$",""40&+$ " 045+$"90&+$ 
;0/3+$"-7 Ensemble Productions Ltd. 

10th CYPRUS-RUSSIA GALA
10-!  &'('$  «#$')) -!*+,'$'+-".

-%.,  — ,/00%1  2)!)»
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T he company A.I. Motokinisi Ltd, official importer 
and3distributors of the Porsche brand in Cyprus, con-
tinues to break new ground as far as organizing events 
go.3Collaborating with the Central and3Eastern Europe 

Division of Porsche, A.I Motokinisi granted media representatives 
the best seat in the house in meeting the3Porsche fold up close 
and personal. Right from behind the3wheel! The3 specially pre-
pared Porsche Road Tour 2016 models had3arrived days before 
the event, lying in wait for the3Tour. 

Friends of Porsche had the opportunity to meet these models 
up3 close and personal, while also receiving a full briefing 
on3all3 the3 technological innovations present on these automo-
biles. Alongside the cars, there was a special guest. Porsche Cer-
tified Instructor and Racing Driver Jukka Honkavuori, is in Cyprus 
for these events, to provide assistance and advice to all those 
present regarding characteristics and capabilities of these 
models. His assistant during the event was none other than 
our3very own renowned racing driver, Eftichios «Tio» Ellinas.

The event took place on the 8th of July with the Porsche Road 
Tour 2016 cars already poised at the A.I Motokinisi showrooms 
in3Limassol beforehand. Media representatives had the chance 
to3drive models such as the 991 Turbo S Coupe, Panamera S-E 
Hybrid, Cayenne Turbo S and the 991 II C2 S Cabrio. 

The CEO of A.I.Motokinisi Ltd, Mr. Alkis Iacovides, welcomed 
and3thanked the media representatives for participating. Among 
other things, he stated: «We are grateful to Porsche for giving 
us!the opportunity to host events such as this. The Porsche name 
needs no special introduction, being recognized world-wide 
as!one of the most prestigious German brands as well as a word 
synonymous with «complete success». As proof of the above, one 
must only look to how other car manufacturers turn to Porsche 
so!that it may design new engines or even entire models.» In 2016, 
Porsche presents the world with its five basic models. The leg-
endary 911, the brand-new Boxster, the sporty Cayman, the luxu-
rious Panamera with its four seats but also the SUV’s Cayenne 
and Macan. 

Porsche Center Cyprus
A.I. Motokinisi Ltd, 15 Megaron Street, 2032, Nicosia
Porsche Showroom Limassol
A.I. Motokinisi Ltd, 58-60 Ayiou Athanasiou Ave.
Ayios Athanasios Area, 4102, Limassol

PORSCHE ROAD TOUR 2016

./,$+  /0$  —  2016

0/3+$"% A.I. Motokinisi Ltd, 0H","+12$<7 "/304(-4 
" *"'(4"82#(04 /+4;" Porsche $+ :"34-, &<Q1+ 
$+! )40&-$2 045+$"9+(04+ /-4034"%("7. J '0(4)*-
$"N-'(&- ' 0(*-1-$"-/ Porsche & ,-$(4+12$0/ 

"! &0'(0N$0/ 4-5"0$+L C&403<, H"4/+ Motokinisi 34-*0'(+-
&"1+ 34-*'(+&"(-1%/ '4-*'(& /+''0&07 "$H04/+,"" 1)NQ"7 
Q+$' 309$+;0/"(2'% ' «F04Q-» 1"N$0. F4%/0 9+ 4)1-/! >3--
,"+12$0 30*50(0&1-$$<- ; *0406$0/) ()4) Porsche /0*-1" 
2016!50*+ 34"8<1" 9+ $-';012;0 *$-7 *0 '08<("%.

ZN+'($";" 34+9*$";+ '/051" 340&-'(" (-'(-*4+7&, + (+;6- 
301)N"(2 301$)# "$H04/+,"# 080 &'-L (-L$0105"N-';"L $0&-
Q-'(&+L & O("L +&(0/08"1%L. D+4%*) ' /+Q"$+/" ;0/3+$"% 
Porsche 34-*'(+&"1+ 50'(% '08<("%, 340H-''"0$+12$050 "$-
'(4);(04+ " +&(050$S";+ K;;) ?0;+&)4", 30'-("&Q-50 :"34 
'3-,"+12$0 *1% ()4+. J'-/ 34"')('(&)#S"/ 0$ 34-*0'(+&"1 
'&0# 30/0S2 " ;0$')12(+,"" 0 L+4+;(-4"'(";+L " &09/06-
$0'(%L 34-*'(+&1-$$<L /0*-1-7. F0/0S$";0/ 5-$+ ?0;+&)4" 
&0!&4-/% /-4034"%("% 8<1 $- ;(0 "$07, ;+; "9&-'($<7 +&(0-
50$S"; RH("L"0' (G"0) R11"$+'.

E0406$<7 ()4 '0'(0%1'% 8 "#1%, &9%& '(+4( 0( '+10$+ ;0/-
3+$"" Motokinisi & ."/+''01-. F4-*'(+&"(-1" /-*"+ /051" 
0,-$"(2 $+ 34+;(";- (+;"- /0*-1", ;+; 991* Turbo S Coupe, 
Panamera S-E Hybrid, Cayenne Turbo S " 991 II C2 S Cabrio.

A-$-4+12$<7 *"4-;(04 A.I. Motokinisi Ltd, 5-$ Alkis Iacovides, 
3034"&-('(&0&+1 " 3081+50*+4"1 50'(-7 9+ )N+'("-. F0/"/0 
&'-50 340N-50, 0$ 9+%&"1: «FC 56*12(*-+C Porsche )* /-,(2-
:7*96,++#; +*B 92)B2<+2:78 /-29,:7& # :,5H 7*=2, :25C7&,, 
=*= J72. @-,+( Porsche +, +#<(*,7:H 9 2:252B /-,(:7*96,+&&, 
5#(#$& /-&)+*++CB 92 9:,B B&-, =*= 2(+* &) :*BC4 /-,:7&<-
+C4 +,B,K=&4 B*-2= *972B25&6,', * 7*=<, =*= :&+2+&B2B 
:629* «*5:26;7+C'». L =*$,:79, (2=*)*7,68:79* :=*)*++212 
9C%, (2:7*72$+2 /2:B27-,78 +* 72, =*= (-#1&, /-2&)92(&7,-
6& *972B25&6,' 216H(C9*;7:H +* Porsche, -*)-*5*7C9*H :92& 
+29C, (9&1*7,6& & (*<, K,6C, B2(,6&». J 2016 50*) Porsche 
34-*'(+&1%-( /"4) 3%(2 0'$0&$<L /0*-1-7. .-5-$*+4$<7 911, 
'0&-4Q-$$0 $0&<7 Boxster, '304("&$<7 Cayman, 40';0Q$<7 
Panamera ' N-(<42/% '"*-$2%/", Cayenne " Macan & SUV. 
J'-!/0*-1" 8<1" 34-*'(+&1-$< $+ 340Q-*Q-/ Porsche-()4-.

* 34"$%(0- & ;0/3+$"" 0809$+N-$"- *1% 7-50 30;01-$"% 
Porsche 911.



T he world renowned fashion designer, Elizabeth Frie-
drich, presented an exclusive fashion show the like 
of!which has never taken place in Cyprus before, enti-
tled «Le Pouvoir Des Femmes», which means women’s 

power. It was held to honour the role of women. The event took 
place on the 10th of June 2016 at Kolossi Castle, Limassol 
(Cyprus). All of the proceeds went to support a non-profit organi-
zation, K.Y.F.A., which provides support, education, information 
and social services to people living with HIV/AIDS disease.

Special guests from different countries were part of the Fashion 
shown, The live female electric string band from Greece, «Fortis-
simo», a famous photographer, Damian Hovhannisyan, 
and!the!dance studio «Reflection», whose choreographer partici-
pated in!the Eurovision Song Contest. There was also with guest 
singers Marios Charalambous and Mariza Anastasiades. 

For «Le Pouvoir Des Femmes», Elizabeth Friedrich created a spe-
cial art collection of gowns that were hand-painted by Elizabeth 
herself. They were exclusive and one-of-a-kind and now are!avail-
able at ED GALLERIES (Hilton Hotel, Nicosia) and at Window Bou-
tique (Aigia Zoni 15, Limassol). 

'-/"4$0 "9&-'($<7 /0*-12-4 R1"9+8-( P4"*4"L 
&3-4&<- $+ :"34- 34-*'(+&"1+ O;';1#9"&$<7 /0*-
$<7 30;+9 Le Pouvoir Des Femmes («C&6* <,+M&+»).
I-4034"%("- '0'(0%10'2 10 "#$% 2016 50*+ & 9+/;- 

:010''" (."/+''01). J'- &<4)N-$$<- '4-*'(&+ 30Q1" $+ 30*-
*-46;) $-;0//-4N-';07 045+$"9+,"" KYFA, ;0(04+% 08-'3--
N"&+-( 30**-46;) & 084+90&+$"", "$H04/+,"" " '0,"+12$<L 
)'1)5+L 1#*%/, 6"&)S"/ ' 9+801-&+$"-/ J@X (>F@E).

>3-,"+12$<- 50'(" "9 4+9$<L '(4+$ 34"$%1" )N+'("- & O(0/ 
Q0): 6-$';+% 54)33+ &"010$N-1"'(0; "9 A4-,"" Fortissimo, 
"9&-'($<7 H0(054+H EO/"+$ W5+$-'%$, (+$,-&+12$+% '()*"% 
Reflection, N-7 L04-054+H )N+'(&0&+1 & ;0$;)4'- Eurovision, 
+!(+;6- '3-,"+12$0 34"51+Q-$$<- 3-&,< I+4"0' ?+4+1+/8)' 
" I+4"9+ =$+'(+'"+*"'.

>3-,"+12$0 *1% O(050 30;+9+ R1"9+8-( P4"*4"L '09*+1+ 
;011-;,"# O;';1#9"&$<L 31+(2-&, ;0(04<- 8<1" &4)N$)# 
4+'3"'+$< '+/"/ /+'(-40/. G-3-42 /0*-1" *0'()3$< & 8)-
(";+L ED Galleries (Hilton Hotel, D";0'"%) " & Window Boutiqe 
(Aigia!Z0ni!15, ."/+''01).
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O n July 19th, 2016, at the Olympic Residence, a char-
ity fashion show, staged by a collection of designer 
boutiques, was presented on site for the pleasure 
of!the many in attendance. Guests enjoyed cocktails 

and hors d’oeuvres from Como Restaurant and were entertained 
by!the soothing tones of singer Caterina Stikudi. All of the money 
raised went to the HIV K.Y.F.A. Foundation.

19 "#1% & W1"/3"; M-9"*-$' '0'(0%1'% 81+50(&04"(-12$<7 
/0*$<7 30;+9 0( *"9+7$-4';"L 8)(";0&, 34-*'(+&1-$$<L 
&!O(0/ 9*+$"". A0'(" $+'1+6*+1"'2 ;0;(-71%/" " 9+;)';+/" 
0( 4-'(04+$+ Como. D+ &-N-4- &<'()3"1+ 3-&",+ :+(-4"-
$+ >(";)*". J'-!'084+$$<- *-$25" 30Q1" & H0$* 30 80428- 
'!J@X!K.Y.F.A.

FAMOUS CHARITY
FASHION SHOW
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LIMASSOL

3F Gallery, 28th October Avenue, Olympic Residence, 25585807

Ahaba Hair & Spa, 69 Georgiou A’ , Germasogeia, 25 317417

All Organic Market, 16 Kolonakiou Street, 25587670

Amicci, 215 11, Maximos Plaza, Archiepiskopou Makarou III, 25 582254

Anna Dorothea Maison, Georgiou A’ 95, Germasogeia, 25321212

Askanis Group, 8 Loizou Askani Street, 25336171

Autolife, 38, Lapetou, Agios Athanasios, 25 364999  

Avant Garde Salon, 29, Vasileos Konstantinou, 25 256726

Bazhenov Hairdressing Academy, 139, Amathountos Avenue, 978-10833

Bio Sculpture Gel, 42 Spyrou Kyprianou Avenue, 25818398

Breeze Group, 10 Kolonakiou Street, 4103 Agios Athanasios 

Carob Mill (Artima, Karatello, Stretto, Draught Microbrewery, 

Epsilon, La Pasteria Il Gusto, Ryans Bar), 25 820 430

Chameleon Spa, Georgiou A’ & Americanas, 25105561

Chr. Athanasiou, 52, Amathountos ave., 25 828200

Chocolate Soup, 197 Arch Makarios III Avenue, 25344141

Chopard, 353, 28th Olympic Residence, 25584555

COCO Mat, 2, Spyrou Kyprianou, 25 430434

Columbia Plaza 223, Ayiou Andreou Street, 25278000

Como, 353 28th October Avenue, Olympic Residence, 25247247

Constantinos Jewels, Arch Makariou III, Maximos Plaza, 25 814768

Coya, 125 Georgiou A’, Germasogeia, 25879335

Dance studio «Moon», Spyrou Kyprianou str., 25 320371

Debenhams, 369, 28th October Avenue, 25591133

Diesel, Limassol Marina, 25051228

EOS Tour, 38A, Georgiou, Germasogeia, 25 322033

Epsilon, Limassol Marina, 25051393 

First Class Homes, 32, Amathountos Avenue, Zana Complex, 7000 0889

Fluet Boutique, 353 28th October Avenue, Olympic Residence, 25584411

Ideal Aesthetics, 3, Tzeno Karezi, 25746300

Incontro Café, 244, Archiepiskopou Makarou III, 25 377519

Jewellery Theatre, 197 Arch. Makariou III, 25377733

La Femme Rejuvenation Center, 1 Octovriou, 25724747

La Isla, 17 Amathountos Avenue, 25 310310

Lighthouse, 106 Georgiou A’, Germasogeia, 25313808

Londa Boutique Hotel, 72, Georgiou ‘A , Germasogeia, 25 865555

Magnis, 78 Georgiou ‘A Str., 25 591158 

Malindi Bar, By St. Rafael Marina, 25379500

Mantra, 108, Amathountos Avenue, Leoforos Amathountos, 95 110722

Matrix Medical Cosmetology Center, 18, Naupliou, 2d floor, 25 550077

Maxim Rentals, 82, Amathountos Ave., 25 212190

Milkbar, 226, Leoforos Makariou III, 25 354100

Mirror Mirror, 15, Konstantinou Paparigopoulou, 25 312383

Mouzenidis Travel, 231, 28th October str, 25 356555

My Miniatures, Georgiou ‘A, Germasogeia, 97 794100

Olympic Residence, 353, 28th October Avenue, 25247000

Orpheus Luxury Travel, Makarios Avenue, Kanika Complex, 70 0000 70

!"#$ "%&'("
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Le Frenchie, 7,9,11, Irini str, Medieval Castle area, 25 212333

Limassol Marina, 2 Syntagmatos Square, Old Port, Amathus Bldg, 25022600

PKS Philisophy of Kudos, 73, Spyrou Kyprianou, Germasogeia, 25 322292

Porsche Center Cyprus, 58-60 Marios Nicolaides, 25 828911

Prime Holiday Club, 89 Vasileos Georgiou A, Germasogeia, 25 558708

Prime Property, 89 Georgiou A’, Germasogeia, 25315300

Property Gallery, Georgiou A’, Monastriaki Center, Office3/4, Germasogeia, 25322112

Puesta Oyster Bar, 42 Amathountos Avenue, 25329040

Quick Spa, 161, Arch. Makariou III Avenue, Akapnitis Court , 1st Fl, 25 111777

Radiance, Amathontos Avenue, Sandiz Beach Complex, block 1, shop1, 25222590

Sailors’s Rest, St, Rafael Marina, Amathountos Avenue, 25834242

Sanctum Spa, Limassol Marina, 25100109

Scavolini, 78, Spyrou Kyprianou, 25 320450

Senso di Stile, 61 Georgiou A’, Alkionides Court, 25310355

Spectus, 220 Arch. Makarios III Avenue,  25341525

Sunseeker Cyprus, Limassol Marina, 25051777

Splash By the Beach,129 Georgiou A’, Germasogeia, 25318803,

Studio Figura, Georgiou ‘A , Germasogeia, (!"#$%&' ()*+ ,"$-.%) 99182123

The Garden, 48 Georgiou A’, Azure Residence,  25 101 212

Tennis Point, 36, Georgiou A, Germasoyia, 25 323255

The Yacht Club, Limassol Marina, 25 051205

Tiffany, 353, 28th October Avenue, Olympic Residence Towers, 25 582777

Up Town Square (Chi Lounge, Chesters, Estilo, Zen Room, Malindi), 194 Amathoundos Ave, 25025555

Vavilova Clinic, 8 Louki Akrita, office 202, 25344454

Victorio Hairdressing Team, 8, Louki Akrita, 25 345915

Villeroy & Boch, 43, Promahon Eleftherias str., 25 585807

Vita Spa, 55 Thessalonikis Street, 25351955

Vitadent Clinic, 20 Georgiou ‘A, Germasogeia, 25 001920

Wanted, 17, Konstandinou Paparigopulou, 25 431878

Zacharias Watches & Jewellery, 33 Georgiou A’ street, 25323168

X-Eyes, 197, Makarios III, 25 222116

PAPHOS

5-th Floor, Neofytou Nikolaide & Kilkis, 17, 26 910055

Acme Security, 24, m.Stylianou str, Tala, 96444878

Aphrodite Hills Resort, Kouklia Village, 26 828282

Aristo Developers, 8 Apriliou 1st Street, 26 841 800

Athos Diamond, Poseidonos Avenue, Lighthouse 79-80, Kato Paphos, 26811630

Ayii Anargiri Luxury Spa & Hotel Resort, Miliou Village, 26 945222

Blue Cross Centre, 51 Demokratias Avenue, 26221 111

Boulvard Wine Bar, Kenedy Square, 26910871

Debenhams, Democracy Avenue, 26840840

Designer Labels, 3 Neophytos Nicolaides Avenue, 26 222070

Elea Estate & Golf Resort, Eleon Ave 1, 26 202004

Gold Sacura, 17, Poseidonos Avenue, Rodothea Court, 26947492

Green Air, 10 Georgiou Christoforou, 26941555

Imperial Chinese, Poseidonos Avenue, 26954010

Karma Water, 32, Ellados Avenue, 26 222722 La bodega Casa, Akamantidos Street, 26 955515

Korantina Homes, 32, Trikomou Street, Coral Bay, 26 623536

Lorem, 16 Neofyrou Nikolaide, 26002650

Lorem Boutique, 16 Neophitou Nikolaide, 26 002650

Medusa Constractions Ltd, 7 Chio Street, 26923561
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Minthis Hills Golf Resort, Tsada Village 26642774/5

Muse, Andrea Ioannou, 99 176232

Myrensi Spa, 44 Georgiou Griva Digeni, 4th fl, 26 934089

Papatheocharous, 17 Nicolaides Ave & Kilkis, 26923159

Prive Studio, 28, Gladstonos str, 26 912189

Rock FM, 7, Galatias str, 26 822073

Russian Consulate, Charalambou Mouskou Street. 20, A.B.C. Business Centre, Office 101, 26 222 000

Sardine, Coral Bay, Laxion Avenue 24, 96 282060

Secret Valley Golf Club, Kouklia Village, 26 27 4000

Time out, 2 Akamantidos, Ioulianou Court

Zaggoulos Ideal Home, 16 Demokratias Avenue, 26821300

NICOSIA

Biomir, 54, Griva Digeni, 22 818720

Char. Pilakoutas Ltd , BMW, Mini,14, Meteora Street, Strovolas, tel: 22 586100

Chopard, 45A, Stasikratous Street, 22 767617

Cyprus Premium Automobiles Ltd, Jaguar Land Rover Cyprus, 7 Larnacos Avenue, tel:  22586200

Cyprus Tourism Organization, 19 Lemesos Ave, 22 691100

Hamam, 8, Platia Tillirias, 22 460006

Karma Water, 75, Athalassas Avenue, 22 375353

Kivotos Luxury, 1A, Georgiou Griva Digeni, 22 658536

Porsche Center Cyprus, 15 Megaron Street , Strovolos, 22 353994

Ramon Filip Boutique, 23 A-B Armenias Str, 22 879486

Studio Figura, 8D, Naxou str, 99182123

Tiffany, 77A, Arch. Makarios III Ave, 22 374070

X-EYES, 28, Makarios ave., City Plaza, 22 761909



SUNSEEKER
CYPRUS

LIMASSOL 3601
LIMASSOL MARINA

TEL: +357 25051777

WWW.SUNSEEKERCYPRUS.COM.CY


